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directions as to proper chairs and as to posture in sitting,
still matters of discussion at the present time. In speaking
of the "Method of preventing Children to carry their Head
wrong." Andry mentions two very important principles of
orthopredics, which are of such interest as to make it worth
while to quote the paragraphs. The first is upon the
principle of over-correcting deformity :
"As those Workmen, who make streight Wood that is
crooked, are not content to bring it to that point of Streightness where they would have it remain, but bend it farther
to the other side, lest the natural effort of the Wood to
recover its first Set, make it return to its former Crookedness; so one th at would subdue any strong Passion, ought
to incline to the other Extreme, that he may be able to keep
within those Bounds, in which he designs to confine himself." And in the same way, says Andry, if the neck is
inclined to stoop forward it ought to be bent the contrary
way.
The second principle may be expressed by saying that in
the correction of a postural deformity an ounce of active
movement is better than a pound of passive. In the
description of a particular met hod of rectifying the neck
which is crooked or stiff, Andry thus expresses his opinions:
"When the Hand is employed to turn the Head of the
Child to one side, it is only the Effort of the Hand that
does the Affair. But this Force is foreign, and consequently
not so effectual, because it is not seconded by any Effort of
the Child. It is the Effort of Nature that ought to do all
this. It is this internal and secret energy that gives the
course to the animal Spirits. While, on the contrary, when
the hand performs the Motion, th e animal Spirits of the
Child do not act, neither do the Muscles contract themselves, but the lllotion which you give them is quite passive
on their part, and consequently must be of very little
service; for in this Case all ought to come from within."
Consequently Andry's particular method consists in using
every endeavour to make the child turn his head of his own
accord in the direction which will correct his deformity.
His food and drink are to be placed upon one side of him;
he is to be taken to tl:e Fire-works or to a show and so
placed that he must turn his head in order to see what is
going on ; he must sit in the coach so that he must turn his
head to look from the window; in these ways active efforts
at self-correction may be brought about.
Many other sound mechanical principles may be found
in this work, chiefly, however, with respect to postural
deformities. When fixed deformities are concerned the
description of the supposed cause is often merely humorous,
and the treatment evidently very inadequate.
Perhaps
the best instance of this is in Andry's description of
Bolt Feet.
"Bolt Feet are such as resemble those of a Horse, and
thence are called in Latin Pedes Equince. They say that in
the Black Sea there are Isles, the Inhabitants of which have
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their Feet thus made, and are called Hippopodes, which is a
Greek Term signifying Horse's Feet.
" I was very intimately acquainted with a Physician who
had Feet of this sort; but he was a Man whose Head very
well compensated the Imperfection of his feet. He died
very suddenly. "
Andry says that those who have this deformity hide it by
wearing ordinary shoes, having that part in which the foot
leaves a void filled up with a piece of cork. But he also
says that the deformity is not incurable, but is capable of
alleviation by pulling the toes frequently but gently, and by
bandaging the feet. This may lead us OL1 to the first great
development of operative orthopredics, the discovery of
th e possibility and safety of subcu taneous tenotomy by
Stromeyer in 1831. Delpech had previously performed
open tenotomy of the Tendo-Achillis in 1828, but suppuration ensued. Stromeyer's discovery that subcutaneous operation could be carried out without the risk of this complication,
at once placed orthopredics in the forefront of surgery, as
a branch in which operations were safer than in any other.
After this orthopredics developed rapidly. In England the
two London Orthopredic Hospitals- The Royal and The
National-were founded before x84o, and th eir surgeons
soon attained a reputation. Osteotomy had been first
performed in 1828 by Barton in America, and although
not so safe as tenotomy, yet this operation also, when performed subcutaneously, proved a reasonably safe procedure
in th e pre-antiseptic days. It thus came about that just
before the Listerian era operative orthopredics had developed to an extent which was, perhaps, in advance of that
of other branches of surgery. It was about this time that
o ur own Orthopredic Department was established, Mr.
Willett being appointed in charge in 1867.
Following upon the introduction of antiseptic methods, a
rapid advance in general surgery was accompanied at first
by an advance in orthopredics, which, however, was later
brought somewhat to a standstill, in this country at least, by
the interest and glamour attached to abdominal operations.
Orthopredists quite properly kept largely to their mechanical
methods, and the surgeon who was engaged in larger operations had no time to give to the learning of these. It thus
came about that in England those surgeons who specialised
in this branch were either good operators or else good
mechanics, and seldom both.
In other countries this
tendency was soon overcome by the greater tendency in
them towards specialisation, so that in Germany, in the
hands of Julius \Volff and Hoffa, in Italy, through Pan zeri
and Codivilla, in America, through Sayer and many others,
orthopredics made many advances. At our own Hospital,
thanks to the early development of the special department,
officered by a surgeon who had to be both a surgeon and a
mechanician, we did not suffer from stagnation.
Mr.
Willett, who had charge of the department from 1867 to
r879, was a pioneer in this country in operative ortho-
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p1edics. Mr. Marsh, who followed him, has justly attained round display of batti~g, and won by 2 wickets, with 10 minutes to
spare.
a world-wide reputation for his work upon the mechanical
ScoREs.
treatment of tuberculous joints, and Mr. \Valsham, who
VIRGINIA WATER.
ST. BART.'s.
had charge of the department from I882 until I897, was, in J). Mustar, c Stathers, b Owen 24 S. R. Prall, b Pond .. . ......... 12
Stinton, c Blair, b Brann... .. . o
H . .J. Moser, c Smith, b Blaker 39
his time, one of the best known orthop1edic surgeons in the Roles, b Brann ... ... . ... .. .. ... 8 T. Owen, b Blaker
... 33
world. Mr. Bruce Clarke, who followed Mr. Walsham, Pond, c Baker, b Owen . . . . . . 3 W. F. Eberli, st Stinton, b
· Dr. Rutherford, c Blair, b
Roles ... . ... ................ 20
had charge o{ the department until I903, the writer's first
G. F. Juckes, c Cook, b
Parkes ... ... ... ... ...
27
Rutherford............
33
introduction to the subject took place during this period, Dyer, b Brann ...... ........... 63
54
Blaker, c Baker, b Owen ... . 63
]. F. Haynes, b Blaker....
and the combination in Mr. Bruce Clarke of a knowledge Dr. Smith, b Owen ... ... ... . 3 L. Brann, b Mustar .. . .
33
, not out .. .
11
of surgery with really great mechanical skill, rendered him
5 H. E. Parkes, not out . . .
16
C. ]. C. B lair, b Blaker
8
Joslin , c Juckes, b Owen .. .
an invaluable master. From I903 on the department was Cook,
b Brann
2
'5 G. S. Stathers, not out...
in the hands of Mr. McAdam Eccles. From the time of
H. S. Baker did not bat.
Extras ...
. Extras ................... 21
'7
the opening of the new out-patient premises it soon became
evident that the work was increasing so greatly that it
Total
Total (8 wkts) ... 266
... 244
would soon be impossible for an assistant-surgeon to the
SWIMMING CLUB.
Hospital, with other work to perform, to carry it on and to
The Swimming Club has been rejuvenated this year and shows
keep abreast of modern methods. In I 9 I 2 this was repromise of a good season. Several water polo fixtures have been
cognised by the Governors, and the post of Orthop1edic arranged and swimming races are proving a popular feature. At
the General Meeting Messrs. R . Foster Moore and D. M. Stone were
Surgeon made a specialist's appointment.
elected vice-presidents, and have kindly consented to act in that
Parallel with the development of orthop1edics has come capacity.
POLO.
the growth of massage and physical exercises as modes of
treatment in medicine and surgery. Swedish gymnastics
ST. BART.'S 'V. THE WATER RATS.
This match took place at the Marylebone Baths on Friday, May
date from the time of Ling in I8I3. They differ essentially
18th, and resulted in a draw 2-2; C. F . Beyers and D. M. Stone
from the gymnastics of other countries in that they were scoring
for us. Team-Goal: ]. Pearce. Backs: T. W. David,
worked out upon scientific lines, first as means of education A. Upton. Hnlf-back: C. F . Beyers (capt.). Forwards: G. Parry,
of the neuro-muscular system and secondly as methods of D. M. Stone, G. A. Beyers.
medical and surgical treatment. They have been long in
ST. BART.'S ... DULWICH COLLEGE.
finding a proper recognition in this country, but at last their
On Monday, May 25th, at Dulwich. The fixture opened with a
importance is being accepted. At present, so far as the team race in which the College were easily victorious, winning by
half a length.
hospitals and medical schools are concerned the use of
The polo started evenly, C. F. Beyers scoring in the first minute,
gymnastic methods in treatment has not been recognised. It the equaliser following quickly; the game continued to be fast, halftime arriving with the score 3-2 in our favour, Parry and Upton
may be predicted, however, that before long the medical scoring our other goals. On resumption our combination markedly
profession will recognise how important to them is a improved and further goals were scored by C. F . and G. A. Beyers
and Upton (2) to our opponents 1. Result: 7-3. The team was
knowledge of the educational side of gymnastics, dealing as the same as -v. The Water Rats, except that ]. B. Mudge replaced
it must with the proper physiological development of the D . M. Stone.
muscles and of their nervous control. We may then expect
that medical students and practitioners will study the theory
of gymnastics, so as to fit themselves to advise as to the
CORRESPONDENCE.
training of children in schools and in the home, and so that
they may assist in guiding public opinion in the proper
REPORTS OF THE CLUBS.
choice of methods of gymnastic training.
To the Editor of the 'St. Bartholonzew's Hospital Journal.'
This brief outline of the history of the origin and developWHAREAMA,
ment of the speciality of orthop1edics and its allied subject
STOKE, N ELSON, N.Z.,
March 14th, 1914.
remedial gymnastics is intended merely to serve as an introDEAR SIR,-One of the pleasures I eagerly await is the day of
duction to an account of the present work of the department,
arrival of the old HosPITAL JouRNAL: in it one finds news of old
to which a subsequent article will be devoted.
friends. One fondly imagines that we exiles are still in touch with
I(

THE CLUBS.
CRICKET CLUB .
ST. BART.'s -v. VIRGINIA WATER.
On May 2nd an enjoyable game ended in a good win for the
Hospital. Our opponents won the toss, and were eventually disposed
of for 244, Blaker and Dyer being the ch ief contributors with 63 each.
Owen took 5 and Brann 4 wickets. The Hospital gave a good all-
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the old place, but lately, month after month, I have sought in vain
for football news. True, there have been a few words occasionally,
but it is evident that the "clubs" do not send in their reports
regularly. Now the time will come when the secretaries of these
clubs will rely on the JOURNAL for their own news.
To one who fought for the" Rugger " Cup (and very nearly got
it, too! Can any of you recollect how we downed Guy's by 18 to 3 ?
How Sammy Mason tried to punt into touch and dropped a goal by
mistake? How we fought Thomas's again and again, and Harry
Bond away?) the news of the ", Rugger" doings is of the greatest
interest.
Let me, as an old " Rugger" captain, ask the secretaries of the
clubs to se nd in their reports, and let me ask you, Mr. Editor, to
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have space set aside for them, and so do your best for those of us
who, tho' far away, love old Bart.'s as you do.
Yours truly,

P. 0. ANDREW.

THE HONORARY MEDICAL STAFF OF ST. ANDREW 'S
HOSPITAL, NEASDEN .
To the Editor of the 'SI. Bartholomew's Hospital Journal.'
St R.:._ The St. Andrew's Hospital is open for patients at two and a
half guineas a week, which includes all medical and surgical attendance and operations by the the hon. staff and the salaried resident
medical officer. I wonder if the staff realise that they are being
exploited in the name of charity and at the expense of the local
practitioner who is debarred from attending his patients at the
hospital.
I fully realise that there exists a class of patient to whom such an
opportunity is a godsend and who might legitimately take advantage
of the opportunity provided , but there is a very fine line between this
and hospital abuse, as it is impossible for "public " reasons for a
general practitioner to refuse to give a recommendation when asked
to do so.
Further, there are private rooms at six or eight guineas a week
where patients may be attended or operated upon by members of the
staff of this and recognised London hospitals, and the staff make
their own arrangements with the patient as regards fees and again
th e general practitioner is debarred from attending. Surely a patient
who is in a position to pay six or eight guineas a week should not
be taken away from the local man by the specialist or consultant.
The matter has been before the local division of the British Medical
Association and although they did not take any action, it was felt
that the regulations of the hospital and the position taken by the
hon. staff were not fair to the local general practitioner who could
support neither of them.
As all but one of the hon. staff are Bart.'s men and many of them
are on the staff at Bart.'s I thought it better to write to the Bart.'s
JouRNAL rather than to a general medical journal.
After the lead given by the staff of Bart.'s a year ago in support of
the stand made by general practitioner's against some of the objectionable conditions of the National Insurance Act, it is disappointing to
see them supporting here a system which is detrimental to the interests
of the genenal practitioner in that here again they are taking away
patients who are able to pay fees and who are of a class quite distinct
from the necessitous poor.
I am, Sir, vours, etc.,

35. MAPESBURY ROAD,
BRO:-IDESBURY, N.W.

\VJLFRED N. SODEN.

"DISEASES OF CHILDREN. "
To the Editor of the ' St. Bartholomew's Hospital Journal.'
8, HENRIETTA STREET,

CovENT GARDEN, LoNDON,
April 2~th, 1914.

DEAl< StR,-Weare pleased to notice the review in your JouRNAL
of Dr. John McCaw's Diseases of Children. Will you allow us,
however, to point out that the author's name is incorrectly spelt o
As this makes "all the difference" in the value of the review, would
you be so good as to correct it in a future issue?
We are, yours faithfully,
BAtLLIERE, TtNDALL & Cox.
'ANiEST HETI CS.'
(FIFTH EDITION: OR. OuDLEY BuxTo:<.)
To the Editor of the' St. Bartholomew's H ospital J oumal.'
DEAR StR,-In your courteous review of my book you say: "as,
except that the rectal administration of ether with oil is not mentioned, it is quite up to date.''
On page 203 of my book, under
the caption of "Colonic Etherisation, " I describe both the ethersaline and the ether-oil systems of etherisation by the rectal route.
Dr. Gwathmey's work was in the experimental stage when the book
was written, but subsequent communications upon the subject have
not altered materially the statements contained in the paragraph in
my book to which I have referred you. Possible you can correct
what I am sure was an unintentional slip on the part of the reviewer.
I am,
Yours very truly,
0UDLEY w. BUXTON.
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STOP PRESS NEWS.
GRATE FIRE AT ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S.
On Thursday, May 28th, our Special Correspondent in Little
Britain was attracted by a volume of smoke issuing from one of the
basement windows of the Hospital. Simultaneously, a fireman in
resplendent uniform ran across the road, hatchet in hand.
A crowd collected.
Our corres pondent, having some idea of the direction to be taken,
at once conducted the fireman to a flight of steps inside the enclosure marked, "Nurses only-Private. " Together these two
intrepid men plunged down the sta ircase, undaunted by the reek of
smoke.
As they burst open the door, they perceived three damsels in
distress-distress, because the smoke from the large kitchen range
was entering their respective respiratory systems and causing them
to cough. Someone had mismanipulated the dampers.
On ascending to the outer air once more, they found four fire
engines and four escapes had already arrived, although not more than
about four minutes had elapsed.
It was-as we notify on our scare-heading-merely a grate fire .
But it might have been a great fire, and such promptitude is reassuring.

THE BOOKSHELF.
REVIEWS.
SANATORIA FOR THE TUBERCULOUS. By F. R. WALTERS. Pp. 4J2.
(George Alien & Co.) 12s. 6d. net.
An exhaustive work dealing with the effects of nearly every climate
in the world upon tuberculous patients in their various stages, and
setting forth the various sanatoria both in England and abroad. It
is intended in this respect as a guide to the general practitioner who
can very often have but a vague idea where he oan send his patients.
The scope of sanatoria treatment is discussed at some length.
ME:<TAL DISEASES . By R. H. CoLE. ( Hodder & Stonghton. ) Pp.
321. Price 10s. 6d. net.
It is not often that one finds a book which one does not think
could be improved. But we almost think that in this instance such
a book lies before us. Dr. Cole has treated his subject very fully, and
has evidently read profoundly. Apart from the mere classification of
insanity, its diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment, he gives us some
interesting information concerning sanity, consciousness, s]eep,
memory, and so forth, which cannot fail to be of value to the
reader. The statistics are also very interesting and pathological
illustrations are extremely good. We can cordially recommend this
little book.
CHRONIC CoLITIS. By G. HERSCHELL and ADOLPHE ABRAHAMS.
( Longmans, Green & Co.) Pp. 270. Price 6s. net.
A well-written little book which gathers together in a useful and
not too lengthy manner the various types of this troublesome complaint. The authors have made a very careful classification of these
types, and have indicated the causes and tnoatment to be followed in
the various cases. If we have one fault to find it is that they are
rather too dogmatic upon a subject which at present has so many
obscure points. There is no doubt, however, that this book should
be of considerable value to the general practitioner and to the student
as well.

EXAMINATIONS.
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.

Second M.B. Exami,r.ation.
Part If: Pharmacology and General P athology.-S . L. Bhatia,
E. Oonaldson , F. G. Lescher, H . W. Scott, E. P. W . Wedd.
D.P.H. Examination.
Parts I and If.-]. H. Baldwin, H. W. Barnes.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S
The degrees of M.B., B.C., have been conferred on R. Sherman
and C. R. Taylor.
The degree of M.B. has been conferred on R . S. Morshead and
J. P. H. Davies.
CONJOINT BOARD.
Final Examination .
The following have completed the examinations for the diplomas
of M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P.-C. J. Scholtz, V. M. Metivier, R. A. R.
Wallace, R. Ellis, B. Z. Shah, D. C. G. Ballingall, H. A. Bell , G. M.
Cowper, G. P. Selby, E. C. Bradford, G. B. Richardson, .J. B.
Randall, E. Donaldson, G. C. Fairchild, A. N. Rushworth, F. H.
Cleveland.
RoYAL CoLLEGE oF PHYSICIANS oF LoNDON.
]. F. Gaskell elected as a Fellow.
R. R . Armstrong and T. H . G. Shore admitted as Members.
RoYAL CoLLEGE oF SuRGEONS OF ENGLAND.
Primary F.R.C.S. Examination.
L. M. Banerji, D. Green, R. H. Maingot, V. R. Mirajkar, C. Noon,
H . B. G. Russell, W. E. Wilson.
RoYAL CoLLEGE oF SuRGEONS OF EDINBURGH.
A. L. Weakley admitted to Fellowship.

NEW ADDRESSES.

CHAMPNEYS, SIR FRANCIS, BT., 49, Cambridge T e rrace, Hyde Park,
W. Tel. Padd. 2590. (Until July 31st.) Littlemead, Nutley,
Uckfield, Sussex. Tel. 3 Nutley. (After July 31st.)
CoucH MAN, H . J., 4, Downin g Street, Farnham, Surrey.
DR AGE, C., The Rhodd, near Presteigne, Radnorshire.
LANG, P., Bolsover H ouse, Ashington, Northumberland.
RuSHWORTH, A. N., Metropolitan Hospital, Kingsland Road, N.E.
STANGF.R, G., Queen's Hospital for Children, Hackney Road, Bethnal
Green, E.
W ALSHAM, H ., 127, Harley Street, W.
WooDFORDE, A. W. G., "Allexto n, " Ripple Road , Barking, Essex .

APPOINTMENTS.

HARTL EY, J. D ., F.R.C.S., L.R. C.P., appointed Hon . Surgeon to th e
Gravesend Hospital.
LAwRENCE, S. M., M. D., B.S.(Lond.), M.R.C.S., L.R .C.P., appointed
Hon. Assistant Surgeon to the Gravesend Hos pital.
MARSHALL, E. S., M.R.C.S ., L.R.C.P., appointed Investigator into
Prevalence of Ankylostomiasis in Antigua, W. Indies, under the
Rockfeller InternatiOnal H ealth Commission.
MooRE, R. FosTER, B.C. (Cantab.), F.R.C.S., appointed Assistant
Surgeon to the Royal London Ophthalmic H ospital.
PRENTICE, H. R., M.B., B.S. (Lond.), M.R.C. P., appointed Physician
to Outpatients at the West End H ospital for Diseases of the
Nervous System.
Ru SHWORTH, A. N., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., appointed Junior House
Surgeon at the Metropolitan H ospital, Kingsland Road, N.E.
STANGER, G., M.B., B.Ch.(Oxford ), M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., appointed
Resident Medical Officer to the Queen's Hospital for Children,
H ackney Road, Bethnal Green, E.

ROYAL NAVAL MEDICAL SERVICE.

The following appointments have been notified since April 20th,
1914:
Staff-Surgeon L. M. Morris to the" Bristol " on relief of the" H ermione," undated.
Surgeon G. Scott to the" Cumberland, " to date May 19th, 1914.
Surgeon G. Wallis to the " Niger," to date May 23rd, 1914.

INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.

Major E . A. C. Matthews has been a ppointed Honorary Surgeon
to the Viceroy.

BIRTHS.

BLAKEWAY.-On Monday, May 4th, at 1, \Veymouth Street, \V., the
wife of Harry Blakeway, M.S., F .R.C.S ., of a daughter.
CLEMIN SON.-O n May 3rd, at 1, Albert Road, Gloucester Gate,
Regent's Park, the wife of Frederick John Cleminson, M.C.,
F .R.C.S., of a son.
DuiGAx .-On May 13th, at Beech House, East Dereham, the wife
of V. J. Duigan, M.R.C.S ., of a son.
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HARTILL .-On May 26th, at Abbots Langley, Herts., Muriel, wife of
Sydney Hartill, of a son.
LATHBURY.-On May 11th, at Chipp erfie ld , Kings Langl ey, the wife
of Capt. E. B. Lathbury, R .A.M .C ., of a daughter.
LEA· \VILSON .-On May 2nd, at Willingham, near Gain sborough, the
wife of B. Lea- Wilson, M.R.C.S., of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.
ALEXANDER-GRAY.-On May 14th, at the Parish Church, Sundridge,
Kent, by the Rev. John Lane Hopkin, and the Rev. E. K. B.
Morgan, Vicar of th e Paris h, James Finlay Alexander, M.A.,
~I.D.(Cantab.) , 90n of John Alexander, of Glendale, South Park .
Sevenoaks, to Freda Brenton Gray, daughter of Mrs. Gray of
Linwood, Eastbourne.
HANB URY-LYCETT.-On St. George's Day, April 23rd, at the
Church of the Redeeme r, Bryn Mawr, near Phil adelphia, Reginald
Janson Hanbury, son of Frederick Jan son Hanbury, of Brockhurst,
East Grinstead, to Margaret Lycetl, daughter of Edward Howes
Lycett, of Kirkwood, St. Louis, U.S.A.
WOLFERSTAN- LA TOU CHE.-On May 5th, at Stokesay Parish
Church, Shropshire, by the Rev. W. D. La Touche, Rector of
Wistanstow, and uncle of the bride, Dr. Kenneth Wolferstan,
youngest son of Mr. Thomas Wolferstan, to Ruth Isabel, elder
daughter of Mr. James Norman Digges La Touche, M.l.C.E., and
of Mrs. La Touche .
WROUGHTON- STUART.-On April 2nd, at Howi ck, Natal, John
Henry \Vroughton, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., son 0f the late Lt.-Col. F.
]. Wroughton, to Eth el Susan, daughte r of G. B. W. Stuart, late
D .l., R.l.C ., Kingstown, Dublin.

DEATHS.
ABERCROMBIE.-On April 30th, at Augill Castle, Brough, Westmorland, John Abercrombie, M.D.(Cantab. d Dunelm ), Cons. Ph ys.
to the Charing Cross Hospital and to the Foundling Hospital,
London.
H uG HES.-On April 26th, at Pwllheli , N. \N'ales ]. Evans Hughes,
M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.
LATHBURY.-At Chipperfield, Kings Langley, on May 13th , Dorothy
H elen, infant daughter of Capt. and Mrs . E. B. Lathbury.
MA CLURE.-On May 19th, at the Grove, Brill, Bucks, Herbert
William Maclure, M.B. (Cantab.), aged so.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

Medical Rf!'View, L ' Attualita Medica, The Student, British Journal
of Nursing, Guy's Hospital Gazette, The Nursing Times, Giornale
delta Reale Societa ltaliana d' Igiene, The Hospital, The Stethoscope,
Charing Cross Hospital Gazette, London Hospital Gazette, Union
Magazine, Middlesex Hospital Journal, The Eagle, St. Mary's
Hospital Gazette, Long island Medical Journal.

NOTICE .

All Communications, Articles, Letters, Notices, or Books for
review slzould be forwarded, acco111panied by the name of
the sender, to the Editor, ST. BARTHOLOMEw's HosPITAL
JouRNAL, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Smithjield, E. C.
The Annual Subscription to the Journal is ss., including
postage. Subscriptions should be sent to the MANAGER,
\V. E. SARGANT, M.R.C.S., at the Hospital.
All communications, financial or otherwise, relative to
Advertisements ONLY, should be addressed to ADVER·
TISEMENT MANAGER, the Joumal Office, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, E. C. Telephone: r436, Holborn.
A Cover for binding (black cloth boards with lettering and
King Henry VIII Gateway in gilt) can be obtained (pria
IS. post free) from MESSRS. AD LARD AND SoN, BartholoMESSRS. AD LARD have arranged to do the
mew Close.
binding, with cut and sprinkled edges, at a cost of IS . 9d. Ol'"
carriage paid 2s.-cover included.

"iEquam memento re bus in arduis
Servare mentem ."
- H orace, Book ii , Ode iii.
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J u LY 1ST, 19 14.

EDITORIA L NOTES.

CALENDAR.
Wed. , July I.- Clini cal Lecture (Surgery), Mr. McAdam Eccles.
Thurs., ., 2. - Seco nd Examination Conjoint Board begi ns.
Fri .,
J.-Dr. Calvert and Mr. McAdam Eccles on duty.
Clinical Lecture (Medi cine), Dr. Fletcher.
Mon.,
6.- Seco nd Examination for Med. Degrees ( London),
P art 11, begins.
M.D . and M.S . Examin ations ( London), begin.
Second Examination of S ociety of Apothecaries
begin s.
Tues.,

W ed .,

Thurs., .,
Fri.,

.,

S at.,

..

Mon.

.,

7.-Dr. Morley Fletcher and Mr. Bailey on duty.
8.-Final Examinati on Conjoint Board ( Medicin e)
begin s.
First Examination of Society of Apoth ecaries beg in s.
g.-Final Examination Conjoin t Board (Midwifery)
begins .
10.-Sir vVi lmot H erring ham and Sir Anthony Bowlby
on duty.
J unior S cholarship Examination.
Fin al Exam inati on Conjoint Boa rd (Surgery)
begins.

11 .- Summer Session ends.

Oxford Trinity T erm ends.
13.-First Exam in atio n for Medical degrees ( London )
begin s.
T ues., ., 14.-Dr. Tooth an d Mr. D 'A rcy Power on d uty.
First Examinat ion Conj oint Board begins.
Thurs ., ., 16. -S eco nd Exam ination for Medical degrees ( London),
Part I begins.
Fri.,
., 17.-Dr. Garrod and Mr. Waring on duty.
Tues., ., 21.-Dr. Calvert and Mr. McAdam Eccles on duty.
., 24.-Dr. Morley Fletcher and Mr. Bailey on duty.
Fri.,
T ues ., ., 28.-Sir Wilmot H erringham and Sir Anthony Bowlby
on duty.
Fri. ,
., 3 1.-Dr. Tooth and Mr. D'Arcy Power on duty.
T ues ., Aug. 4.-Dr. Garrod and Mr. Waring on duty.
Fri.,
7.-Dr. Calvert and Mr. McAdam Eccles on duty.
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E extend our heartiest congratulations to our se nior
physician, whose name figures in the birthday
honours as the recipi ent of knighthood . Sir
Wilmot Herringham is not only a physician of St. Bartholo·
mew's Hospital, but he has ju st bee n selected for the third
time as Vice-Chancellor of London University. Those who
know of his activity not only in medical work, but in the
important sphere of academics, are by no means surprised
at the honour whi ch has been conferred upon him, and
through him upon our hospital. Indeed, many people
ex pected to see this honour conferred upon him at an
earlier date as a reward for the magnificent work which he
acco mplished as General Secretary of the International
Medical Congress held in London las t year.
ll!\.\btf.lilll

The Clinical Congress of Surgeons of North America is
meeting in Lond on fr om July 27th to August 1st, during
which period a large number of their members will be making
a visit to this H ospital in order to view the ordinary routine
surgical work as carried out in this institution. On Wednesday, Jul y 29th, it is proposed to invite certain of our visitors
to tea in the Square a t 4 o'clock in the afternoon, after which
it is hoped that Dr. Norman Moore will cond uct them round
the H ospital, pointing out many of the historical feat ures
wi th which he is so well acquainted.
In ou r last number we invited correspondence on the
subject of the effects of the National Insurance Act. We
publish two letters which we have received, and we shall be
glad to publish furth er letters if practitioners will send them
to us.

*

*

*

We extend our hearty congratulations to the following:
Dr. C. H. Roberts, M. D. ( Lond .), F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., who has
been elected as Examiner in Midwifery and Gymecology to
the Conjoint Examining Board (Fi nal Exam.) ; Mr. M. W. B.
Oliver, l\'I.B. (Cantab.), F.R.C.S. (Eng.), who is appointed
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Assistant Surgeon to the Central London Ophthalmic
Hospital; Dr. P. Rowland, M. D. (Land.), who is appointed
Assistant Surgeon to Essex County Hospital, Colchester;
Dr. B. Myers, M.D. (Edin.), M.R.C.P. (Land.), who has
been appointed Hon. Out-patient Physician to the Royal
Waterloo Hospital for Women and Children; and Dr. G.
Hodfield, M.D. (Land.), who has been appointed Assistant Pathologist to the Dreadnought Hospital, Greenwich.

*

*

*

*

*

*

* - *

*

*

*

It was with great regret that we learnt of the death of Mr.
Stephen Townsend, F.R.C.S., from pneumonia at the early
age of 54· After leaving this hospital, he did not practise for
very long, but devoted himself to literature and to the stage.
He was the author of A T/zorouglzbred Mongrel and other
well-known works, and also of the plays, Nixie and A
Lady of Quality, himself playing the principal parts. He
was of a very philanthropic nature, and will not soon be
forgotten by his numerous friends, whom he was ever willing
to assist with either advice or money.
The Mid-summer Address was delivered to the Abernethian Society on Thursday, June 18th, by Sir John
Bland-Sutton, surgeon to the Middlesex Hospital. The
title of his address, "An Apocryphal Miracle," gave but little
idea of the strange fare which Sir John had in store for his
audience. The miracle was, as a matter of fact, the cure of
Tobit's blindness by rubbing fish-gall in his eyes. Sir John
retold the story in an inimitable manner, and explained the
miracle on the supposition that Tobit was suffering from
senile cataract. Sir John has a most individual humour,
and delighted his audience with his address, the only fault
of which was its brevity. Votes !:_Jf thanks were proposed and
seconded by Mr. D'Arcy Power and l\Ir. Cordon \Vatson.
Some months ago we had a good deal to say on the
subject of the Basle terminology. This was because the
vast majority of both students and teachers did not find
it easy to get books in the authorised terminology owing
to the attitude of certain large publishers. The concert of
editors of the London hospitals took the matter up, and
we are pleased to say that, apparently as the result of our
endeavours, a new edition of Buchanan's Manual of
Anatomy has just been brought out in the old terminology.
The Basle terms are given in a glossary at the end, and
this is as it should be, until such a time as the various
authorities decide upon official alteration.

*

St. Bartholomew's men who have been supportmg Malcalm Dyson's application for a Foundation Scholarship at
Epsom College, will be glad to hear that he headed the
poll with 7576 votes. Mrs. Dyson is most grateful for the
assistance that has been given her and desires to thank
everyone who voted for her boy or in any way helped to
secure his election.
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THE VALUE OF A TROPINE SULPHATE IN
THE TREA TMENT OF A CONDITION
WHICH FREQUENTLY PRECEDES DEA TH.
GEOFFREV

D

EVANS, M.B.(Cantab.).

H ERE is a group of signs which commonly makes
its appearance shortly before death.
The leading features of this co mplex are as
follows: Unconsciousness, pallor, and cyanosis of varying
degree; the cyanosis is rather a duskiness than actual blueness. There is sweating, which may be very marked and
which sometimes results in the copious eruption of sudamina. The secretion of other glands is similarly affected ;
the saliva dribbles from the corner of the mouth, mucus is
secreted into the trachea and bronchial tubes, and, collecting
at the back of the throat, it rattles with each respiration.
Occasionally there is lacrymation. The pulse is regular and
comparatively strong. Typically death occurs from respiratory failure, the pulse continuing to beat strongly for a
short time after respiration has ceased.
When this group of signs is established, death usually
soon follows. Temporary recovery sometimes occurs, and
in one case the patient lived for four days. I t would seem
possible, therefore, that complete recovery might occur.
Even were the condition invariably fatal, there would be a
definite indication for treatment, for the sound of mucus
rattling in the throat is distressing to hear ; more especially
is this the case in a hospital ward, where the beds are near
together.
The condition nearly always responds to atropine.
The subcutaneous injection of-.-/; gr. atropine sulphate, followed, if necessary, in twenty minutes by 1 ~ 0 gr., stops the
secretion of mucus m the throat, the breathing becomes dry
and quiet, the colour improves, the saliva lessens and the
sweat stops. This effect is not lasting, and it may be necessary
to repeat 1 ~ 0 gr. atropine sulphate after an hour's interval.
The most I have given is 2\ gr. in seventy minutes, follow ed
by 1 ~ 0 gr. four hourly. Th e tenacious mucus which
collects at the back of throat is best cleared away by
spraying with a solution of sodium bicarbonate, 2 drachms
in 5 oz. water.
The condition is probably central in origin.
The
strength of the pulse distinguishes it from collapse.
The secretion of sweat is dependent on impulses sent out
from the sweat centre-which lies partly in the medulla and
partly in the spinal cord- rather than on the supply of
blood to the skin; the skin may be dry when it is hot and
red in fever, or moist and clammy when it is chilled by fear.
The condition has been most frequently observed in
diseases affecting the brain. Thus it is frequently seen in
cases of cerebral haemorrhage. I have also seen it in
tuberculous meningitis and in a case of acute polio-
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encephalitis. It is interesting that the condition developed
in a patient in whom there was an absence of sensible
pulsation in both carotid and radial arteries due to obliteration, by sclerosis, of the large trunks arising from the arch
of the aorta. I n this case the pulse remained full and
-strong for a full minute after the respirations had ceased,
nor was its rate noticeably altered. The condition was
a lso present in a patient who suffered from widespread
diphtheritic paralysis involving the diaphragm. During the
last twenty-six hours of life the intercostal muscles became
paralysed on four occasions. On each occasion artificial
respiration was maintained (once for three hours continuously) until the intercostal muscles recovered their
power, when consciousness returned and the patient regained the general condition in which he was before the
attack of intercostal paralysis set in. On the fifth occasion
that intercostal paralysis supervened the sign complex here
-described made its appearance, and in spite of active
treatment no recovery of even temp?rary character
o0ccurred.
The beneficial effect of atropine may be explained by its
peripheral action on secretory nerves; in addition it has,
perhaps, a central effect in virtue of its activity as a
meduliary stimulant.
In the present state of our knowledge it is useless to
-s uggest an hypothesis to account for this condition. It is
nevertheless tempti ng to entertain the idea of some such
<:ondition as Sir Lauder Brunton has suggested to account
for the ni ght sweats of phthisis. An inves tigation of the
hydrogen ion concentration in the blood, in cases where
there is reason to suspect depression of activity in the
centres of th e medulla, might prove interesting in this
conn ectio n.

THE TOM B OF A BU ALl IBN SJNA
(AVICENNA).
A PILGRil\IAGE TO HAMADAN (ECBATANA).
By A. R. NELIGAN, M.D.(Lond.),

Physician to H .B.M.'s Legation, Tehran.

Ol\IE few summers ago professional work took me
to Hamadan, a town in \Vestern Persia, 200
miles away, no distance at all for those who
dwell in H arley Street with ever ready motors and the
Great Central hard by; but in Persia such a journey is not
lightly to be undertaken, nor if possible, with haste! One
must foot it or ride or drive. I chose the last-named mod e
of progression, and so, one hot June morning, we, my
servant and I, trundled out of one of Tehran's twelve gates
in a lumbering landau, drawn by four horses at four miles
an hour, including stoppages. Of drivin g post in Persia I
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have written in a former number of the J oURNAL. This
journey was lik e many others-the stages two to three hours
long ; the arrival at the post-house; the changing of horses ;
th e broken wheel and the functionless spring; the heat and
the dust by day and the cold by night. But, after all, I
had plenty of books, cigarettes and a well-filled luncheon
basket, a respite from patients for two clear days and the
prospect of seeing new faces and old places. Did I say a
respite from patients? I had forgotten the post-master at
Kiak, who woke me from a troubled sleep at 2 a.m. to
crave trea tment for insomnia. This, by the way, is the
only case of the kind on record. The sleep of postmasters
in general would more probably be called coma !
Late that night we arrived at Kazvin, one of the seven
towns tha t share the honour of havi ng been at one time the
capital of Persia. In the eleventh century it was taken by
Hassan Sabah, the chief of the " Hasltz'shin" or Assassins,*
th e "Old Man of the Mountains." Alamut, where his
stronghold was, is only thirty miles away. But Kazvin has
fallen from its high estate, and its population has dwindl ed
to 4o,ooo. It is chiefly important now on account ~r its
position on the main road from the Caspian to Tehran, and
hy reason of the excellence of its fruit: are not the Kazvin
grapes devoid of pips? However, Kazvin was for me the
most important town in Persia that night, for I found the
"hotel " in th e hands of two old acquaintances, and they
received me with open arms a nd an excellent dinner. To
th e dinner came a Parsee, the manager of the road; he was
full of schemes for the future, motor conveyances for the
road, a sugar fact ory, etc. Further he urged me to visit
some hot springs by the way and to analyse the water ;
should it prove medicinally useful he would build a hydropathic establ ishment hard by. I promised to visit them,
but had to own that I could do no more than tak e a speci·
men, as I had found no place in my obs tet ric bag for water
analysing apparatus.
We started again at midnight, this time due south along
the fi ne road which the Russians have made to Hamadan.
On we went faster now than before, for the post-horses
were good an d well fed, and I had received an urgen t
telegram at Kazvin. We stopped at the hot springs, but
they w~re full of tribes-women and their babies, so I hasti ly
decamped. The "hydro " has not yet been built. We
climbed a ridge of mountains and raced down the other
side in a series of wild gallops, which would have been
alarming had one not known that even the most opiumsodde n of Persian drivers, the most rickety of road carriages,
and the weediest.of post-horses, have a special P rovidence
which looks after them and their fares. We passed the
ever-interesting stock-in-trade of a high road in Persia,
punctuated by hu ge gaps when we saw neither man or
beast for mile after mile. First a string of sneering camels,
" " Hashishin" means" users of hash ..sh" ( Indian hemp), and the
word ., assassin " is a corrupted form of it.
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ti ed head to tail, with enormous loads of grain or naphtha
and th eir bells-boom, ting, clang-awkward customers to
meet on a mountain road on a dark night. Then squads
of pattering donkeys with trem endous ea rs a nd slit nostrils;
batallions of plodding mules gay with blue beads ; an occasional one-horse g harry; creaking, groaning fourgJ?lS, piled
sky-high with bales, boxes and men ; sturdy pedestrians ;
barelegged, red-petticoated, staring tribes-women with babies
slung on th ei r backs; an occasional fair town-dweller
shrouded in black, and white veiled, squatting in a mule
pannier ; mixed herds of inquisitive goats and silly fattailed sheep; horseme n, donkeymen, muleteers ; roadguards with rifl e and bandolier, and an eye for a tip. So
we went on, and on th e third day at 3 a.m. I awoke not to

H

ing townsm en and wild-looking Kurds. I must perforce
forbear to speak of consultations with nati,·e !takims, with
thos e who dealt in the products of l\Ierck and with others.
who talked of" hot " and "cold." And I will not attempt to
estimate my fees in guineas, for they were chiefly paid in
chickens and lambs. No! there is at Hamadan something
far more interesting to readers of the JouRNAL and to our
profession as the whole, namely, the grave of Abu Ali ibn.
Sina-whom \\'esterners have called Avicenna-physician,
philosopher, poet, and politician. :Much has already been.
written about the "Prince of Physicians," and I can add
nothing thereto, but it may be that a description of his last
resting place will not prove uninteresting, especially at this
time of revived interest in the history of Medicine. At any

\MAD.\".

sleep again, for is not H amadan the tannery of Per ia, and
were we not but eight short miles away with th e wind in our
faces ! l\Iy anxiety to visit the place was suddenly damped ;
but presently we began to pass through opium poppy fields
in full bloom ; their pure white expanse looked pec uliarly
beautiful in the dawn, and then I thought of th e son of ina.
I will not stop to write of the dirty, busy town o f H iunada n
itst:lf, with its narrow, winding streets and latticed windows;
once tht: cap1tal of the Achc.cmenian Kings, now a famous
mart for Manchestt:r cottons, and ct:lt:bratt:d in the East for
its !t:ather.
'or of the hearty catch wt:lcomt: which awaited
nu.
'or of my climb up ~Iount Ahand, r2,ooo ft. high,
with the gravt: (so say the tribe~ people) of hem at the
summit. • 'or mdeed of Estht:r's palace, nor of ht:r and
l\lordecai's tomb. ~or of the GanJ !\ameh, where, on the
road to Baby ion, 1s can·ed m cuneiform charactt:rs tht: story
of the dt:<:ds of I>.uius. • 'or of lawn tennis on the first
court <:v.:r made at Hamadan, with an audience of wondt:r-
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ra te, as one of Dr. 1 orman l\1oore's old resid ents, I could
not but feel a thrill at th e th ought of what I was to see.
Before, how ever, we visit th e place wh ere he was buried
we might consid er shortly what is known of the life and
work of Abu Ali a\ Hussein ibn Abdullah ibn Sina, as his
full name was (ib n=son of). H e was born in th e year
980 A.D., near Bokhara. His father was a Persian, hi
mother a native of the place. It is said that by th e age of
ten he knew the Koran and much Arabic poetry by heart.
From these studi es he passed to arithmetic, logic, euclid
an d geomet ry, the higher philosophy, metaphysics and
medicme. At sixteen he was treatin g the poor gratu1tously
and laying claim to new method of treatment. At seventeen he became ph) sician to the Amir of Bokhara. Th1s
post was of very great importance to him for it gave him
acces to the famous library of Bokhara and he was able to
push his studies further still. On th e death of the Amir,
Avict:nna travt:lled into • 'orth Eastern Persia and there he

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S
began his great work on Medicine, the Kamln, i.e.
''Canon." Later he settled at Rhey, near Tehran, and from
there he moved to Hamadan via Kazvin ; one wonders
whether he noticed the hot springs on the way. At
Hamadan he spent most of the rest of his life. He became
physician to the ruling prince, Shams-ed-Dowleh, who had
previously befriended him. But, like many a Persian doctor
of the present day, Avicenna joined politics to the practice
of his profession, and became a vazir or minister. Nowhere
had or has the political see-saw such wide excursions as in
Persia, and so it is not surprising to hear of his going into
hiding for fear of his life, and later of his being imprisoned.
But wherever Avicenna happened to he he never ceased to
work. Through all his adventures he went on with his
Xaniin and the Sanitatio, a philosophical treatise, and
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other lesser works. In time he escaped from Hamadan
to Isfahan where he was well received by the Governor, who
made him his physician. There he studied literature and
philology and also took part in several campaigns. One of
these was directed against Hamadan and during it he fell ill
with colic (a subj ect on which he had written a treatiseG olting), and died at that town.
Avicenna with Rhazes and Ali ibn al Abbas formed the
famous trio of Perso-Arabian physicians who, with other
Arabic physicians and surgeons, did so much for Medicine
by handing on the practice of the Greeks, and by adding
the results of their own experience thereto. To judge of
their influence on the history and progress of l\Iedicine it
has to be realised that during the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries in particular, and up to the fifteenth, Arabian
l\Iedicine was the Medicine of Europe and Arabian
treatises the text-books of student and practitioner. Of the
three Avicenna is the most famous. His reputation chiefly
rests on his Kanun. This work consists of five books.
The first two deal with physiology, pathology, and hygiene ;
the third and fourth with therapeutics; and the fifth with
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materia medica and pharmacology. There was an appendix
consisting of records of cases and original observations.
l\rost unfortunately it was lost, and as a consequence we
are not in such a good position to judge of its author's
powers as a clinician, as in the case, say, of Rhazes, who
had undoubtedly the mem medica developed to a very high
degree, and who first described smallpox and measles.
Still the Kanitn contains excellent descriptions of disease,
especially of affections of the skin and nervous system, and
of venereal diseases. There is also an account of diabetes
with a shrewd guess as to its pathology. But Avicenna
collected all that was best in the medical knowledge of the
day in his famous work, and his training enabled him to set
it down in clear language, and logically arranged. It was
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the text-book at the universities 0 [ Louvain and Montpelier up to the middle of the seventeenth ce~tury. It is '
read in Persia, Arabia, and India to-day. It was taught in
the Royal University at Tehran only twenty years ago. It
was translated into Latin and Hebrew. The Latin version
passed through thirty editions.
In all Avicenna is said to have written over one hundred
works, large or small. Many of th ese were on medical or
cognate subjects, but he treated also of theology, philology,
alchemy, logic, metaphysics, philosophy, music, natural
history, astronomy, physics. Some of his shorter works
were written in verse.
An imposing list, but only a
recognition of the importance to the would-be physician of
a liberal education and wide knowledge.
Nowadays it
would be altered but not shortened.
In reading the life of Avicenna one is strongly impressed
by his love of knowledge and the catholicity of it; by his
capacity for mental effort and continuous literary work.
\Vherever he was, and no matter the conditions, he wrote,
compiled, taught. He would have been no Persian, however, had he limited himself strictly to the pleasures of the
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mind, and if he warmed both hands at the fire of life it is
to be remembered that his career covered service in three
Mohammedan courts. All praise to those who protected him,
even though they may have done so from personal motives.
The grave of Avicenna is in a simple brick building, near
the steep banks of the river which flows through Hamadan.
As will be seen from the accompanying photograph, a
little mausoleum stands at one end of a small compound,
su1 rounded hy a low stone and mud wall. The doorway
is arched and built of fire-burnt brick.
The courtyard
itself is an untidy little place about ten by eighteen
yards. There are a few ragged trees, two of them poplars,
the rest acacias, and many weeds. I noticed a hollyhock
in full bloom-they grow wild at Hamadan. Evidently
no irrigation water found its way into the little enclosure.
The mausoleum itsel f is built of fire-burnt brick, with a
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opposite the door is the tomb-stone.
Its general shape is
well shown in the fourth photograph; this was kindly tak en
for me by flash light by Mr. Zeckler of the American
1\Iission, and here I am glad to express my thanks to him
him and to Dr. Funk of the same l\Iission for help in writing
this account. It is 49 in. long, 2I in. wide, and 24 in.
hi gh.
The inscription is carved in large bold characters,
which may be seen and partly read in the photograph.
It
begins with the usual invocation to the Creator, "To Him
who is and does not die, " and then follows a verse from the
Koran, a recital of the attributes of the Al mi ghty: "Thou
possessest th e Kingdom
Thou givest honour to
whom Thou wilt and Thou bringest low whom Thou wilt
Out of the living Thou bringest forth the dead ,
and out of the dead Thou bringest forth the living .
etc."
Then come lines of verse, which, as well as the verses
that follow, my fri end Moin-ul-Vazareh has most kindl y
helped me to translate into appropriate English :
"Worthy testimony upon earth of th e omnipotence and
wisdom of God, Abu Ali Sina sprang from non-existenc e
into being in the year 373·
" He had mastered the sum total of knowledge in 391 ;
in 42 7 he bade farewell to this transitory world."
Then the usual conclusion to epitaphs on th e graves of
l\Iohammedan sages or celebrated men:
"The death of Sheikh Abu Ali Sina,
May his tomb be surrounded by light !
427."

THE TOMB-STONE .

mud dome. The walls showed the ravages of the severe
Hamadan winter all too plainly.
The dome, if ever it
was covered with tiles, is now innocent of them. On
entering we found a couple of half-clothed, very dirty,
but picturesque dervishes, who gave us as animated a
welcome as a recent pipe of opium would allow.
They
said that th ey lived most of the year th ere, and kept the
key of the compound. They are seen posing at the door
of the mausoleum in the third photograph, with begging
bowls, horns, and sticks complete.
The building is square, but inside there are small arches
at each corner which give it the appearance of being eight
sided. The internal measurements are: floor I 5 ft. x I 5 ft.
apex of dome from floor I6 ft. In each side there is a
recess, that on the west is deeper than the others and has a
window. This and the low door are the only sources of
light, and, as the window was blocked when I visited th e
place and the walls, once white, were blackened by the smoke
and dirt of years, almost complete darkness reigned. The
floor is pa\'ed with large square bricks. Immediately
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Immediately behind the grave of Avicenna is that of
Sheikh Abu Said, a Persian poet who was a friend of the
physician.
The tomb-stone is a rectangular slab twelve
inches thick. The original inscription has been in part
raised and what remains is la rgely indecipherable. In its
place has been carved a modern insc ription, to the effecl
that the tomb had been restored in the year I294 (1877
A.D.) by Negar Khannum (a Princess of th e Kajar family,
that is to say, of the present royal tribe). Then come two
verses of poetry :
Bring, 0 Cupbearers the wine, for spring has come, the season for
plucking the flower from the cheek of the beloved;
Praise be to God that the meeting place of those intoxicated with th e
wine of venerat ion
Should have been restored by Nega r' s care.

Then:
0 Thou who art Master of the Universe,
Adored by devotees who follow the path of thy glory,
In Thine own words will I praise Thee:
Thou art eternal, all else must pass away."

11

We parted on th e best of terms from the self-constituted
guardians of the place , with many salaams and promises on
their part to tend the garden more carefully and clean the
building. I paid a second visit, but on two subsequent
occasions found the gate locked and the place deserted.
People who lived near by said the dervishes had gone away
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no one knew where, nor could any man say when they
would return. "Ch'arz 'koonam?" "What petition shall I
make? "-the answer to so many a question in Persia!
Such then is the tomb of one of the most famous of our
colleagues, as, it seems to me, it is profitable and pleasant to
regard our predecessors in the practice of medicine. Has
not our goal been the same down the centuries, and, though
the field has widened, have not our difficulties been similar
and our successess as pleasurable?
Since writing the above I have met in consultation an old
Persian hakim who in giving his opinion quoted freely from
Sheikh ul Rais the title by which Avicenna is best known to
Persians. My old colleague gave it as his opinion that the
case was one of a kind of typhoid fever well-known to the
Sheikh and to his disciples, but about which Europeans knew
nothing. His reasons for not diagnosing frank typhoid were
that the tongue was not typical nor was there gurgling in the
right iliac fossa, the two signs on which Persian doctors
depend. As the spleen was enlarged and there were bronchitis, headache and a continuously raised temperature
(ro3·s-1o4·5) I had no hesitation about the diagnosis,
though it was tempting to wonder whether the "Sheikh"
had described paratyphoid fever, which is common here.
The hakim recommended laxatives (fetus-cassia fistula) and
enemata in accordance with Persian practice and pyramidon.

THE ORTHOP!EDIC DEPARTMENT.*
By R. C. EutSLIE, M.S., F.R.C.S.

D

HE increase in specialisation has to some extent
tended to make the work of such departments as
the Orthopredic Department of less interest to the
general student. This ought not to be so, for although the
actual treatment is in many cases such as can only be
applied by one who is constantly occupied with it, yet there
remain to be learnt the methods of examination, diagnosis
and prognosis, and many therapeutic methods which are not
only possible but most useful in practice. The diseases and
deformities met with in the department are very varied, and
include much of the surgery of the limbs and spine; they
are also in most cases of a chronic nature, so that they form
an exceptionally good field for the collection of cases for
examination purposes. Perhaps this fact that orthopredic
cases are likely to be met with at examinations is a bad
reason for urging the practical study of the subject. Yet it
should be a comfort to the student to realise that in it he
ERRATA.•

In the last artide, page 154, col. 2, line 2I,for" Gallipredia " read
"Callipredia." And on page 156, col. 1, lines 30 and 31, for "At
present, so far as the hospital medical schools are concer~ed t,?e use
of gymnastic methods in treatment has not been recogmsed read
"At present, so far as the hospital and medical schools are concerned
the use of gymnastic methods in treatment has not lo11g- been
recognised."
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wil! find not only help for the future when he gets into
practice, but also assistance in his more immediate object of
grappling with the examiners.
Perhaps one of the greatest uses of the work of the
department to the student consists in the revision of his
applied anatomy, so far as the muscles, joint movements
and nerves are concerned. In the proper examination of
the numerous cases of paralysis which attend, a good
knowledge of the attachments and action of muscles is
essential. Moreover a new view of muscular action is thus
attained, for not only is the loss of a particular movement
noticed as the result of a localised paralysis, but there are
often opportunities for studying the effects of such a loss
upon combined movements, and the results of the
unopposed action of a muscle group whose opponents have
been lost. As a simple example of the first of these we may
take the disability of the hand in wrist drop from paralysis
of the extensors. It is surprising at first in this condition to
find that the grip becomes so feeble as to be useless, but a
little reflection will show that for the grip to be firm the
wrist-joint must be fixed by the extensors of the carpus, and
in the absence of these the flexor muscles can only produce
a general flexion of the fingers and wrist in one. A
remarkable instance of the ability to do without a muscle
which seems to be of first-class importance is to be seen in
cases in which the quadriceps extensor cruris is lost. It
might be thought that this muscle was essential in walking,
yet patients in whom it is paralysed can walk, sometimes as
if there were nothing wrong, so long as they are on level
ground, only when they have to climb a step does the loss
become noticeable. The effect of unopposed muscles is to
be seen in numerous fixed paralytic deformities; a remarkable example of the result of an endeavour on the part of
certain muscles to carry out the work of one of their group
which is paralysed is to be seen in the progress of the
deformity of talipes calcaneus. When the gastrocnemius
and soleus are paralysed, the ability to dorsiflex the foot at
the ankle-joint is lost, so that the patient walks upon the
heel. If, however, the long flexor muscles survive, these
do their best to carry out this movement, their action,
however, is rather to depress the fore part of the foot,
leaving the heel as it was, and this action eventually produces a complication of the original deformity in the shape
of an extreme over-arching of the foot, talipes calcaneo
cavus. These examples will serve to illustrate that the study
of paralysis may be used as an important help in learning
.
.
practically the action of muscle Disabilities of the foot form a group of dtsorders whtch
are often puzzling to the student or to the practitioner, they
are at the same time extremely irksome to the sufferer, and
much credit can be obtained by their relief. There is a
great tendency to label all feet that ache, flat feet, regardless
of the fact that there are many other painful troubles in which
the arch is intact. It is safe to say that one half of the
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alleged flat feet which attend the orthopoedic department
are not flat at all, many of them in fact showing the exactly
opposite condition of pes cavus. Chronic inflammatory
lesions of the plantar fascia, of the tarsal joints, etc., resultmg
from septic absorption, are perhaps the most common of
these painful conditions, but corns, deformities or rigidity of
the toes and pain resulting simply from bad boots are also
frequent. Quite often such a painful foot has followed
stiffening of all the tarsal joints from cramping in tight shoes,
the stiffness leading to an unnatural mode of walking, which
soon leads to an aching foot. Such cases are at once
relieved by loosening the foot by movements under an
anoesthetic. These various minor disabilities of the foot
amply repay study.
The examination of the hip almost invariably presents
difficulties to the student, although when carried out by
routine methods it is really of extreme simplicity. Practically no week passes without one or more new cases of
disease or deformity of the hip joint attending the orthopredic department, and these can be examined clinically, a
provisional diagnosis made, and the radiograph seen at
the next visit. They include a good variety of cases,
tubercle in its active or quiet stages, coxa vara, the numerous
class of cases which simulate tubercle, congenital dislocations, and other conditions. Quite recently a child was
sent to the department from a country practitioner for an
injury to the hip, which proved to be a traumatic dislocation.
This occurring in a child, ret. 4 years, must be a very rare
incident indeed. Among the various other deformities which
are constantly to be seen in the department may be named,
tuberculous disease of the spine, and of the various bones
and joints, rickets with all sorts of deformities, rare forms of
bone disease, genu valgum, and other adolescent deformities
talipes and kyphosis, scoliosis, and similar deformities of the
spine.
Cases of scoliosis are so num erous in the department as
to deserve some further mention. As many as fifty children
with scoliosis have been in attendance for treatment upon
one afternoon, and among so many there are naturally
opportunities for the investigation of all varieties of this
deformity. About a dozen cases of congenital defects of
th e spine, causing scoliosis, have been seen during the last
few years ; th ese have presented a great diversity in their
anatomical chara cters ; in so me, th ere are additional half
vertebrre upon one side; in oth ers, wedge-shaped vertebrre
produced by fusi on ; in others, asymmetry of th e ribs or
bifid ribs. A few have associated deformities of the scapula
(congenital elevatio n of th e scapul a). The number of th ese
cases is remark able in view of the statement of o ne textbook upon th e subj ect th at th ere are only twelve cases of
congenital defects of th e spine upon record .
l·or many years past there has existed a controversy as to
the prope r method of trea ting scoliosis; on th e one hand
<He those who use ph ysical exercises only in th e trea tm ent
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and who say that all other methods are illegitimate; upon
the other are those who say that for true scoliosis exercise
treatment is worthless, and that the use of supports is the
only rational method. As in most controversies, there is
truth upon both sides, and the real crux of the question is
the definition of scoliosis. Scoliosis should be clearly
differentiated into two groups. In the first group come
those cases in which the spine is anatomically normal, and
in whom the defect is merely one of posture. In the second,
come those with an anatomical deformity of the spine, in
whom, therefore, the deformity is one which could not be
imitated in a normal spine. For the first group, the treatment is in most cases stmply by means of exercises. For
the second group, exercise treatment has also its uses, but if
the best results are to be obtained it requires often to be
supplemented by mechanical methods. For many years
these mechanical methods consisted simply in the application
of a support, which sometimes held the spine in its deformed
position, sometimes carried out a little correction. During
the last four years there has been a great revival of attempts
to correct the deformity in these cases of structural scoliosis
by force, using plaster-of.Paris for fixation, and of attempts
to use supports which over-correct the deformity. In this
work this hospital has been a pioneer as far as this country
is concerned, and sufficient has been done to prove that
these methods of forcible correction of scoliosis and of the
use of over-correcting supports are a very real advance in
the treatment of scoliosis.
Among the patients attending for massage are to be found
many instructive cases, and it is somewhat distressing to
think that at present most of the material in this department
is wasted from the teaching point of view. :Most important
of all these cases are the injuries, recent and old, which
include a very representative series of results of fractures.
These are most instructive as illustrating the results of various
methods of treatment, of splinting, of plaster, of massage and
movement.
The number and variety of the smaller injuries of the
bones and joints to be seen in the department may be
shown by the fact that within the last two months two cases
of dislocation of the carpal semilunar, one 0f fracture of the
carpal scaphoid, and one of fracture of the tarsal scaphoid
have been seen.
It is sometimes said that treatment cannot be taught in
the out-patient department. This is certainly not true of
the special departments, and particularly of the orthopredic
department. Of the various methods of treatment to be
learnt here, perhaps the technique of the use of plaster is
the most important. Plaster-of-Paris cannot be used with
success simply by the light of nature. There is much to be
learnt in its use. In the first place th e selection of a proper
muslin, and th e cutting a nd rolling of bandages is an art,
the laying on of th e bandage so as to produce a smooth and
evenly applied splint is by no means easy, and the a pplica-
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tion of a fixed plaster cast is only the simplest and by no
means the most useful part of plaster work. Special methods
can be used to make removable splints, plaster casts, and
plaster beds and trays, all of which may be of the greatest
use particularly in places where there is no splint maker
available. The making of plaster casts upon which splints
of celluloid or other material can be subsequently mad e will
in the immediate future be an important part of the work,
for it is the intention of the Governors of the Hospital to
institute a special department for the making of these splints.
For this reason it is proposed to devote a separate article to
this subject.
It is unnecessary to name all the other therapeutic
methods employed in orthopredics, the ordering and
principles of application of walking apparatus, the use of
splints for tuberculous disease of the spine, hip, knee, etc.,
the minor operations of which some hundreds are carried
out annually, and which include very many tenotomies and
training in the use of the Thomas wrench. The proper
uses of massage and of movements form a subject which up
to the present has not been taught at all in the H ospital.
Yet it forms a section of work which is of the greatest importance. There are times when massage and movements
in the treatment of an injured joint or of a fracture will be
of the greatest benefit, there are times when they will do an
infinity of harm. So far the workers in this section of work
have been so pressed to get through the treatments and the
student has had so little time to devote to such apparently
extraneous methods, that there has been no teaching at all.
It is to be hoped that this will be altered in the future, for
in practice it will be found that the successful treatment of
injuries makes a very great difference to the popularity of
the practitioner.
A subsequent article will be devoted to
the treatment of fractures and other injuries in the massage
d epa rtment.

STUDENTS' UNION.
STAFF-SURGEON LEVICK'S LECTURE.
N May I I th, a Special General l\Ieeting of the
Students' Union was held in the l\Iedical and
Surgical Theatre, at which Staff-Surgeon G. l\I.
Levick, R.N., gave a most vivid and fascinating account of
his experiences with Captain Scott's Northern Party in the
Antarctic. Mr. Waring was in the chair, and the theatre
was well filled by members and their friends, and a considerable proportion of the Nursing Staff. In opening the
meeting l\Ir. \Varing welcomed Surgeon Levick as a former
student of the Hospital. The lecture was illustrated by
about 100 slides and sketches shown on the epidiascope, all
of which were of great interest, some, on account of their
scientific features, others from the way in which they
illustrated the many almost human habits of the penguins,
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while many of the slides showed how the lecturer had
appreciated the natural beauty of the region, in spite of the
appalling discomforts to which he and his comrades had
been subjected.
Among the many remarkable features of the expedition was
the manner in which the party was kept fit throughout a whole
winter on three weeks' rations, in a dwelling cut out of the
solid ice, the only light being provided by small blubber
lamps. The only way in which this remarkable result was
achieved was by every man of the party adhering strictly to
an absolutely regular daily programme. Meals were always
taken at exactly the same hour, and even the smallest duties
were performed with what would appear to us as most monotonous regularity. Swedish drill was emphasised as a most
important factor in keeping up the health of the party. A
striking phenomenon was observed during the life underground, when one night the ventilating shafts got blocked
up. Several of the party awoke to find that the lamps had
gone out, and on attempting to re-light them, they found
that matches would not burn. They felt very ill, and it was
not long before the cause of the trouble was discovered, and
the shafts again dug clear. As soon as the ventilation was
restored, the men revived, and the lamps would burn as well
as ever.
When spring came round at last, the party started on a
march of several hundred miles to join the main party.
They beca me extremely fatigued, and every one craved for
carbohydrate food, since they had had only the most meagre
amount of it in their winter quarters. The joy on finding
a store of chocolate, biscuits, and pemmican left by a previous expedition, and the way in which they satisfied their
craving for this kind of food was described in most inspiring language. After a short rest the party resumed its
march, and were no more troubled with the staleness which
had been so overwhelming a feature in the earlier stages.
The description of the life of the penguins was most
delightful, especially their method of testing for the presence
or absence of the deadly sea leopards in the bathing
places, which consisted in pushing several of their friends
into the water from the top of a high cliff before venturing
to dive in themselves .
In proposing a vote of thanks to Surgeon Levick,
Dr. GRtFFETH emphasised the extremely modest way in
which the lecturer had omitted to mention his own very
large share in keeping up the health and spirits of . the
party, and in overcoming the vast difficulties which were
continually arising .
Mr. C. E. KtNDER SLEY, in seconding, voiced the feeling
of the whole audience by expressing the hope that Surgeon
Levick would again give the Students' Union the pleasure
of bearing him lecture at some future time.
The vote of thanks was carried with great enthusiasm,
and the meeting was adjourned for refreshments in the
Library.
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A CASE OF TRAUMA TIC RUPTURE OF
THE SMALL INTESTINE.
By

GORDON

Surgeon R.N.,

E. D.

H . ~l.S.

ELLIS,

"Zealandia."

(Published by permission of the Medical Director-General of
the Navy.)

HILST weighing th e sheet-anchor by hand off
Loch Ewe, on the \\'est Coast of Scotland, on the
afternoon of April z xst, a blacksmith, ret. 23, was
struck in the abdomen and jammed in the capstan bars as
a result of knocking off the slip of the slip-stopper, a short
piece of chain shackled to a bolt in the deck to take
temporarily the weight of the cable and anchor.
Apparently, owing to there being a half turn in the cable
around the stopper, the slip, when rel eased, flew up and hit
him in the abdomen.
At the same time he somehow became wedged in by the
pelvis between two capstan bars close in to the barrel of the
capstan, and the latter having moved round to the extent of
about a foot, he could not be rel eased until one of the bars
had been knocked out.
He was immediately taken below to the sick bay, where,
on examination, he was found to have a deep scalp wound
over the left eyebrow and severe bruising over the left
anterior superior iliac spine and inner side of the left thigh.
There was nothing on the surface of the abdomen to indicate that he had been struck anywhere in that region, the
skin being entirely free from bruising or any marks of
violence. He complained of pain, mostly over Poupart's
ligament on the right side, and to a less extent over the
abdomen generally, but there were no signs of fracture of
the pelvis, and though from the shock the abdominal
muscles were held so rigidly as to prevent anything being
learned by palpation, he passed urine naturally, entirely free
from blood, and no evidence of any internal injury was to
be made out.
His pulse was So, regular, and of full volume, without
any indication of hremorrhage having occurred. The wound
over the eye was therefore dressed (a couple of stitches
being put in) and the patient made as comfortable in a cot
as was possible.
No food of any kind was given, sips of water only being
allowed to relieve thirst, nor any attempt made to open the
bowels, it being decided to keep him at rest under strict
observation.
During the evening he vomited a quantity of undigested
food, free from blood, and he had a somewhat restless night
on account of there being considerable pain from the
brui&ing he had received.
He passed water again naturally on several occasions, and
the following morning he had a slight natural motion of th e
bowels.
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He then stated that the pain over Poupart was less, and
during the afternoon slept for a few hours, a cup of tea and
a small piece of toast being given to him on awaking, which
he retained. His temperature that evening was slightly
raised (i.e., 99° F.), and his pulse was xoo, but when seen
at about 9.0 p. m. he was feeling very much more comfortable than he had been since the accident, and by taking
his attention off the examination of his abdomen, the
rigidity yielded so much that it was possible to palpate the
entire surface without any difficulty, though he complained
of a certain amount of tenderness and pain on deep palpation on the left side in the region of the umbilicus.
But nothing abnormal was discovered beyond this, and
in the absence of any other signs it was considered that th e
previous rigidity must have been entirely due to the effect
of the general bruising and the pressure of the capstan bar
passing across th e abdominal wall.
During the night, however, a change in his condition
took place. He again began to vomit, and at 2.o, s.o and
9.0 a.m. brought up a quantity of sour-smelling fluid, acid
in reaction, full of a dark brown sediment. There was no
straining or feelin g of nausea, the vomit being passed with out any effort on th e part of the patient, and the abdominal
pain was relieved after each attack.
During the forenoon of the 23rd he again vomited a
similar sort of fluid, the total quantity brought up being
about two pints.
Examination of the abdomen now revealed slight, but
definite distension, shifting dulness in both flanks, and a
loss of liver dullness, the note over that organ being distinctly
resonant.
His pulse remained roe, and without any alteration in its
volume or regularity.
H.M.S. "Africa " having in the meantime arrived, both
the Medical Officers were asked to come over for a consultation on the case with Fleet-Surgeon R . H. Mornement
and myself, with the result that we were all agreed that a
laparotomy should be done at once.
The Captain's lobby, an open space nearly the entire
width of the ship, lit by a skylight on the quarter-deck,
and heated (for the occasion) by means of three yard-arm
groups of fifty candle-power electric lamps, was chosen for
the operating theatre, and a cabin adjoining it taken for
the reception of the patient afterwards.
A few articles of furniture that are kept in the lobby were
removed, and the necessary gear brought ait from the sick
bay by a working party of marines, and rigged by the Sick
Berth Staff, the electric kettle for the supply of hot water
being brought aft and temporarily fitted on the after circuit.
The deck being laid with corticene, varnished with red
shellac, made, if not an ideal, as clean and waterproof a
floor as one is likely to have in a ship, and the lighting, both
natural and artificial, was excellent.
The captain's spare cabin, also opening into the lobby,
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was utilised for washing up preparatory to the operation,
and in the absence of proper gowns, sleeping shirts, as worn
by patients in the sick bay, were sterilised and used in lieu
th ereof.
No gloves were worn, none being available.
The operation was performed by Fleet-Surgeon i\fornement, the Senior Medical Officer of the "Zealandia," and
was commenced at 5 p.m., as soon as everything was ready,
the patient being brought aft along the main deck in a
canvas cot without having to be taken into the open air or
up any ladders
An incision was made in the mid-line from a point 1! in.
above the umbilicus to 2 in. above the symphysis pubis,
and the peritoneal cavity being opened into it was found to
contain a quantity of dark-coloured fre e fluid , containing
frecal material and portions of undigested food.
This being allowed to escape, the gut was brought out of
the wound and examined, with the result that a large tear,
r! in. in length, with irregular everted edges, was found in
the upper part of the ileum, and about 2} ft. of the intestine
on either side of this extensi1•tly bruised.
The rent was closed by nine Lembert's sutures, the abdominal cavity washed out with normal saline solution, and
the wound then closed, a tube of fairly large calibre being
left in for drainage. No other organs were found to be
damaged.
The patient stood th e shock of the operation fairly well
at the time, about r! pints of saline being infused into the
median basilic vein on the right side during its progress,
but he came round from th e anresthetic (A.C.E. mixture)
rather slowly, and at 7.20 p.m., about half an hour after the
termination of the operation, his pulse being very rapid and
irregular, and at times imperceptible, he was given a furth er
infusion of 2~ pints of saline intravenously. This, with
small quantities of brandy per os, improved his condition
for a time, and on seeing him at midnight he complained
of no pain and was feelin g, so he said, perfectly comfortable.
He, indeed, stated that his chief desire was for a pint of
beer and something to eat.
Unfortunately the shock proved too severe for him to
combat, and about half an hour later hi s breathing became
very rapid and shallow, pulse not palpable, and at r. r 5 a. m.
he suddenly died.
The chief interest in the case lies, I think, in the fact
that from beginning to end th ere were so few physical signs
or symptoms of his having anything in the nature of an
acute abdomen, and th e very vague history of the actual
blow which caused th e injury. No one saw him struck,
thou gh the fo'c's'le was crowded with men at the time, and
neither he nor anyone else knew what it was hit him, though
it seems certain that it must have been the slip of th e
stopper which flew up when the strain on it was released.
Neither is it known what caused the scalp wound over the
eye, though it was a deep one and bled profusely.
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The lack of physical signs of abdominal InJury for so
long after the accident (co nsid er ing the grave lesion disco1·ered when th e abdomen was opened) gave us no indication for operative interference. His pulse never increased
beyond roo, his temperature only once rose abo ve norm al,
and the rigidity of the abdominal muscles decreased rather
than increased, the upper part being seen to move on
respiration th e morning previo us to the operation.
Eventually the vomiting, loss of liver duln ess, distension,
and ri gidity, coupled with the knowledge that he had been
crushed in the region of the abdomen, decided us to operate.
And th ough one felt that had this bee n done earlier hi s life
mi gh t possibly ha1e been saved thereby, I do not think one
would have been justified in exploring his abdomen, especially on board ship, before it actually was don e.

GARDEN PARTY AT WINCHMORE HILL.
M1INCHMORE HILL was the scene of th e Annual
I Past v. Prese nt Cricket and Lawn T enni s matches
on Jun e qth, 1914. About 250 people were
present, but not so many students attended the function as
had been hoped for. This is a pity, as great pains are
taken to make this annual event as much of a success as
possible.
The ground, bathed in brilliant sunshine, was looking its
best, and th e presence of a large number of the fairer s::x
attired in many coloured and charming costumes added to
the attractiveness of th e proceedings. The London Victoria
Military Band was in attendance, and discoursed most
delightful music, whilst the tea and refreshments provided
in the marquee must have been very welcome to spectators
and players alike.
With regard to the matches, the result of the Cricket was
a draw in favour of the Present. The scores of this match
are appended in the list o(cricket matches on the next page
The Tennis resulted in a win for the Present by nine
matches to love, but the games were by no means so onesided as the result would suggest. The results were as
follows:

Io=J

C. S. Atkin
T. H . Just
R. M. Vick __ H . A. Douglas
(r) J . D. Ralt beat H . Russell- R . G. Lyster
G. W. Carte
6-2, 6-4
6-3, 6-2
6-1, 6-3

(2

)

R. R. Powell beat T. H. Ju st _ R. M. Vick _H . A. Douglas
A. H. Little
H. Russell
R. G. Lyster
G. W. Carte
6-o, 6-3
6-2, 6-1
6-3 , 6-1

H . D. McCall beat T. H . Just
( 3) C. H . D. Banks
H. Russell 6-1 , 4-6, 6-2

R. M. Vick _ H . A. Do uglas
R. G. Lyster
G. \V . Carte
I-6, 6-2, 6-1
6-4, 6-2
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ATHLETIC SPORTS.
E can, to some ex te nt a t any ra te, sympathise with
th e lady we overh eard at th e Sports, sighing :
"How ni ce it would be up here if th ey wouldn' t
make us tra mp a bout a ft er th e boys throwin g th e hamme r
and doing o th er thin gs." For few places in London are
loveli er th an Win ch more Hill on a fine day, and nothing
was left by th e weather to be d esired on Jun e 13th. N everth eless, th e a ttend ance was comparatively poor. Can it be
th at Saturday is, after all, a bad day to choose ?
It is probable th at the proximity of the Past v. fres ent
matches only four days later this year militated against a
good attenda nce; so many feel unable to spare the time to
attend both. We have in previous years referred to the
di sadvantage of th ese two important summer fixtures competing by being held within a short interval and we
have urged th e advantages of alteration. But apparently
so me precedent sanctifies the present arrangement, as the
matter never co mes up for considera tion.
As to th e sport s themselves, although the entries were below
th e usual numb er, th e long progra mm e was carried out with
co mm endable prom ptitud e und er the presid ency of Dr.
l\Iorl ey Fletcher, wh o was well supported by several me mbers
o f th e staff, and co ngratul ati ons on th e meetin g's success
mu st be offered to th e captain, l\Ir. J . B. l\1udge, to th e
sec retary, l\Ir. C. Bank s, and to th eir e nergetic lieutenants.
O ur bes t th anks are al so du e to l\[rs. N orman Moore, who
kind ly offi ciated at th e di stri bution o f prizes .
No pe rform ances of outsta nJ ing merit occurred ; the
bes t form being shown by \V. R . Whi te-Cooper, whose styl e
gives pro mise of co nsidera ble improve ment if he is careful
not to sacrifi ce pace for stride. G. M. Cooper, who won the
mil e from a long mark, would probably have won from
scratch and has all th e makings o f a longer di stance
run ner.
D ETA I LED R ESU LTS.

Ya rds ( S crat ch) .-E. H . G len ny, 1 ; I. Brau n, 2. T ime,
11 secs.
. A cl ose fi nis h. C. K earney, whose fo rm in a heat suggested a wi n
In th e fina l, w•s left at the start and was neve r in th e race.
Throwi ng the H a mmer.-H . C . J oyce ( rec. 50ft. ), 11 5ft. 3t in .,
I; H . J. Bower (scrat ch) , 113ft. 10 in ., 2.
H 1g h Jump ( H a nd icap).- R. Coyte (rec 5 in.), 5 ft . It in., 1 :
R . G . !\l ack (scratch ), 5 ft. o:J in ., 2.
12o Y ard'' H a ndicap ( Fina l).-G. S . Stathers (7 yd s.), 1 ; L. C.
G ou me nt (3 yds.), 2. Tim e, '3 l secs .
The close fi~i s h es, both in th e heats a nd the final , were an excellen t
tnbute to t he judg me nt of the ha ndica ppers.
O ne Mile H a ndi cap.- G . ~1. C oo per (So yds.) , 1 ; W . D . Lo ngford (So yd s.) , 2; ~ · H . D . Banks (sc rat ch), 3· Time, 4 min . 37 sec.
Coo per ra n easily throug hout, a nd lost ve ry littl e, if a ny, of hi s
long sta rt .
P utting th e W eight (H a nd icap).-] . B. ~ I udge (scra tch), 34ft.
71 1n., 1 ; H J. Bowe r (scratch ), 32 ft . 1 0 ~ in. , 2 .
.H O Y ards ( S cratch).- \V. R. Whi te-C ooper, 1 ; J . B. Mudge, 2.
T 1me, 53 ~ecs.
C oyt e made th e runnin.g till ha lf way, wh en he retired . Mudge
was 1n fr<;> nt 1n the stra1g ht , b ut \Vh ite- C ooper, wh o ra n with
oxcdlent judgment, kept his form t ill th e end, a nd passed ~ l ud ge
twoh•e yards from t he ta pe, to win com fortably.
l OO

1
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Lo ng Jump ( Handi cap).-L. C. G oument (rec. 6 in.) , 19ft. 1! in .. I ;
R . G . Mack (scrat ch), 18 ft. 10! in ., 2.
Obstacle Race.-Lit tle, 1 ; Banks, 2 .
This race was exceeding ly we ll co ntested. The three hea t win ners
dis pl ayed co ns iderable gymnas tic a bility as we ll as determ ination.
120 Y a rds Hurd le H a ndi ca p.- G . J. Jukes (owe 3 ya rd s) 1 ; G . S.
Stathers 2; (scrat ch). Time, 20 secs.
Freshmen' s R ace (220 yards).-L. C. Goume nt 1. Ti me,
29tth secs .
H a lf-Mi le H a ndicap .- ] . B . Hume (40 yards) 1; W. R . White
C oope r (scra tch), 2. Time, 2 m ins. 5 secs . White Coo per came up
ra pi d ly but fai led to keep his le ngth of stride and had sh ot his bolt a
hun d red ya rds fro m h o me.
Junio r S taff R ace.-Smythe and Atkin , 1 ; B o wer a nd Ba rnsley, 2 .
Th e inn ovation this yea r was a three-l egged contest.
Firm Rel ay R ace.- H a lf a mile, four 22o' s.
A splendid contest. Th e Green firm (last year 's winners), secured
a comfortable lead in the firs t relay, which the y were unlucky t o lose
throug h th e second ma n fa lling. The Pink firm won by full y half a
doze n ya rd s. T ime, 1'42.

RAHERE LODGE.
E I nstallation Meeting of the Rahere Lodge, No.
2546, was held in the Great Hall of St. Bartholo
mew 's H ospital on Tuesday, June r6th, 1914
The W.M., \V. Bro. Harold Austen installed Bro. H. Edmund
G . Boyle as Worshipful Master for the ensuing year. The
following officers were invested : \V. Bro. M. J. B. And erson, S.W. ; W. Bro. \V. J. Gow, J .W .; Bro. th e Rev. H. S.
Close, Chaplain ; \V . Bro. Ernest Clarke, P .M ., P .G . D .,
Treasurer ; \V. Bro. La ming Evans, P.M., L.R., Secretary ;
Bro. Lewis )ones, S.D .; Bro. \V. H . Attlee, J .D . ; \V. Bro.
\V. Gripper, P.M., P.D.G.D.C., D.C. ; W. Bro. C. H.
P erram, P .A.G.P . Beds, rst Assist. D .C.; \V. Bro. A. Repburn, znd Assist. D .C. ; \V. Bro. T. G. A. Burns, P .l\I.,
P .G.D ., Organi st ; Bro. G. J . Ogle, Assist. Sec. ; Bro.
A. \V. Stott, I. G. ; W. Bro. R. \V. Gilmour, Sen. Steward ;
Bros . H . Pritchard, B. T. Lang, Maitland Thompson, A. S.
\Voodwark, Stewards ; Bro . A. H . Coughtrey, Tyler ; Bro.
E. W. H allett, Assist. Tyler.
A Past·master's Jewel was presented toW. Bro. Harold
Austen a t the end of his year of office.
The Banquet was held at th e Imperial Restaura nt, Rege nt
Stree t, at which forty-five members and twenty guests were
[Jresent.
\V. Bro. J ohn lvim ey, assisted by the Rev. Dr. H ouston
Collisson and Bro. Frank Hicks, entertained th e brethren
after th e Banq uet.

THE CLUBS.
C RI CKE T C LU B.
ST. BA RT.' s

v.

WELLJN G BOROUGH MASTERS .

Unfortunately th e H os pita l were only able to se nd a weak team to
\Ve llingborou g h, a nd th e ~ ! aste rs p roved much too good a side fo r
us. Th ey won th e toss, a nd proceeded t o put t ogether a tota l of
408 for 5 wickets. Fryer a nd White both batted exce llently agai n>t
weak bowling. Again t th e b o wli~g of A skham and D enton, the
H ospital batting was disappointing, ou r score on ly amounting to 161.

ST.
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ScoRES.
ST. BAR r.'s.
\V ELL INGBOROUGH MASTERS.
E. G. Dingley, c \\'right, b
P. A. Fryer, c Owen, b
Askham .. .. .................
Parkes ........................ 119
S. L. Green , c Pertdered, b
A. D. Denton, c Dingley, b
Ask ham ............... ......
Owen ...... ... ............ ... 59
J. D. Rutherford, c Fryer, b
K. White, not out ............ 164
Ask ham ... .......... ........
C. T. Rudd, b Parkes ...... 13
H . S. Pink, b Braun .... .....
9 J. F. H aynes, c Simp>on, b
Askham .................. ..
A. D . W. Fenning, c WellsA. E. Parkes, c Fryer, o
Cole, b Upton......... ...... 12
Askham ..... .. . ..... ... .. .
R. D. Pendered, not out ...
6
A. R. Upton, c Pendered, b
S. T. Askham ~
Askham ................... ..
B. Wright
did not
H. B. Simpson
bat.
T. Owen, c Fryer, b Denton
I . Braun, st Fryer, b Den ton
M. Robinson
G. F. Juckes, c Wright, b
Den ton .. .....................
G. C. Wells-Cole, st Fryer,
b Denton ... ... ......... ... ...
A. Grayson- Williams, not
out ........................
Extras ............ ... ..
26
Extras ..................
Total

Total (.5 wkts.) ... 408

22
17
20
12

15
31
18
10
8
6

BART.'s v. G uv's.

ScoRES,
BART .'S.

-

21
9
o
8
56
5
8
7
5
o
6

Guv 's.
Vincent-Brown, b Owen ... ... 19
A. C. M. Coxon, b Brawn
10
L. R. Cox, st Williams, b
Bower ................ ....... ... 37
L. H . Dixon, c J uckes, b
Parkes ...... ...... ...... ..... . 4
F. Biddle, c Williams, b
Parkes .... ................. ... 8
D. M. Whitcombe, b Ju ckes 3
B. Sampson, run out . .. ... ... o
T. W. Sheldon, not out ...... 36
H . M. Gray, b Parkes ......... 1
S. H . Gilbert, not out . . . . . .. . . o
C. G. Gibson did not bat.
Extras .. ................. · 9

Total. ... ............. 126

Total (for 8 wkts.) ... 127

CRICKET WEEK.
IST MATCH v . LoNDO N HoSPITAL.
London Hospital visited us with a somewhat weak team on Monday,
June 15th. They won the toss, and elected to bat on a wicket t hat
gave the bowlers little or no help. Owing chiefly to some good slow
bowling by Owen, who took 7 wickets for 72 runs, we dismissed them
for 187. On going in to bat we lost 3 wickets with only 23 runs on
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W. Sharp, c Prall, b
Owen ........................... 58
W. G. Fletcher, b H aynes ... 7
W. Schloss, c Dingley, b
Upton ...... .. ... . ... .. .. .
39
F. H. Bray, b Baker ......... 20
H. S. Bryan , b Owen ... ...... 4
S. -G. T~ Mosse, b Owen .. .... 12
F. H . Robbin S:~ .... ,__.r,
B. W. Phillips, c MaingoCb
Owen ........................ ... o
S. G. Hill, not out ............ 2
B. F. Peverell, c Upton, b
Owen ................ .. . ........ 14
A . N. Other, c Upton, b Owen 2
Extras ..................... 16

ST. BART.'S.
E. G. Dingley, c Fletcher, b
Robbins .. ... ... .. . ...... ...
6
8
R. H. Maingot, b Robbins.
J. C. W_. MacBryan, c and b __...---Robbms ............. .. ~ .. ~ 6
R.PH_:... ~d~C Sharp, b
~ JTyan .... .. ............ ........ . 126
r. Owen, not out ............ .. . 135.
S. R. Prall
J. B. Macfarland
J. F. Haynes
did not
A. R. Dingley
bat.
A. R. Upton
H . S. Baker

l
J

Extras ............... .

T ota l .............. 187

Total (4 wkts) ... 292.

... . ... ..... 161

This match, played at Honor Oak Park on Wednesday, June 1oth,
ended in a narrow win for Guy's. Owing to rain, the match ha d
been left drawn on the preceding Monday.
Bart.'s batted first on a good wicket, and the form shown was
again disappointing, only two members of the team reaching do uble
figures. The greatest credit is due to Parkes, who batted with great
confidence at a trying period when wickets were falling fast. He
made a number of good shots, those on the leg being particularly
clean. Against the poor total of 126 Guy's looked like winning
easily, but, with 6 of their wickets down for 67 runs, the game
assumed an altogether different aspect. Unfortunately a mistake in
the field at this stage of the game cost Bart.'s the match, Guy's
winning by 2 wickets. Parkes (who took 3 wickets for 23), Braun,
and J uckes all bowled well.

E. G. Dingley, b Sampson ...
R . H . Maingot, c Coxon, b
Sheldon ...... ............ .. . ...
J. C. W. MacBryan, lbw, b
Sampson ............... ......
S. R. Prall, b Sheldon. .. .... ..
R. H . Williams, b Dixon ......
A. E. Parkes, c Biddle, b
Dixon .......... ........ ... .. .
T. Owen, c V.-Brown, b
Sheldon ............ ........ ....
H. J . Bower, not out....... .....
]. F. H aynes, b Dixon ...... ...
G. F. Juckes, c Sampson, b
Biddle .... ...... ...... ...
L. Braun, b Dixon ...... . . . ...
Extras............

171

the board. Owen an d Williams, however, th en came together and
hit freely, both scoring centuries, and, the London total being passed
without further loss, we won by 7 wickets.

SECOND ROUND INTER-HOSPITAL CUP.

-
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2ND MATCH v. DR . CALVEkT 's XI.
On Tuesday, June 16th, Dr. Calvert got together a scratch side to.
oppose the H os pital. This is always an enjoyable fixture, and this.
year was no exceptio n to the rule. \Ve won the toss, and the wicket
again favoured the batsmen. Although ou r opponents' bowling was
at times difficult, we put together the useful score of 347 for four
wickets, and declared at four o'clock.
Williams, Parkes, and
MacBryan all batted well. The only batsman on Dr. Calvert's side to
offer much resistance to our bowling was Nunn. Williams kept
wicket in fine style, disposing of four batsmen.
ScoRES.
ST. BART.'S.
J . C. W . MacBryan, b Cox ...
J. B. MacFarland, c Mercer,
b Cox ...........................
S. R. Prall, b Cox ...............
R. H. Williams, lbw, b Barber
A. E. Parkes, not out
]. F. Haynes, not out .........
}
E. G. Dingley
R. H. Maingot
did not
T. Owen
bat.
J. D. Rutherford
A. R. Dingley

91
37
41
76
72
8

Extras ..................... 22

DR. CALVERT'S XI.
D. L. H . Mercer, c Maingot, b
Parkes ................... .....
L. Wagstaffe, b Owen .........
C. L. Curie, c Williams, b
MacBryan .................. ..
R. F. Bryant, b Owen .........
D. L. Cox, c Williams, b
MacBrya n ....... ..... .... .. ...
C. Barfield, c Williams, b
0\ven ... .... . .... ... .. .... .. ... .
J. W. Nunn, c Williams, b
Parkes ........................
G. Tooth , b Owen...............
G . Cork, b MacBryan .........
H . Bentley, b Owen............
]. Barber, not out
Extras .... ..... .........

V.

14
5
9·

o
45
4
22
9
6
9

Total ............ 143

Total (4 wkts) 347
PAST

10•
10

PRESENT.

3rd Match, Wed11esday, June 17th.
We could not have wished for a better day than Wednesday w a~
for the Past and Present match.
The Present batted first, and chiefly owing to MacBryan and
Parkes knocked up 299 for 4, before declaring. MacBryan scored
and hit freely all round the wicket, ~specially towards the end of
36,
1
his innings. Parkes agam showed himself a thoroughly sound
batsman. On the Past going in to bat, Robins and Pocock scored
freely, and gave their side a good start. When Upton was out, h~w
ever, and 5 wickets were down for 113 run s, the Present lo ~ked hke
winning easily. Gaskell and Joyce then defied the bowhng until
stumps were drawn at 6.30, leaving the ga':'e dra\~n. with the Past's
score stand ing at 205 for 6 wtckets. Especial credtt IS due to Gaskell,
who batted as if he played cricket every day of his life !

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S

J72

S c oRE .
PRESENT .

J . C. W. ~lacBrya n, c " sub. ,"
b Bower .. .
.. .
... 136
]. B. MacFarland, b Joyce ... r8
R. H . William s, c Rutherford,
b Bower
r8
A. E. P arkes. not out
65
T. Owen, c Gaskell, b Upton 18
E. G. Dingley, not out
13
S. R. Pra!l }
G. C. Well s-Cole d'd
t
1
0
R . H. Maingot
b ~
G. F. Juckes
a ·
L. Braun
Extras .......... .. 31

PAST.
F. H. Robbin s, c Dingley, b
J ukes
W. A. Pocock, c Wells-Cole,
b MacBryan
A. J. Waugh, c Owen, b
Braun
H. J. Bower, c Owen, b Mac Bryan
A. R. Upton, b Juckes
]. E. Ga kell, not out
R. H. Wells, b J·.;d<es
H. C . C. j oyce, not out
G. Sparrow
~did not
b t
J . D. Rutherford
A. R. Oingley
a ·
Extras.. . .........

32
31
9
4
31

4J

5

48

2

4TH MATCH V . R.A.M.C.
On S aturday, June 20th , the R.A . M.C. visited us at Winchmore
Hill. Both sides were weak . The wicket had suffered some-

what on account of rain over night, and low scoring was the

result . We batted fir st, but no one made much of a show against
Fawcus' bowling, and we were all out for 113. The R .A.M.C. had
3 wickets down for 6 runs, but Major Fawcus and Sergt. Fish then
batted well and took the score to I 14. After this, Stretton bowled
well (taking 6 for 20), and the R .A.M.C . total only reached '37 ·
ST. BART.' s
]. C. W. MacBryan, lbw., b
Nimmo .. ................ .. ....
E. G. Dingley, c Newman, b
Nimmo ......... .. ..... .. .....
A. E . Parkes, b Fawcus ......
H. G. Moser, b Fawcu s ......
S. R. Prall, c H eslop, b
Fa wcus ............ .. .... .. ....
T. Owen, c Fish, b Fawcus ...
]. D. Rutherford, b Nimmo ...
R. H. ~l a ingot, b Osborne ..
]. W. Stretton, c Smith, b
F awcu s .. .............. ... .. ...
L. Braun, c Fawcus, b Os born e
J , R . Ross , not out .. .... .. ....
Extras .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
Tota l......

S c oRES.
29
7
4
8
o
r6
II
r6
9
2
o
II
II 3

R.A .:VI.C. (Aldershot ).
Capt . Nimmo, b Bra un
o
Ca pt. Heslop, c Owen, b
Bra un ........ . .. . ......... ..... . 2
S ergt. Turner, b Owen ... .. . o
Major Fawcu s, not out
85
Sergt. Fish , b Stretton ......... 25
Lce.-Corp. Q uelch , b Stretton 4
Bugler Osborne, b Braun...... o
Pte. Newman, b Stretton
o
Corp. Smith, b Stretton .... .. o
Pte. Blair, b Stretton
o
Pte. Hea sma n, b Stretton . .. 5

Extras .. .... ... ... .... .... 16
T ota l ...... .... .. ... 137

ROWING CLUB.
The Annua l Inter-H ospita ls Race was rowed fr om Putney to
Hammersmith on May 29th . Three coxwainl ess fours entered fo r
the race, re presenting the London Hos pital, St. Th omas 's, and
Bart.'s. Mr. F . E. H ellyer, the old Cambridge Blu e, acted as
umpire. The la unch " Cli vede n " followed th e race, and carried a
considerable number of spectators from a ll three hospitals. Severa l
Bart.'s men also encouraged ou r cre w from the t owpath.
St. Thomas's drew the Middlesex stati on, Bart.'s th e middle, and
London th e Surrey stati ons.
At the w_o rd to go, Littl; john went off at about thirty-four, and in
the first mmute the Bart . scre w had ga ined about half a le ngth on
St. Thomas's, th ough they had made no impress ion on the London .
At the end of th e seco nd m in ute, h owever, Ba rt.' s were a le ngth ahead
of London, while St. Th omas's were a nothe r le ng th behind. The lea d
was steadily increased, a nd H a mmers mith Brid ge was reached in
8 min . 37 sec., with Ba rt.'s four length s ahead of London a nd
St. Th omas's two a nd a h&lf length s behind them.
'
Littlejohn stee red a n exce llent course, and in thi s respect we
g ained a considerable adva ntage over our oppon e nts.
The Ba rt.'s c rew was as foll ows, G. D . E a t, bow ; 2, 0. B.
Pratt ; 3, C . E. Kindersley ; C. W. B. Littlejohn , stroke.
The crew was coached by Dr. ]. S . Burn , a nd by Mess rs . M. and E.
Donald oon a nd \Vedd . T o t hem, a nd to Mr. Phelps, of Putn cy,
wh o kmd ly lent a nd housed the racing boat, ou r thanks a re du e
s ince t hey contri buted very largely to th e su ccess of the crew .
'
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Total (6 wkts.) ... zos

To:al (3 wkts.) ... 299
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ST. BART.'s v. Guy's ( Inter-Hospital Cup-tie).
Played a t t he Marylebone Baths on Friday, June 12th. The
Hospital were unfortunate to be without C. F. Beyers, but a good
game took place, Bart.'s holding their own till ha lf-time, score r-r ,
G. Parry scoring for us. In the second half Guy's improved and
fin a lly won 5-2, G. A. Beyers scoring our second goal. J. C. Pe•rce
in goal played an excellent game.
ST. BART.'s v. WATER RATS.
On Thursday, June 4th. The Hospital were without J . C. Pearce
a nd C . F. Beyers, C. T. Trissiden and P. Bousfield taking their places.
A good game ensued, the H ospital being unfortunate not to winthe result being a draw of 3 - 3. Parry, Beyers, a nd Upton scored
for us.
ST. BART.'S V. MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL.
On Monday, June 22nd. We played our full team in this match
and won easily, after a very scrappy game, by 5-1, G. A. Beyers (2),
G. Parry, C . F. Beyers, and A . Upton scoring for us.
U.L.O.T.C. MEDICAL UNIT.
WHITSUNTIDE CAMP, ' 9'4·
The Medical Unit of the U.L.O.T.C. spent a useful a nd enjoyable
Whitsun Camp at Lane End Farm, Peaslake, Surrey. The follow ing officers were in camp: Major H . H . Tooth, commanding; Capt.
A. M. H. Gray, Adjutant; Capt. Rutherford, Quartermaster; Lieut.
T. B. Layton , Lieut. H. R . Griffith, Lieut. P. H. Mitchener.
The camp was well attended, especially by recruits, about 120
N.C.O .' s and Cadets being present, attendance being qu ite voluntary.
The weather was delightful, with the sole exception of Whit Sunday
evening, when it rained heavily for about an hour. For t he purpose
of work the Unit was split into two groups, recruits and candidates
for certificates A. and B. The former of these groups spent their
time in drill-mostly stretcher dri ll , with squad and company drill in
less quantity. They went at the work with a will, and the improveme nt in smartness and efficiency was marked. The drills were
sepa rated from each other by lectures given by various officers on
subjects, such as the Medical Establishment of a Battalion of
Infantry, an Outline of the Work and Methods of Fighting Troops,
Map Reading, etc. These were much appreciated. The Senior
Cadets, while putting in a certain number of drills, were largely at
work on a Fie ld Ambulance Scheme, scouri ng the surrounding
country in the afternoons to collect information regarding the condition of the roads, the presence or absence of buildings which could
be utilised for the temporary reception of wounded in process of
e vacuation , etc.
Th e health of the Unit was well maintained, the only cases reporting sick being on e or two me n with sore feet.
Cadet G. R. Sharp of "A" Section was promoted to LanceCorporal.
Ca mp was quickly struck in the early morning of J une 2nd, the unit
being in town aga in shortly after mid-day.

CORRESPONDENCE.
N ATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE ACT.

To the Editor of the 'SI. Bartholomew's Hospital Jour1tal .'
D EAR SIR,-lt was with a feeling of indignation and disappointment
that I read in the May number of the JouRNAL that the benefits of
th e Nation al Health Insura nce Act were held out as an inducement to
me n to join the medical profession.
N o doubt it is true that many" small and insignificant" practices
have bee n improved pecuniarily, but, on the other hand, many
practices, es pec ia lly in country di stricts, have been degraded. Indeed,
the greatest fault of the Act, to my mind, is that it tends to reduce
medi cal work to th e dull level of mediocrity, and, as to the man who
has to treat pan el pati ents only, it were better for him that a millstone
were ha nged about his neck, a nd he cast into the sea.
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Panel patients are taught not to expect, and medical men are not
required to give, more than ordinary club-practice attention, and
most of us know how very inferior that can be. The incentive for a
doctor to do his best for his patients is rem oved, a nd in difficult cases
his responsibility ends with te lling the patient that some particular
treatment or operation ought to be carried out.
The effect of the Act in my experience has been to increase fourfold the proportion of panel pa tients who come on th e sick list , as
compared with members of friendly societies as they existed before
the Act, and during the last year no less than fifty per ce nt. in one
county and forty in another, of all the patients on my panel list have
been on the sick list at least once, and several of them on more than
one occasion.

A panel doctor is no longer a free agent, he has to be in his surgery
at stated hours every day, no matter what other engagements he may
wish to make, and the records entailed by the Act involve an immense
amount of clerical work of a very aggravating nature-for instance,
in order to 'get payment for medicine su pplied to "sanatorium
pat ients " it is necessary for the doctor to write out the prescriptions
which he himself dispenses, and to price every item of drugs therein ,
and this he has to repeat in detail for every mixture or pill supplied,
although the same prescription may have been dispensed many tim es
before to the same patient.
There certainly ought to be greater uniformity in the matter of
certificates, as at present each friendly society has its own rules
which are very different and very confusing.
As a whole, I consider those whom the Act is meant to benefit are
very dissatisfied. Especially is this the case with the large body of
better class domestic servants, who formerly were treated as private
patients and now have to conform to irksome regulations laid down
for panel patients. The people who really benefit by the Act are the
employers of these servants, who formerly paid the doctor's bill, but
who now expect to get them treated as assiduously as ever by th e
panel doctor, and who are relieved of all responsibility by the payment
of 3d. per week, of which the doctor gets only a small proportion .
In conclusion, I consider the Act (i) bad for the patient, becau se
he is apt to obtain only superficial treatment ; (ii) bad for the doctor,
because he is tempted to scamp his work and is harassed by clerical
wo rk; and (iii) bad for the profession, because the best men a re
discouraged from entering it.
G. P .

To the Editor of the 'St. Bartholomew's Hospital Journal.'
DEAR S1R,-National Insurance work is well paid. There is a
large amount of clerical work, very arduous at first, less so when one
becomes accustomed to it .
The actual professional work is probably only slight ly greater than
in the old Club days. My records show that on an average each
person is seen three times a year, the ratio of surgery consultation s to
vioit> being about five to one, so that with a list of 6oo insured
persons a doctor may expect to make 300 visits and have 1500
surgery consultations per annum.

(These figures agree closely with seve ral records in the British
Medical JourHal.)
\Vork ing in a small town with this number of insured persons
expect to add £100 a year to my income.
Yours very truly,
X-THE HONORARY i\IEDICAL STAFF OF ST . ANDRE\V 'S
HOSPITAL, DOLUS HILL , N.W.

To the Editor of the 'St. Bartholomew's Hospital Journal.'
SIR,-May I be allowed to correct an error in the last paragraph
of my letter in the June number of the JouRNAL.
I appa rentl y and unintentionally blame the staff of Bart.'s as a whole
for supporting the system to which I object. I should have referred
only to those members of the staff of Bart.'s who are also on the
. taff of the St. Andrew 's Hospi tal.
I am, Sir,
Yours, etc.,

\YILFRED N. S ODEN.

To the Editor of the' St. Bartholomew's Hospital Journal .'
DEAR SIR,- The stri ctures of Dr. \Vilfred N. Soden under the
abo,·e heading in your June issue, call for a reply: and this involves,
for you r readers' information, a brief statement of the nature and
purpose of St. Andrew's H ospital. It is a charitable foundation,
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an d to quote from its Prospectus: "is intended for paying-patients
of limited means, who while not suitable subjects for free treatment
in charitable institutions are yet unable to meet the charges necessary
to secu re adequate treatment in Private Nursing Institution s." The
Hospital contains two wards of eighteen beds each, and the inclusive
charge for treatment in these wards is two and a half guineas a
week. These charges are often remitted in deserving cases.
There i a salaried R esident Medica l Officer, a nd an hon orary Visiting Staff, and the nursi ng is carried out by the certificated members
of a Sisterhood.
It being fully recogni sed that a Hospita l of this sort is easily
abused, the following precautions have been observed.
To each applicant for admission, is sent a printed form for signature. The form contains inter alia:
(1) A declaration that the applicant is unable to afford adequate
treatment in the ordinary way.
(2) A form of Medical Certificate to be filled in by the applicant's
usual medical attendant.
This certificate concludes with the question: " Do you consider
the case a suitable one for treatment and free medical a ttendance in
this Hospital o"
We think it will be ad mitted that, given faithful dealing on the
part of the Medical Attendant, those provisions should suffice to
prevent abuse.
But Dr. Soden states that it is impossible, for" public" reasons, for
a general practitioner to refuse to give a recommendation when asked
to do so. If this be indeed the case, no hospital can be safeguarded
from abuse. But we are loth to believe that practitioners hold their
patients upon so insecure a tenure that they dare not point out to an
unsuitable applicant that his application is an abuse of charity; and
certainly for a practitioner to sign an undeserved recommendation,
seems very unfair, not only to himself, but to the honorary Staff of
the Hospital, and cannot lightly be justified since it cuts the ground
from under the feet of those who are trying to act in the right spirit.
So much for the Hospital proper.
There are also in the
Hospital, so me private rooms, but these are only geographically in
the Hospital and are no concern of the staff, as such. For the
present, they are open (as in the case with St. Thomas' H?me), for
the treatment of private patients by any member of the staff of a
recognised London hospital. The matter of fees for medical or
surgical treatment is entirely a question for private arrangement
between the doctor and hi s patient.
\Vhen the Hospital is self-supporting, these private rooms will be
used exclus ively for patients who cannot conveniently be treated in
the wards, and th e cha rge will be the same as in the wards.
We regret to learn through Dr. Soden that the Local Division of
the British Medical Association is unfavourably disposed towards the
Hospital and its Staff. The need of some such provisi o n as that
offered by the Hospital is generally admitted--even by Dr . Soden
-and this being the case we venture to appeal to the local
profession, not to wash their hands of us, but to help us to secure
the benefits of the charity for such of their patients as really deserve
them. We believe that, by giving us this co-operation, they would
not only not suffer any harm themselves, but confer a signal service
upon a class which, because it is not '' necessitous ., in the ordinary
sense, is often <leprived of benefits which the necessitous-poor can
always secure in H ospital.
Yours obediently,
W. P . S . BRANSON, Senior Physician,
(Signed)
C. GOROON-\VAT ON, Senior Surgeon,
on behalf of the Honorary 1\Jedical Staff.
" AN.IESTHETICS."
(FIFTH EDITION

DR Dt'DLE Y BUXTON .)

To the Editor of the' St. Bartholomew's H ospital Joumal.'
ST . BARTHOLOMEw's HosPJT .\L,

LO,.DON, E.C.
June 24th, 1914.
DE,\R SIR,- I find on page 203 of Dr. Buxton's book on "An;esthetics, ' six lines referring to the administration of ether and oil by
the rectum .
I therefore wish to offer my apologies to the author and to your
readers for overlooking this when I reviewed the book.
Yours faithfully,
THE REVIEWER.
[Owing to lack of space, a number of reviews are held over.-Eo.J
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EXAMINATIONS AND DEGREES.

UNIVERSITY OF LoNDON.
Third (M.B., B.S.) Examination for Medical Degrees.
May, '9'4·
Honours.-]. B. Randall (Distinguished in llledicine).
Pass.-R. Ellis, W. Simpson, V. D. C. Wakeford.
Supplementary Pass List.- Group I: Medicine, Pathology, Hygiene
and Forensic Medicine. - T . B. Welch.
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.

T he following Degrees have been confe rred :
Mny 30th.- M.D.: F. C. T ra pnell. Sc. D.: W. Morley Fi etc her.
June sth.- M.B., B.C.: G. Sparrow . M. B. : C. W. Archer.
J une 12th.- M.B., B.C.: J. M. Post lethwaite.
J zme 24/h.- M.B., B.C.: A . G . Eva ns.
RoYAL CoLLEGE oF S uRGEoNs OF E NGLAND.
May, ' 9'4·
T he follow ing members have been adm itted F ellows: F. Cook,
W. A. C urry, M. Donaldso n, H . K. G riffith, W. H . Leonard, M. W . B .
Ol iver, R. F . 0. S ull ivan, R. A. R. W allace.
T he following candidates, not being members of th e College, have
been a lso admitted Fellows: A. R. Bearn, ]. F . Fa irley , J. A. C.
F orsyth, R . W . Knox, W. A. Lincol n, E. W . S merdon , G. H.
Wickens.

NEW ADDRESSES.

B REW ITT, B. ]., St. Mary's H ospital fo r W ome n an d Ch ildre n,
Manchester.
C LARK, A. E. D ., W a rrender, Mosma n, S ydney, New S out h W ales.
C RESSEY, G. H ., 1 , Nev ill Park, T un bri dge W ells.
D ALLY, J. F . H ALLS, 19, U pper W im pole Street. T el. Mayfa ir 2697.
P EARSE, R., sS, A venue R oad , T oronto, Canada.
RICHARDSON, C. B., Great Northern Central H ospita l, H olloway
Road, N.
RoBERTS, Su rgeon, W. E., R .A.N., H .M.S ." E ncounter," cfo G . P . 0.,
Sydney, New South Wales .
S IMPSON, G. C. E ., IS, Rodney Street, Liverpool.
STEAD, G ., Wellfield, Ll andrindod W ells . T el. Llandri ndod W ells
137·
T URTON, J. R. H. , 21, Brunswick Place, H ove.

APPOINTMENTS.

BREWITT, B. J., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P ., appointed H ouse S urgeon to
St. Mary's H ospital for Women and Children, Manchester.
DuNN, T. W. N., M.B., B.C.(Cantab.), M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., appointed
Hon. Medical Officer to the Eastern Dispensary, Bath.
FouLERTON, A. G. R., F.R.C.S., appointed to a Lectureship in the
Public Health Department of University College.
HADFIELD, G., M.D., B.S.(Lond.), appointed Assistant Pathologist to
the Dreadnought Hospital, Greenwich.
MYERS, B., M.D.(Edin.), M.R.C.P.(Lond.), appointed Hon. Out patient Physician to the Royal Waterloo Hospital for Children and
Women.
OLI\'ER, M. W. B., M.B.(Cantab.), F.R.C.S., appointed Assistant
Surgeon to the Central London Ophthalmic Hospita l.
RANKEN, D., M.S.(Lond.), F.R.C.S., appointed Assistant Surgeon to
the Hospital for Sick Children, Newcastle-on -Tyne.
RICHARDSON, G. B., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., appointed House P hysician
to the Great Northern Central Hospital.
RICHMOND, A., M.B., Ch.B.(Vict.), appointed Tuberculosis Officer
for Berkshire.
RowLAND, P., M.D.(Lond.), M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., appointed Assistant
Surgeon to the Essex County Ho pital, Colchester.
SYRETT, E. F., M.D., B.S.(Durh.), appointed Medical Officer of
Health for Harwich.
WALKER, N., H. M.D., B.S.(Lond.), D.P. H .R.C.P.S., M.R.C.S.,
L.R.C.P., appointed Assistant Medical Officer of Health to the
Durban Corporation, Durban, Natal.

ROYAL NAVAL MEDICAL SERVICE.

The following appointments, etc., have been notified since May 20th,
1914:
Fleet-Surgeon H. Clift to the" Hercules," to date June 4th, 1914.
Staff-Surgeon E. Wilkinson to the "Marlborough," to date June
23rd, 1914-
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Surgeo n G . M. Levick to t he "Victory," additio na l fo r disposal,
to date Ju ly 14th, 1914.
S taff -S urgeo n H . W. S hewell promoted to F leet- S urgeon with
seniority of May 23rd, 19 14.

INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
T he foll owing receive six mo nt hs' accelerated promotion a nd become
Majors from March 1st, 19 14:
Capt. F. P. Connor, F.R. C.S. (Eng.), Ca pt . F. P . Mackie,
F .R .C. S. (Eng.), Capt. W . W. Jeud wine, M. D.( Ca ntab.), Capt.
H. M. H . Melh uish, D .P . H , etc.

BIRTHS.
C ATES.-On J une 22nd, at Laure l Mount, St. H ele ns, the wife of
J oseph Cales, M.D., D .P .H ., of a son.
D RU ITT.-On J une 21st, a t "Nigeri a,'' W est hill-road, T orqu ay, t he
wife of A rthur E. Druitt, F .R .C.S ., of a so n.
F ox .- On J une 18th, a t Coppl e hayes, Yea lmpto n, th e wife of
E . H . B. F ox, M. R.C .S. , L.R.C. P ., of a da ug hter.
G oR DON.-On May 30th, a t W esth olme, H orncastle, Li ncs., the wife
of Dr. J ervis G ord on, of a son .
O NSLOW-FORD.-On J une 2nd , at W endover, Bucks .. the wife of
Max Onslow-Ford, M. R.C .S ., L.R.C.P., of a da ug hter.
R ow LAND.-On May 21st, the wife of Pe nry Rowla nd, of a daughter.
T RAPN ELL .-On Ma rch 10t h, the wife of F . C . T rapn ell, M.D.
(Ca ntab .), of a da ug hter.
W ALLI S. -On June 23rd, at 3, Gray's Inn-place, Gray' s Inn , W .C.
the wife of R . L. Macke nzie W a llis, of a so n.

MARRIAGES.
GRIFFITH - FLETCHE R.- On Jun e 6th, at H oly T ri ni ty Churc h,
Ma rylebone, by th e Ve ry Rev. Dea n of St. Albans, ass isted by
Canon J oh ns, Master of St. Ca tha rine's College, Camb ridge, a nd
the Rev. E. N . Sh arpe, Rector of H oly Trinity, H arold K inder,
elde r son of Dr. W . S . A. Gri ffith, of 96, H a rley S t reet, W ., to
H e lena Wi nefrid, eldest daughte r of Dr. Morley Fletc her, of g8,
H a rley Street, W .
T URTON-B ROMLEY.-On June 1ot h, at S t . Pete rs, Preston, Bri ghto n,
by t he Rev. Preb. G era ld Moor, M. A., J ames Richa rd H en ry
T urto n, M.B., B.S ., F. R.C. S ., elder son of Ja mes T urton, F.R. C. S .,
of Brighton, to Ethel, th ird daughter of H owa rd Bromley, of
Birm ingham.
W ROUGHTON - S TUART.-On A pril 2nd, at H owi ck, Natal, Joh n
H enry \ Vrough ton, M. R .C. S ., L. R.C. P ., to E t hel Su san, daughter
of G. B. N. S tuart, late D .I., R. I. C., K ingstown, D ublin.

DEATHS.

ALLEN.-On J une 24th, suddenly at North Parramatta, N .S .W.,
Lancelot Lloyd Alien, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.( Lond.), youngest son of
t he late C harles John Alien.
J ESSOP.-On June 2nd, at 8 1, Fitzjohn's Avenue, H ampstead, of
phthis is, Edward Jessop, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.
T owNSEND.- On May 23 rd, Stephen Townsen d , F. R.C.S ., of C olney
H eath, St. Albans, from pneumonia, aged S+·

NOTICE.

All Communications, Articles, Letters, Notices, or Books for review·
should be forwarded, accompanied by the name of the sender, to the
Editor, ST. BARTHOLO•IEw's H OSPITAL JouRNAL, St. Bartholo·
mew's Hospital, Smitlzfield, E. C.
The Annual Subscription to the J oumal is ss., including postage.
Subscriptions should be sent to the MANAGER, W. E. SARGANT,
M.R.C.S.,at the Hospital.
All communications, ji11att.cial, or otherwise, relative to Advertisements ONLY, should be addressed to ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER,
the Journal Office, St . Bartlzo/omew's Hospital, E. C. Telephone:
1436, Holborn.
A Cover for bindi>Zg (black cloth boards with lettering and King
Henry VIII Gateway in gilt) can be obtained (price ts. post free)
from MESSRS. ADLARD AND SoN, Bartlzolomew Close. MESSRS.
AoLARD have arranged to do the binding, with cut and sprit~klrd'
edges, at a cost of Is. 9d. or carriage paid 2s.- c07Jer included.
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JEquam memento re bus in arduis
Servare mentem.''

-Horace, Book ii, Ode iii .
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CALENDAR.
Tues., Aug. 4.-Dr. Garrod and Mr. Waring on duty.
7.-Dr. Calvert and Mr. McAdam Eccles on duty.
Fri.,
11.-Dr. Morley Fletcher and Mr. Bailey on duty.
Tues., "
14.-Sir Wilmot Herringham and Sir Anthony Bowlby
Fri.,
on duty.
Tues., ,, 18.-Dr. Tooth and Mr. D'Arcy Power on duty.
21.-St. Bartholomew.
Fri.,
Dr. Garrod and Mr. Waring on duty.
Tues., ,
25.-Dr. Calvert and Mr. McAdam Eccles on duty.
28.-Dr. Morley Fletcher and Mr. Bailey on duty.
Fri. ,
Tues., Sept. 1.-Sir Wilmot Herring ham and Sir Anthony Bowlby
on duty.
Fri .,
4.-Dr. Tooth and Mr. D'Arcy Power on duty.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

D

T is our ple:~sant duty to congratulate Mr. McAdam
Eccles on his election to the Council of the
Royal College of Surgeons. On this occasion
there were five vacancies and fourteen candidates. Of
these Mr. Eccles was elected in the third place.

*

We have also to congratulate Sir Anthony Bowlby on his
election as one of the Vice-Presidents of the Royal College
of Surgeons, and Messrs. Rupert Farrant, Frederick C. Pybus,
and Harry Blakeway, who have been elected Huntenan
Professors for the ensuing year.

*

Our heartiest congratulations are extended to Dr. Langdon
Brown, who was appointed Examiner in Medicine at the
recent examination at Cambridge, and to Dr. G. Graham,
who has been appointed Casualty Physician to the Hospital.
We also warmly congratulate Mr. A. G. Evans, who has
been awarded the Lawrence Research Scholarship.
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We mentioned in a previous number the Post-Graduate
course which takes place here during the Summer vacation.
\V e desire once more to draw attention to the dates at
which it begins and ends, viz. Tuesday, September 8th, to
Tuesday, September 22nd. Full particulars may be obtained from the Dean of the Medical School.

*

*

*

We are asked to state that the rules of the Students' Union
are about to be issued in pamphlet form, and that in future
a copy will be given to every new student as he arrives at
the Hospital. This is an excellent institution inasmuch as
the last publication of these rules was in the Year Book of
1908.
We would respectfully suggest that with these rules should
be inserted some revised rules dealing with the subject of
sports-blazers and so forth, indeed, we think that a sub-committee might well be appointed to settle what is exactly the
position with reference to "colours." 'Ve have received
various inquiries from people who are doubtful as to the
position, and we have endeavoured to elucidate the matter,
but we must confess without great success. The position
seems to us somewhat as follows :
( 1) Previous to r 904 there was no Students' Union, and
we gather that the committees of various clubs settled their
own colours, and gave them as they chose. The clubs
bad been amltlgamated in r89z, but this was chiefly for
dealing with the financial side of the matter.
(z) In 1904 a sub-committee was appointed to go into the
question of "colours." Among other things, this committee
decided that there should be two blazers: one for all members
of the Students' Union, in plain black with a crest, and one
an Honours blazer, for the cricket, football, athletic, tennis,
and hockey clubs, in striped flannel, with crest and appropriate lettering. The other clubs, such as swimming,
shooting and boxing, were to be allowed hatbands and ties,
but no blazer. A further rule passed at this time was, that
with the institution of the new blazer, all old colours should
be recalled, and that students having obtained the old colours
should not be allowed the new ones.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S
(3) In 1go8 another committee decided to return to the
old colours and to rescind the above rule referring to the
colours of old st udents.
(4) There appear to have been further meetings on the
subject, but since no minutes of the Stud ents' Union were
kept at that time whatever rules were laid down have been
forgotten , and in fact th e whole matter is in a somewhii.t
uncertain state.
Previous to 1904 we believe that all the clubs could give
colours. At any rate the rifle club used to do so, and we
believe also that the swimming club did. We remember a
discussion which took place in the old smoking·room, where
the physics departm ent is now situated, as to the lettering
which ought really to be used on the shooting blazer. The
difficulty of the disputants was that "R.C." might stand for
rowing club or rifl e club, and that "S.C." might mean
swimming club or shooting club according to taste. We
forget the final decision arrived at on this matter, but have
an idea that it was finally decided that it .really did not
matter, but that "R.C." was best, because very few men
rowed, and of those most of them already possessed other
blazers.
We certainly think that the matter should be unravelled
and some definite rul es made, and we also think that should
this be done it would be a pity to select some clubs for
"honours blazers" and to lea ve out others, for every means
should be taken to get students interested in the various
hospital sports, and that without favouring either one sport
or another.

TREATMENT OF TABES DORSALIS BY
INTRA THECAL INJECTIONS OF
SALV ARSANISED SERUM.

D

By H. Y.

1IANSFIELD,

!lLB., H.C.

H E intractability of tabes dorsalis to an tisyphilitic
treatment has been explained in many ways, but
an explanation as simple as any is the conception
of the spirochrete embedded in the nerve-cell and so
comparatively shut off from any antisyphilitic measures
employed.
It has been suggested that the actions of arsenic and
mercury depend upon the production of antibodies, and
that these antibodies never reach the perineuronic lymph
spaces, being unable to permeate the walls of the capillaries
of the central nervous system. Swift, of the Rockefeller
Institute, introduced a method of overcoming this difficulty
by the injection of serum containing the necessary antibody as directly into the perineuronic lymph-sac as possible, by means of lumbar puncture.
The method about to be described has th e advantage
that the whole proceeding may~be carried out in the ward,
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and so avoids several journeys to the pathological laboratory
and the consequent risk of the serum becoming contaminated.
The patient is given ·g grm. neo-salvarsan intravenously
by any of the usual methods. One hour later about 6o c.c.
of blood are drawn off; this is allowed to stand in a cool
place for twenty-four hours ; the serum now separated from
the clot is used for th e intrathecal injection. The chief
difficulty of the procedure is the removal, in an aseptic
manner, of sufficient blood and the separation of serum
from it. For this purpose the following apparatus has been
devised : An intravenous needle, such as that used for
injection of salvarsan, is connected by a short length of
tubing to a large boiling-tube previously exhausted of air
by the pump of an ordinary aspiration apparatus. It is
useful to insert a short glass tube in the rubber connection·
to serve as a window, to show when the needle is in the
vein by blood flowing up it. When required this apparatus
can readily be sterilised entire and then exhausted. The
taps are turn ed "off" to preserve the vacuum. The needle

I
is introduced into the vein, th e tap nearest to it is turned
"on" and blood is removed by suction into the boiling-tube.
When sufficient (about 6o c.c.) has been collected this tap
is turned off.
The apparatus and its contained blood is allowed to stand
for twenty-four hours, so that th e serum may separate.
Twenty·four hours after the removal of the blood lumbar
puncture is performed, and th e cerebro-spinal fluid is
removed into a grad uated measure. Whatever this quantity
may be (so c.c.-70 c.c.), the serum IS mad e up to the same
volume with normal saline solution. The foot of th e bed is
then raised, and, without removing the lumbar puncture
needle, the mixture of serum and saline is injected into the
spinal theca.
The serum is ofte n tinged with hremoglobin, and contains
a few red blood-cells, but this does not appear to produce
any harmful effects. The principal advantage clai med for
this appa ratus is that the blood does not come into contact
with th e outside air until the serum is ready for use, and
then only for the short tim e required for mixing with saline.
The injections are repeated at intervals of a week.

AUGUST,
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So far, three cases of tabes have been treated with these
injections; two of these still remain under treatment, and it is
early yet to say what permanent benefit th ey have derived.
CASE r.-C. B-, farm labourer, ::et. 32 years, no history
of syphilis. One year ago he had difficulty in walking ; six
months ago light ning pains in the legs sta rted ; for the last
four months he has had incontinence of urine.
Argyli·Robertson pupils present, knee-jerks absent, perforating ulcers in both great toes, and right hip is a Charcot's
JOint. Wassermann reaction was positive after a provocative
dose of SJ l varsan.
Within a few days of the first injection the lightning
pains disappeared and he was less incontinent. After the
second inj ectio n the incontine nce entirely di sappeared and
the perforating ulcers healed, although he was not kept in bed.
After the fourth injection the right eye began to react to
light a nd now reacts quite briskly. He still has difficulty
in walking, but this is large ly du e to th e diseased hip.
CASE 2.-F. C-, male ret. 28. Primary chancre eight
years ago. Difficulty in walking and lightning pains for last
eighteen mont hs. Right eye reacts slu ggish ly to light, th e
left does not react. Knee-jerks absent and Rombergism
marked.
After th e first injection patient lost the lightning pains.
Unfortu nately th e injections could not be conti nued as the
patient discharged himself " for fami ly reasons."
CASE 3.-G. G-, male, ret. 32. Primary chancre eight
years ago. Lightning pains started eighteen months ago
and have been the chief sy mptoms complained of; lately
they have been very severe. Diffi culty in walking for the
last month.
Pupils react sluggishly to light. Knee-jerks absent;
Rombergism present. Patient is quite unable to "toe and
heel." Wassermann positive o n blood and cerebro-spinal
fluid.
The li ghtning pains disappeared after the first injection.
After the second injection th e pupils reacted briskly to
light and his walking improved. By th e time patient had
had his fourth injection there was no Rombergism and
he was able to " toe and heel" the length of the ward.
Al"ter the fifth inj ection the quadriceps extensor muscles
were noticed to contract when trying the knee-jerk, but up
to the present time no definite jerk has been obtained.
Patient has put on weight and says he feels quite well.
In all three cases the li ght nin g pains were worse for some
hours after the first injection, but no pain was experienced
after subsequent ones.
C(lmpbell * found that in all his cases the lightning pains
di sappeared soon afte r the first inj ection and only reappeared
in one case, when they disappeared again after the second.
The urinary symptoms were much improved in all his cases
in which they were present. In so me of the cases the kneejerks returned later, and the improvement in the ge neral
" Brit. Med. Jount., March 14th, 19 14.
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health of all the patients was one of the most striking
results.
If it can be shown that the intrathecal injections cure
permanently such distressing symptoms as lightning pains
and urinary incontinence, apart from any other beneficial
effects they may have, I think the treatment of tabes by this
method is justified.
I am indebted to Si r Wilmot Herringham for permission
to mention these cases.

REMARKS ON A CASE OF ARTIFICIAL
PNEUMOTHORAX.
By BERNARD HuDSON, 1\I.D.Cantab., 1\I.R.C.P.,
Physician to Queen Alexandra Sanatorium, Davos.

ISTORY.-l\1ale, ret. 27, admit ted to th e Queen
Alexan dra Sanatorium , Davos, on O ctober qth,
1913.
Condition on admission.-Looked ill and toxic. Temperature range 99°-102° F. ; pulse rate, roo-r 20 ; had been
losing weight and going downhill rapidly during the past
two or three months. There was a good deal of co ugh and
sputum, i.e. 30 c.c. in the twenty-four hours, containin g
numbers of tubercle bacilli. Gaffky vii on the scale,
i.e. an average of r 2-5o bacilli to each field of the microscope. Elastic fibres were also present in the sputum.
Physical signs : left side, infiltration of practically the whole
lung; air ent ry extremely bad, and over the whole lung
moist riiles were heard; most of the lung was involved
and apparently breaking down rapidly. The right side was
practically free from disease. An X·ray pr.otog raph confirmed these observations.
As the patient was obviously going downhill rapidly, and
could not have recovered if left alone, it was decided to try
to do an artificial pneumothorax, i.e. to compress and
solidify the diseased lung if possible, and put it at rest, on
the same principle as one would treat any other inflamed
part. A Kornmann's apparatus was used, and the procedure adopted was that of puncture.
The pne-umothorax was done on November 4th, 1913.
The needle was entered in the lower axillary region, and
after a little manceuvring the pleural space was found, and
the manometer attached to th e apparatus showed regular
oscillations, negative pressure being eight to nine. About
Soo c.c. of oxygen were then gradually run in, roo c.c. at a
time, the manometer reading being taken after each roo
c.c. until the negative pressure had disappeared and the
manometer showed a very slight positive pressure of + t.
Two days afterwards rooo c. c. of nitrogen were run in, the
pressure at the end of the procedure being + r to + 2.
Fo r three days after this operation the patient was so mewhat embarrassed in the breathing and the temperature

q8
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rose to I02"5° F; he then gradually became quite comfortable, the right lung taking on the functions of both, and
accommodating itself. The tempera ture fell to n o rmal ,
the sputum practically disappeared, and in thirty days the
patient was up and about, to all intents and purposes in
good hea lth .
At th e present date, five months after th e pneumothorax
was done, his physical condit io n is excell e nt, he has ga ined
q lb. in weight, and feels quite fit. Temperature, normal ;
pulse, 7o-8o; sputum, 5 c.c. only.
As is usual in these cases, a small effusio n has developed
in the pleural cavity, but this causes n o embarrassment a nd
has been left alone. The patient is re-filled with nitroge n
a bout every three or four weeks, a pressure of + 8
ro
being kept up.
This patient was particularly lu cky, with so much disease,
in having but a few adhesions, and thus rendering it
possible to d o a pneumothorax.
This case I quote as a typica l example of a success ful
pneumothorax. I might mention several more, but this
one will be suffi cient to point out the adva nt age of this
procedure in a suitable case.
Before and while doing
a pneumothorax, the fol!owing precautions sho uld b e
obse rved :
( 1) An X-ray photograph must be taken in all cases in
order to make quite certain o f the condition of the other
lung, and also in order to get an idea of th e best place to
enter th e needle with a fair prospect of success.
(2) The skin over the proposed site of pu nct ure, and
also the track o f the needle and the parietal pleu ra should
be anresthetised in order to minimise the risk of sh ock,
which otherwise may occur when the needle punctures th e
parietal pleura. Before the puncture is made some oxygen
should be blown through the needle to clear it, and get rid
of any water there may be in it.
(3) No gas should be allowed to flow until the manome;ter shows regular oscillations, thereby demonstrating
that the needle is really in the pleural ca\'ity, otherwise
there may be a risk of embolism from gas entering the lung
or a vessel.
(~) As soon as regular oscillations of the manometer have
been obtained, the gas may be allowed to flow in, but not
more than 1 oo c.c. at a time, the manometer being read
between each 1 oo c.c
(5) The first filling should be terminated when the
manometer shows an e\·e;n pressure.
(6) The gas used for the initial induction of a pneumothorax should be oxygen, say, 200 300 c.c., followed by
2oo or 3oo c.c. of nitrogen. For the first sitting 5oo7oo cc. of gas will usually be found to suffice.
(7) Subsequent fillings, which are quite simple to do
once the condition of pneumothorax has been obtained,
may be done at intervals of two or three dap, until a
pos1tive pressure of + 8 or + 10 has bt.:en attained.
This

+
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should be sufficient press ure, and if another X-ray picture
be n ow taken, it will s how a complete pn e umoth o rax.
After this, refi llings will probably be necessa ry e\'ery n\·e
or six weeks to keep up th e pressure. Some fluid generally
accumulates in th e pleural cavity after a little time, but
thi s d oes not really matter, and may be left, unless it
becomes purulent.
The object which the produ c tion of pneumothorax has
in view is th e immobilisation of the diseased lung, in other
words, th e inflamed part is given a rest. The operation is
not n ecessarily a permanent one, and after an interval of
say eig hteen months to two years, th e lung may b e allowed
to expan d once more. If then signs of activity reassert
themselves, th e lung must again be compressed for a further
period. The operation may be advantageously perform ed
in the follo wing types of cases.
(I) Early ac ti,·e di sease, which is not qui e ting down
under climatic and routine treatment.
These are per haps
th e cases in which th e best results are obta in ed.
It is no
advantage to wait until th e patient is enfeebled and his
res ista nce lowered by di sease.
(2) Advanced cases in one lung, wh ere th e patie nt is
rapidly going downhill. The operation, if it is th en possible
to do it, may save, or at any ra te prolong, life.
Conditions which lead to fa ilure a re:
( I) Th e presence of ex tensive adhesions, re nd erin ;: the
separation of th e pleural layers imposs ibl e .
( 2) Cases in which th ere are cavities at or n ea r th e
surface of th e lung. In th ese cases, of wh ich I have now
seen several, th e gas is very lik el y to enter th e cavities
probably by diffusion, and then ce escapes by th e mouth .
This is shown on the manometer by th e pressure rising as
the gas is allowed to flow in, and th e n gradually falling
again as the gas escapes.
If a little ether be th en placed
in th e apparatus the patient immediately perceives the
smell and taste of it as the gas is allowed to flow. It is of
course useless to persevere under these ci rc um sta nces.
(3) In case~ of recurring and obstinate hremorrh age from
a cavity.
In advanced cases o f severe unil ateral disease, where th e
patient is going downhill, a nd in which it is found to be
impossible to d o a pneumothorax, th ere is still left the
operation of thoraco plasty, whereby, if successful, co nsiderable collapse of the affected side and s ub sequen t comp ression of the affected lung may be obtained.
A slight amoun t of disease in the opposite lung is no
real contra indication to the operation, as it o ften improves
rapidly after the more extensive focus of disease is put at
rest. I n a successful case the te mperature co m es down,
the sputum diminishes, and the gene ral condition of th e
patient begins to impro\·e. The 1esu lts are often most
gratifying, and no one who has see n a nd fo llowed a few
examples of artificial pneumothorax will deny the great value
of the procedure in suitably selected cases.
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DRAJI!IATJC EPiSODE (Ajier R.B.).

THE X-RAYS.

CARCELY nineteen years have elapsed since
Rontgen .made his discovery, yet this comparatively bnef penod has seen the installation of
Well, what's ) our choice? Here's Euthanasia's spreadX-ray appliances in the hospitals of nearly all civilised
Gas, ethyl chloride, ether, A.C.E. :
countries, the continual widening of the sphere of their
The first and second mere aperittjs
application-for treatment as well as diagnosis, and the
Or appetisers for the sterner stuff·
improvement and elaboration of instruments for their proThey bring you to the borderland' of dreams
duction to a much higher degree of efficiency. At- the
Where you shall laugh as loudly as you will,'
present day no hospital is complete without the equipment
Be on the best terms with )'Ourself and sincr
which furnishes an ad_ditional "eye " for diagnosis.
"'
Shout choruses, with tongue unfettered free
At St. Bartholomew's the first skiagram was made m
(Tinging the atmosphere, as like as no;
1896. Since then, year by year, the amount of X-ray work
With phrase of startlingly cerulean hue)has rapidly increased. In 1913, 6673 sking rams were
The elemental man unmasked: a mild
made. In the present year, the number made up to the
And brief intoxication, nothing more.
present month already exceeds by 2ooo the number for the
If you 'd be well advised, leave these alone.
corresponding period of last year. On June 16th of this
· · . . What's wrong with open ether, right away?
year the record number of 8-i for one day was made. In
Not m a Clover: no-but given thus,
1896 an exposure of half an hour was necessary. To-day
?n this light mask, well mixed with Cambridge air.
a skiagram can be made with an exposure of 2 ~ 0 sec.
l he smell, you say, unpleasant ?-so you've heard.
The first made skiagrams showed only gross lesions such as
Not much in that, I fancy. So much talk.
fractures and metallic foreign bodies. Skiagrams will now
Objection?
Well, it takes a little loner~
.
show many of the pathological conditions of the lun gs and
E1ght minutes-two, perhaps, before you lose
mediastinum. The outline, position and movements of the
Full consciousness. That's all the s~me to you?
stomach can be readily seen when filled by a meal rendered
Good. Nurse, just edge the met~ I of this mask with woolX-ray-opaque by the addition of bismuth oxy-chloride, and
We're going in for luxuries this morning.
as the meal passes along the intestine similar information
That's better. Now, how's that? Quite easy? Right.
is furnished concerning the rest of .the alimentary canal.
Just breathe away-so; gently, not too deep.
Cinematogoaph pictures can be made showing the peristaltic
Feeling a little muzzy now : no? Not
waves of the stomach. The course of the ureter, injected
As if you'd had a glass too much--light-headed?
with collargol, ca n be followed. Stereoscopic pictures can
And while you breathe-if I may so suggestbe made, showing parts of the body in relief, and the
Compose a sonnet of the thin gs you see,
position and outlines of opaque objects in the now transAnd dedicate it thus-' To Dr. Haynes.'"
parent interior. Skiagrams gi1·ing information on the
"To Dr. Haynes
I hear
a co ndition of the base of th e skull, the mastoid processes,
sonnet
yes,
the sinuses leading from the upper air-passage and the
That's it. Right-o! To Dr. -· G. - S. - Haynesposition of foreign bodies within the eye are frequently
I must remember that-from one, from onemade. Structures that are very slightly opaque to th e rays,
Oh damn, how this stuff chokes and blinds-from onesuch as muscles, tendons, fibrous septa, and calcified
What shall we say ?-who enters-in a woodarteries, can now be shown on skiagrams.
A sunlit wood-where loud-loud the birds sing,
The discovery of the X-rays was the outcome of the study
And huge, dark-drowsy-drowsy blossoms break,
of electrical discharges through glass tubes partially
Distilling dreams.
I heard you laugh. That's J oe. exhausted of air. These tubes have been named after
I know it is damned funny
All the same,
Geissler, Hittorf, and Crookes, according to the country
It's not so -damn : I think this must be where
and period in which they were used, but they are all glass
Now
where
I 'm
really off."
vessels of varying shape from which the air has been partially
D. J. F.
pumped out, and with platinum wires (electrodes) sealed
.ADDENBROOKE's HosPITAL,
into opposite ends to conduct the discharge to and from the
.....,-........ JanuaJJ' 6tlt, 1914.
interior. If the air in the tu be is at atmospheric pressure,
" Dr. G. S. Haynes sends us this poem from a patient whom he
and the electrodes are connected to a large induction coil,
an<esthetised. The patient is a poet (at Cambridge), and Dr. Haynes
the discharge takes the form of noisy sparks through the tube.
suggested that he should immortalize his sensations in verse.
As exhaustion of the tube begins, the sparks become less
To Dr. G. S.

-
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audible and as it proceeds scarcely any sound is heard.
Meanwhile, the sparks widen out and occupy the whol e
tube. The appearance of the discharge alters as exhaustion
continues. When the pressure has fallen to about 1 0 ~ 00 of
an atmosphere, the greater part of the tube glows with a
grass-green fluorescence. It is now giving out X-rays. If
th e exhaustion is carried furth er, the fluor esce nce becomes
less bright and when the vacuum is complete nothing is
seen because no discharge can tak e place, a perfect vacuum
being a perfect insulator. Th e green fluorescence is caused
by something that is coming from the kathode and known
as the "kathode rays." They leave the kathode at right
angles to its surface. proceed onwards with a velocity one-
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particles travelling at great velocity recalls Newton's corpuscular th eo ry of light. The most important property of
kathode rays is their power to produce X-rays when they
come into contact with matter.
This was Rontgen's
discovery.
Wilhelm Konrad Rontgen was born in Lennep, Province
of the Rhine, on March 27th, 1845· He received his ea rl y
education in Holland, and graduated as Doctor of
Philosophy, at the Unive rsity of Ztiric h, in r87o. He
became assistant to Professor Kundt, at Wiirzburg, in 1873·
In r 87 4 Professor Kundt removed to the University of
Strasburg, with Rontgen as privat-docent. I n r87 5 Rontgen
was appointed professor of mathematics and physics at the
Agricultural Academy of Hohenheim, and in the following
year he returned to Strasburg as extraordinary professor.

STATUE oF PRoFEssoR RoNTGEN oN THE PoTsDAM BRIDGE,
BERLIN.
PROFESSOR \\'ILHELM Ko~RAD RoNTGEN.

thirti eth to one-third that of li ght, strike, but do not pass
throu gh the glass, and ca use it to fluoresce with a bright
grass-green colo ur. Soda-glass gives this colour, lead-glass
gives a blue colour.
Kathode rays can pass throu gh
exceedingly thin sheets of metal, such as aluminium, without
puncturing It. They cannot pass through glass. They
produce heat in objects upon which they impinge.
For many years there was much uncertainty regarding the
nature of the kathode rays. They are not ethereal vibrations like light rays. They have been shown by th e
researches of Sir J. J. Thomson to be particles, sub-atomic
in size (,-.'00 lh of the size of the hydrogen atom), and to
bear an invariable electric charge. These particles are, in
fact, atoms of negative electricity, and they are known as
"corpusc!t:s" or "electrons.'' Their course can be deflected
by a magnet or an electric field. The picture of these
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In 1879 he was chosen professor of physics and director of
the Physical Institute at Giessen. In r885 he was elected
to a similar post at Wiirtzburg. It was at Wiirtzburg that
he discovered the rays which now bear his name. In r Sg5
he was making experiments on electrical discharges throu gh
a H ittorf tube, searching for "invisible rays." The tube
was completely covered with black paper to exclude ordinary
light, and electrical discharges were sent through it. The
black paper had screened off all visible light coming from
th e tube, but a piece of cardboard, coated with barium
platino-cyanide, which was placed three or four metres away,
glowed brightly. The tube was emitting unknown rays, and
Rontgen traced them back to that part of the wall of the
tube which was receiving the impact of the kathod e rays.
He investigated their properties, and by reason of their
peculiarities, particularly in regard to reflection and refraction, and the uncertainty regarding their nature, he called
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them the "X" rays. He communicated his discovery to
the Physico-Medical Society of Wiirzburg in November,
r8g5. He was requested to demonstrat e his discovery at
the Palace at Potsdam by th e German Emperor, who
decorated him with a Crown Order. The University of
lVIlinich presented him with a professorship in recognition
of his discovery. He received th e Nobel pn ze in 1901.
Fig. r shows in outline a Hittorf tube like that used by
Rontgen when he made his discovery. \Vhen the electrodes
are connected to an induction coil, the broad end of the
tube glows with a bright green fluores cence. Kathode rays
proceed from the surface of the kathode, strike the glass
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the screen and the tube, the soft tissues will cast a very light
shadow; the bones will cast a dark shadow, less dark at the
cancellous ends, more dark in the region of the compact
shaft, while a needle in the hand will cast a very dark
shadow, and a bullet th e darkest shadow of all.
Such tubes were extensively used after the X-rays were
discovered. They did not produce sharply-defined pictures,
because the X·rays emerged from a large surface, not from
a small point. Exposures as long as half an hour were
necessary, and the tubes did not last long. In r8g6 Prof.
Jackson, of King's College, London, designed a new form
of tube, and the tubes made at th e present day (with the
exception of the Coolidge and the Lilienfeld tubes, quite
recently introduced) show but little difference from it in
general plan and design. Fig. 2 shows the outline of
Jackson's tube. It is less like a "tube" than the Hittorf
tube, but long usage has sanctioned the application of this
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of the tube, and are then scattered. At the points of impact
the X-rays are generated.
If a screen, coated with barium platinocyanide, be placed
opposite th e broad end of the tube it will glow with a bright
green colour when seen in the dark. This is due to the
X-rays. The latter are formed at the parts where the kathode
rays strike the glass, and those that fall on the screen cause
it to fluoresce. They do not produce any impression of
light when they fall on the retina.
If an object be placed between tube and screen, its
shadow will be cast upon the screen, the darkness of the
shadow depending on the degree of opacity of the object to
the X-rays and its thickness. If the hand be placed between
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X-RAY " TuBE "

OR LAMP .

term to the Rontgen lamp. The kathode has a concave
surface so as to focus the kathode rays, as far as possible, to
a point.
A concentrated bombardment of these rays is received,
not on the glass wall, but on a special platinum target.
There they are scattered and pass to those parts of the wall
of the tube which the target faces. X-rays are generated
in abundance at the focus of the kath ode rays on the target,
and they also pass to and through that part of the wall of
the tube faced by the target. The target with the wire
supporting it is known as the "anti-kathode." It acts also
as the anode, to conduct the current into th e tube.
A simple form of tube of the type made at the present
day is shown in outline in Fig. 3· The kathode is enclosed
in a side prolongation of the tube, and a separate anode
made of aluminium, also similarly enclosed, is fitted. The
anti-kathode target becomes very hot if the tube is worked
for a long time or with a heavy di scharge, and various
devices are used for preventing overheating. The target
may be supported on a larger mass of metal of good conductivity, or it may be cooled by a current of water or
blast of air. The spot at which the kathode rays are
focussed may quickly reach the temperature of 3000° C.
when a strong current is passed through the tube. Platinum,
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which is most generally employed for making the target,
would be melt ed without hesitation with a strong current
lasting for more than a short time (the melting-point of
platinum is 1750° C.). Tun gs ten, which has a meltingpoint of 3200° C., is so metim es used.
All but the simplest forms of tube are provided with some
device for letting a minute amount of air into the tube when
desired, because the small quantity that is there before the
tube is used may become absorbed after use and make the
exhaustion so complete that no curren t can pass through it.
A tube that has the high es t, or nearly the highest vacuum
that the current ca n pass through is called a "hard" tube,
and it produces more penetrating (or "hard") X-rays; a
tube that has a lower vac uum will produce rays of medium
penet rating power; a tube that has the lowest vacuum permissible for th e production of X-rays is said to be a "soft"
tube, and it produces X-rays that have a low penetrating
power ("soft" rays). The range of press ure in the tub e
between the hard an d th e soft limits is very slight and is
easily overstepped, and the maintenance of a constant
vacuu m, even for a short time, is the chief difficulty encountered in the management of X-ray tub es.

A LARYNGEAL OPERATION IN THE
SUSPENSION POSITION.
By HAROLD L. WHALE, :r-.I.D., F.R.C.S.
IVO:r-.IAN, ret. 40, complained of increasing dysphagia of six months' duration : for one week
she had been unable to swallow anything but

fluids.
On examination, the laryngoscopic image showed a
transverse web in the form of a shelf across the hypopharynx, completely obscuring the post-cricoid regio n, and
obviously blocking the cesophageal orifice.
Antero·
posteriorly th e web extended from the posterior pharyngeal
wall to a smooth- sickle-shaped anterior margin, which
abutted on th e cartilages of Wrisberg, so that the laryngea l
open ing was not affected.
Th e patient gave a frank hi story of syphilis, and a positive
Wassermann; and after two doses of neo-salvarsan with
mercury between injections she was admitted.
1\forph.
hydroc. gr. ~- and scopolami ne hydrobrom. gr. 1 ~ 0 were
injected twi ce at an interval of half a n hour, and the web
and neighbouring stru ctures prepared with cocai ne and
adrenalin ; after which a good view was obtained o n the
suspension-gallows, seemingly with no inconvenience to the
patient. The web was now cut away piecemeal with a pair
of Paterson's forceps with Gninwald's end-pieces.
The
fibrous tissue stroma was so tough as to feel like car tilage
in the forceps-grip; the toughest part was the sickle-shaped
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anterior e_dge. Repeatedly th e forceps failed to cut this,
but instead button-holed the web just behind it; to cut
the edge itself both hands were required.
Finally an
especially tough piece absolutely resisted the forceps, and .
the instrument, although new that morning, broke. By
now, however, the web was reduced to fragme nts, which
were easily removed by long straight forceps.
The largest sized cesophageal bougie could now be passed
easily with one hand, that is to say with no guiding finger
in the mouth. The whole procedure occupied ten minutes,
and, throughout, the field was not obscured by bleeding.
But there had been a constant trickle of blood backwards into the post-nasal space; and before releasing th e
patient from the spatu lre, I warned her that she must cough
up the blood which would fill her mouth when she sat up.
On lifting her head she spat out about three ounces.
Two days later she was eating fish ; after a week she was
discharged on an ordinary meat diet. Four montl1s later,
when last seen, there was no contraction of the scar-tissue.
I think th at this little operation would have been impos·
sible by the indirect met hod, because with angular forceps
sufficient force could not be used to punch out this tough
web without risk of injury to adjacent structures. And
again, by Bruning's direct method, it would have been
impossible to obtain a view of so large an area at one time
as was necessary in order to make a clean sweep of the web.
Moreover, in using either of these methods the amount of
blood lost would entirely have obsc ured the field.
At th e
same time it must be adm itted that few cases are so
favourable for the suspension-gallows as was this; had the
obstruction been any lowe r, obviously only the Bruning
apparatus would have been applicable. So that this case
exemplifies the limitations, no less than th e usefulness, of
suspension laryngoscopy, in that it exposes the parts only
to a slight depth, that is to about the level of the sixth
cervical vertebra. But for manceuvres no lower down than
this, requiring a bloodless field, freedom of both hands,
and a simultaneous exposure of a large area, it is excellent.

A TRIP TO ROME WITH A SMALL CAR.
By R. l NGLIS Dou GLAS.
T Strathpeffer Spa, in th e Highlands of Scotland, I
made ready my small r 1 ·2 H.P. two-seater car, for
the annual run down to London, this time, with
a fnend "up" as passenger. Favoured by the bes t of
weather, the run was so entirely successful that we thereupon decided to continue the trip to Rome by road, instead
of by the more ordinary method of rail and steamer, a
distance of some r 400 miles further. We accordingly betook
ourselves to the offices of the "A.A. & M.U.," which
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excellent association at once undertook all the formidable
preliminaries pertaining to International passes,. tryptiques,
driver's licence, number plates, lamp-bracket alterations,
and photographs, and within the space of five days
presented us with a handsome quasi-morocco portfolio,
bulging with documents, together with the car ready for
any road in Europe.
Meanwhile we had mugged up the
various guide-books (which formed quite a nucleus library)
as to our route and the distances that we hoped to accomplish each day.
As the time drew near for our departure, and we gradually
got ourselves surrounded with a motley array of wraps,
rugs, and accessories, we felt rather as if we were in for a
Polar Expedition on a small scale than a peaceful pleasure
trip to the Mediterranean Littoral, and I must confess that
we left London fee ling anxious and had serious doubts
of ever negotiating anything like the stiff climbs that the
guide-book talked so much of. I had visions of officious local
officers demanding our passports and fining us heavily for
some breach of the rules, and probably discovering the neat
packet of tobacco and smokes hidden behind the petrol tank.
However, we began to fee l easier as we settled down into
the trip, the car did not seem to notice the extra lo&d, and,
if anything, held the road better, whilst the "formalities"
bogy faded, as we saw the alert manner in which we got
through the Customs at the landing stage at Boulogne
Harbour.
Armed with the "A.A." documents we felt safe anywhere,
so in case of accident I carried them about me alway~, and,
as they made a bulky packet, it was at no small personal
discomfort to myself.
Soon we were breasting the long flat slopes of Northern
France. Undaunted by a drizzling rain and somewhat
uninteresting scenery, we felt more comfortable about
e,·erything and looked forward to a good time in the sunny
southern provinces. We touched the Seine approaching
Versailles, and were able to verify the facts about the barges,
bridges and floods that we used to read of in our school
books. Just as we were turning into Versailles we met
with our one and only mechanical failure, breaking spring
shackle bolt bumping over an atrocious bit of road; the
wonder was that nothing else broke at the same time.
We found our hotel given over to a marriage feast for a
couple in from the country; at least the guests were in, but
the happy pair did not arrive until 9 p.m., two and a half
hours late, owing to a carriage accident on the way. With
very little encouragement the guests would, I am sure, have
tackled the magnificent spread they saw laid out in the next
room, but, as it was, they just managed to hold out, sitting
in a hungry circle unti l the principals arrived.
The next day took us through the torest of Fontainbleau
along a magnificent undulating road and past the Palace
of Versailles, where, of course, we stopped a short while.
We pushed on next day over undulating open country down

a
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towards the valley of th e Loire, and soon found ourselves on
a broad and smooth road flanked by the usual poplars and the
broad 1 iver winding past us on our right hand. No wond er
we made some good running, with such favourable conditions to help us, and here it was that doing a rather fast
stretch we heard a bump behind us and found the camera
and two bags and the tea-basket lying on the road behind
us! I fully expected to find the camera in pieces, but
on investigation found that only a glass in the tea-basket had
been smashed, so we were lucky. Stopping at a small
country inn not far from N evers, we paid a visit to a
travelling fair, much like those one sees in England. At a
sort of coconut shy at one of the booths they kept a live
baboon chained up behind the target. When the bull's-eye
was struck the door opened and the baboon trundled down
a sloping board, seated on his trolley. It was a sensational
performance, but looked a cruel one to us. However, the
villagers did not seem to think so, and pelted the baboon
with nuts and missiles whenever he made his appearance.
Proceeding on our way we found the weather growing
distinct ly warmer, so that we began to shed some of our
heavier wraps. Coming to mountainous country soon after
we experienced our first taste of real hill climbing, and I was
proud to be able to reach the snow line with only very occasional changes to first gear. The country had now become
bleak and rugged, and we had to have a good supply of petrol
on board to ensure our getting through to the next garage.
However, no accidents happened, and we descended into St.
Etienne well satisfied with the performance of the little car.
More flat but interesting country brought us to the town of
Orange, where the Roman Arch and Amphitheatre are the
chief attractions. We were attracted, indeed, rather too
much by the Arch, and nearly got ourselves smashed up.
Approaching it in the dark after a long day's run we
took the wrong turning and plunged down four steps
into the arena ·wherein the Arch stands. The only way
out was to plunge up again, which we did without hurt,
and these acrobatic performances causing a crowd to
collect, and making us fe el rather foolish, we thought we
would sheer off and have a look at the hotels instead. We
nottced that night that the guide-book cautions careless
drivers (sic) against this very occurrence. What a mind
the "A. A.'' must have to anticipate one's troubles like this.
After Orange more hills and the Chateaux countryperhaps the most interesting piece of the whole trip: we
stopped at Brignolles at the Hotel Gonnett, which I
particularly mention, since not expecting much accommodation at this sma11 and rather dirty little place we found
ourselves provided with every attention at a most reasonable charge.
Hotel charges, by the way, were always
reasonable, so we found throughout France and Italy,
excepting where the Anglo-Saxon has left his mark, and
such places we preferred to pass by in favour of more
secluded and less popular resorts. Next stop Avignon, the
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walled city where the exiled Popes dwelt for some time.
One could have spent a week here with much satisfaction.
We had to move on next day, however, and a big day 's run
through Aix en Provence brought us to Frejus and so to
Cannes, where we found the Mediterranean looking its best.
The last part of this run is preferable by the high road,
which gives a magnificent series of mountain scenes
throughout its winding course.
We were now arrived at the much vaunted Riviera.
Space prevents me dilating on the many beautiful scenes
along this coast which are well worth going so far to see;
but for motoring, pure and simple, it is indeed to be avoided.
Tram-lines run nearly all th e way ; bad, dusty, sinuous
road s, choked with traffic of all kinds, make driving a
co nstant source of anxiety ; the road winds in-and-out
along the cliffs, sometimes soo feet above the sea, sometim es along th e water's edge through tunnels in the rock,
or again through narrow picturesque villages situated at
the head of miniature bays where the water refl ects the
deepest blues of the sky. So much alike are these places
that one is apt to forget their names, and remain content
just to admire the effect and to pass through.
We stopped, of course, at Nice and l\Ionte Carlo, and
tested our lu ck at the tables. The 14 to r chance, or
whatever it is, did not come off, and we did not stop to
prolong the test but made for the frontier at Yentimiglia. Here the rival outposts gaze at each other over
a oridge across a deep chasm in the rock. The" A. A." documents were produced at the first little cabin, and shaking
the gust of France off our tyres we crossed th e bridge and
interviewed the occupants of the other little cabin with
equal success. Here I attempted to reward a polite
"soldato" for services rendered and nearly got run in for
my pains: I did not discover the same antipathy to
pecuniary assistance from others of his countrymen whom
we met, and whom he so nobly represented on the frontier.
To the motor enthusiast Italy is better avoided: they do
not cater for anything above primitive ox-wagons outside
the big cities, and the roads are, therefore, about suited to
that class of vehicl e.
As soon as we got into Italy a change came over th e
sce ne: "Benzina" as it now had to be called, became an
expensive item and one had to be careful about laying in
sufficient supplies.
Once we were caught with a dry
tank and learned that the nearest petrol was a matter of
ro kilometres away; moreover, our inquiries as to chances
of another motorist passing, met with the re ply that.
occasionally someone passed about six o'clock, but often
he did not turn up; this day being apparently his day off,
after waiting several hours, we had to put th e car up in a
shed and send a cart for the petrol, which, of course, did
not arrive until next morning; however, we managed to
find quite good accommodation amongst the hospitable
country folk. All the way along this country road one
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seems inextricably mixed up with the railway : we co unted
fourteen level-crossi ngs in two hours running, which
effectually prevented anything like good running that day.
The naturally bad roads were made worse by road-mending,
which was just th en in full swing. Road-mending in Italy
is the term applied to the process of strewing the road with
sha rp flints and splinters of marble, and allowing the mixture to become slowly absorbed into the mud by the process
of time and weathering; for some 2 so miles we were
seldom free from such patches, and, indeed, relays of
ruffians strewed stones before us until we reached the
Roman Campagna, where road-m endi ng is a thing unknown
in a lifetime. As a result of these conditions all four tyres
were soon in a tattered and torn condition, and all our
relief inner tubes were soon wanted.
From a spectacular point of view, however, we were more
than rewarded for all our troubles-the magnificence and
variety of the scenery, the quaint villages and ancient walledIn towns through which we passed, and th e particular characteristics that are such a distinguishing feature of Italy were
always a delight and made us wish we could en large our tour
and make a better acquaintance with this Dore-esq••e
country.
At Genoa, after nearly gett ing run over by a full-sized goods
train that came round the street corner at us-quite a common
incident in Genoa-we were just about to leave the town
when two cyclist police and a gorgeous sergeant stopped
us a nd led us like first-class criminals to the Bureau.
Here we lea rned that we had run over an old lady in one
of th e main streets. Of course it was the old confidence
trick about which our "A.A." Guide Book had a small
warning paragraph. The ancient dame was in hospital,
whither, after much arguing, we repaired and discovered
our victim in bed with a large cradle over her feet. r\
short, practical demonstration in best bedside manner convinced all present that the whole thing was a sham, and
leaving five francs with the officials we were allowed at once
to proceed on our way very ruffled in temper, but glad to be
clear of such a place at any price. Next day we met an
American motorist, who told me that he had to pay fifty
francs to proceed and was glad to do so and get clear.
We now began the ascent of th e Bracco pass: unfortunately
some mist prevented us enjoying the full scenic effects.
We made the ascent without a hitch and arrived at the inn
at the top in good condition, but cold and numb, and began
the descent, about which th e guide-book had a good many
remarks to make of a cautionary nature.
Exercising a little ordinary care we reached Sestri Levanti
in safety and after a terrible two hours' run in a pouring
rain, with the car slipping all over the place, we drew up at
the Hotel Croce di Malta, at Spezia, wet through and
covered with mud. It cleared next day, however, and
shortly after starting we took the wrong turning and going
down a steep place to the seashore discovered the bright
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gem of the tour, a fishing village se t in a snug little bay.
The place is called L erici, and I und erstand is a favourite
rendezvous of the artist fraternity, many of whom have vill as
in the surrounding nei ghbourh ood. W e linge red a whole
half-day here, a nd relucta ntly set off for Pi sa next morning in
glorious weather, and making good runnin g through level
country we soon reached that city and halted to see th e L eanin g Tower and Baptistry. Shaking off th e num erous touts and
guid es which infest thi s popular tourist resort we pushed on to
a place called Cecina, n ea r which a river had to be crossed
by ferry-boat at two places : so th e guide-book informed us.
A rnved at th e said river throu gh a quagmire, we found a
battered barge end -on to th e shore, the bow riding some
tw elve inches above th e land -level.
Rough planks were
laid down, and we managed to scramble on boa rd with out
falling into the river_ We were thankful when th e las t
landing had been sa fely nego tiated, and had got ourselres
hoisted out of the mud with the help of some local farmhands. By this time we presented a somew hat battered
and weather-beaten appearance, and as we drew near Civita
Vecchia th e tyres, which had lately been showing signs of
gi,·ing troubl e, gave out, one after th e other, and we
erentually entered that ancient, walled city riding on three
flat tyres and a groggy Stepney. The n ex t day was spent
in repairing and cleaning up. The bes t of th e tyres were
patched up and fitted on: one, with fourteen punctures and
a flint inside it, being left behind as a me mento.
With all
once more ship-shape we made good running for the
remaining se venty miles, and soon finding ourselves und er
th e huge walls of th e Vatican, entered Rome by the Porta
h: milia, and crossed th e Tiber by th e Ponte Sant' Ange lo,
wh ere we stopped a mom ent to admire the fine vi ew. H ere
th e passenger inadverte ntly kicked th e switch off in climbing
out, and so keen were we on covering th e re mainin g few
hundred yards to hom e, that we never thought of the
swi tch until nearly exhausted with turning th e starting
handle. Once discove red, of course, one turn and we
were on th e move again, and ten minutes more saw us
safely at our destination. Thus end ed a very mem orabl e
run , within nineteen days from London-two days outside
schedule time.
At no tim e on the trip did we experience any ill-effects,
in spite of th e ex pos ure to all kinds of weather, instead,
an unalterable cheerfulness possessed us.
\V e ate and
slept heartily, and arriv ed many ounces heavi er tha n wh en
we started. Doubtless excellent as a cure for neurastheni c
conditions and such ·like complaints as a trip like this must
be, it certain ly is not the best thing for those inclined to
put on weight ; and to guard against such an occurrence,
and as a measu re towards our greater comfort, we always
made a point of rising betimes in the morning, and
after seeing to the needs of the car, went out for an
hour's good walk; thus enabli ng us at the same time to
see something more of the place we were in than we
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ot herwis e should have done. If spared and well I hope
so me day to make th e tour agai n, and th en it shall be
vid the Alps, for I am sure th e little car would put up
just as reliable a performance by th at route as th e one I
have attempted to ctescribe in th ese pages.

THE CLUBS.
CRICKET CLUB.
ST. BART.'S V. M.C.C.
The H ospital batted first against the M.C.C. on Saturday, J une
27th, and collapsed before the bowling of Mead and Williams. The
batting of the M.C.C. was not ma rked by any particularly good di splay. D eane, though he scored 52, was somewhat lucky. Williams
was in good form behind the wicket. On goi ng in a second time the
H os pita l batting improved, and when stumps were drawn our score
stood at 108 for 2 wickets. Unfortunately the H osp ita l were unable
to turn out anyth ing like a representative side for this match.
SCORES;
ST. BART.' s
E. G. Ding ley, b Mead ...
R. H . Maingot, b Will ia ms
R. H. Williams, st. Smith, b
Willia ms ............. .. .. ....
]. B. MacFarland, lbw., b
Mead ............ .... .... ......
T. Owen, b Mead ...... .. .
S. R. Prall, c Mead, b
Williams ...... .. .... .. .......
L. Braun, b Williams ...... .. .
H . C. C . J oyce, c a nd b
Williams ......
G. F . Juckes, b Mead ...... .. .
G. C. W ells-Cole, st S mith,
b Williams .... ...... ........
H . D. McCall, not out.. ...... .
Extras .... .. ..

M.C.C.
E. G. Raphael, c MacFarland,
b McCall ............
29
R. B. Cochran, c Joyce, b
Braun ...... ...... ...... .. .... 8
S. C. Probyn, b Braun .. ..
A. S. Matthews, c MacFarlan d, b McCall .... .. .. .. .. .. . 27
D. W . Corrie, b Braun .... ..
R. E. Hodgson, c Ju ckes, b

4
o
12
10
11
18
o

0\ven .. . .. . . .... . ........... . .. .

W.
W.
A.
Dea ne, st
Williams, b Owen .........
- S mith, c Williams, b J oyce
- Williams, not out .. .. .. ...
- Mead, not out .............. .
C. G. H ulton did not bat.
Extras ................. .. .

o
o
2
o
o

20

52
16
4
12
14

Total ....
.. .. 57
Total (for 8 wkts.) ... 184
St. BART.'S (2nd innin gs ).-R. H . Williams, 37; ]. B. MacFarland,
25; H . D. McCall, not out, 24; extras, 22. Total for 2 wickets, 108.
ST. BART.'S

V.

CLAYBlJRY.

Thi s match, played at Claybury on Saturday, July 4th, ended in a
win for C laybury on the 1st innings by 7 runs. Dr. Paine won the
toss, and put the H ospital in on a rather difficult wicket. Runs
were hard to get, and our total only reached 86. Claybury lost 8
wickets for 53 · Unfortunately, a catch was dropped at this jun ctu re,
and t his mistake cost t he H ospital the game . On going in a second
t ime we scored 101 without loss, and dismissed six of ou r opponents
for 31 before stumps were drawn.
ScoRES:
1

ST. B t\RT. S.

E. G. Ding ley, b Price .........
]. B. MacFarla nd, c Smith, b
Arnold .... .. ............. ...
R. H . Williams, b Price ......
A. E. Parkes, st Smith , b
Price ...... ......... ......... ...
S. R. Prall, c Smith, b Price
H. J. Bower, st Smi th, b Price
T. Owen, b King .... .. ........ .
W . E. Eberti, not out ........ .
D . D . G. Evans, b Price....
G. F. Ju ckes, c and b Price
L. Bra un , c Chappell, b
Arnold .. . .. ... ....... .. .. .....
Extras.....................

16
2
o
6
9
20
12
14
1
o
4
2

Total .................. 86

CLAYBUR\'.
Dr. Paine, c Owen, b Braun

2

C. Skipwith,c Eberti, b Braun 11

F. E. King, c Eberti, b J uckes 18
Dr. Vivian, b Juckes ......... 10
W . Price, st Williams, b
Braun

... ... .. . ... . .. . .. . . . ..

o

Extras..... .. .. .. .. . ......

7

]. Arnold, c Evans, b Ju ckes o
W. Chappell, b Braun...
4
B. Edli n, c Bower, b Ju ckes 5
Dr. Guppy, b Owen ............ 12
A. Smith, b Ju ckes ............ 21
Dr. Moody, not out............ 3

Total ............... ... 93

J
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Sr BART's (2nd innings ).-E. G. Dingley, not out, 55;]. B. i\IacFarland, not out, 36, Extras, 10; Total, 10 1 foro. Claybury: 31
for 6 wickets.
Sr. B.\Rr.'s "· H .\\JPSTEAD NoMADS.
On Saturday, July 18th, the Hospital won the match by 3 wickets
H ampstead won the toss and elected to bat on a plumb wi cket.
Apparently they found runs hard to get, for they occupied three
and a quarter hours in getting 166. Owen took 5 wickets for 61.
The H ospita l batsmen showed much more enterpri se th a n th e ir
opponents, Williams batting puticularly well for 69. Kirkpatrick
appeared to be far and away _Hampstead's best bO\~Ier, but for some
reason he was not put on until the match was practically over.
ScoRFS:
H .\MPSTE.\D l\'0\IADS.
L. G. Kirkpatrick, b Owen .
C. Browning, c J uckts, b
Evans
R . A . l\'eame,bBraun
H. Browning, b Owen ,
L. D. l\l atthews, c Braun, b
Owen ...
H. E. Crawford, b Juckes ..
F. C Boulby, c Eberti, b
Braun ......................... ·
A G . Williams, not out .....
E. Blood worth, b Owen - .. ..
\V A. Hu rst, c l\facFarland,
h Owen ...... ..
C. H .wwood, b Braun
-Extras .. .... .. .. .. ..
Total

3
32
12

5

6
2J
33
14
4
3

J

2R

.!66

St. 8.\RT.'S.
E. G. Dinglq, c and b H aywood ... .. . ..
). B. i\facFarland, b Boulby
·R. H. Willi a m s, lbw., b
Boulby ................
W . F. Eberti, b Boulby ......
]. F. H aynes, c B oulby, b
H aywood ............ ......
P. Owen. b Crawford .......
S. R. Prall, not out ...... .. .
G. F. Juckes, b Bou lby ...
D. \V. G. Evans, not out
L Braun
} did not
H . C. C. Joyce
bat.
Extras . . . . . . .. .. ..... .. .

22

7

69
8
o
12
24
16
19

2l

T otal (7 wkts.) ..... 198

CORRESPONDENCE.
TRAI:\I:\G OF MEDICAL STt;DENTS.

To the Editor of tlte 'St. Bartlwlome111's Hospital 'foumal.'
SIR,- I write this in the hope that you will <1llow me t o p oint out
what I consider to be serious deficiencies in the training of medical
students at most hospitals, including our own.
I am led to make this complaint because I fully realise that I
mpdf am seriously hondicappcd as the result of these deficiencies.
:\ly rhief ''grouse" is that our training is not practical enough.
A larg<· proportion of those who qualify are at the time of the final
namination qnite sound (on paper at least) on the differenti<1l diagnosis and da .. sification of \'.'lrious obscurt! diseases of the central
nen·ous SJ~tt.:'m and other subjt:cts of littlt! practiral importance.
\\' h •t pen·entage, I wonder, could with t·onfidence give an anrestht'tir or t;trkle a common emergency operation such as a strangulated
herni.-t?
I claim that tn·ry dresser sho"ld be allowcrl to do several ope rations for radical cure of herni.1 with the help of his surgeon. H e
would then feel more comfortable "hen ea lied on to do his first
operation in private practice for ~tr:m,gulattd hernia.
A house-surgeon should, in my opinion, be allo\ved to do "on his
own " at lertst one of all the <·ommon <:mcrgt-nr_y operations, e- g_ for
strlngulatt·d hernia, appendict·ctomy, gt>nt·r:tl pcritoniti~, amputation,
acute m a toid.ta~, tr tclu:otomy, and cy,totomy
Again. ho'" many men on <jualific:.ttion are capable of doing surh
thongs IS h.upeni_Pg ·' knif~ •. making and p;~dding a splint, preparing
a rooa~t .fur uper.ttiOn, t.enlhang ltgatures, doang a lumbar puncture,
nnd gavang an ana: tltt·tac?
I bclicn• many could not \\ ith ronfidenrc stain and rt·cognise the
tubercle or diphtheria bacillus, different ate the B . typh'1sus from the
B roli, or do an ord1nary Gr,tm ' , t.tin.
Th~ ignorouH·c uf mo-.t men ( irH_-Juding myself } of the rudiments of
public ht•alth i •IJ•palling . I think m:my have very hazy ideas about
the dt tails of tht• tre.ttment of venereal di,ca c.
E>·ery tudcnt hould be tdLI~ht some nur>ing, t. g. to m.tke the bed
of a p H1 nt unablt• to get up . to ac\mini ter rlot al ft:eds and enemata
and to prep ~re imp le m valid dt hcs .tnd food . He ,hould hav~
mort than R hazy adt~a tJf the did ~uitablt: an Yarious di:-,ea cs and
b • t •ught little detail• uf nur.ing whi<·h make all the difference to
tht• comfort of a p 1tient.
'I he gr at majority of students arc drinn into general practice,
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and many will find themselves without the help of a consultant or a
convenien t hospital.
I ask that their training should b e pract ica l and directed to turning
them out not theorists with a smattering of every-day knowledge but
ca pable tradesmen.
I am, sir, yours truly,
(j

IG~ORAM US."

H EALTH OFFI CE,
MOMBASA, E.\ST AFRIC.\ .
Mny 12/lz, 1914·
[ The rem ar ks of 11 Igno ramus " are with fe w exceptions not ju ~ ti
fied. If students do not lea rn m a ny of the things mention ed it is
their o wn fault; th ey a re ce rtain ly t aug ht to stai n and recognise
bacteria an d to do most of the other things which " Ignoramus " says
they do not do. In past years matte rs may have been different, but
at the present time eve ry opportunity is given to the student, though
of cou rse he ca n avoid a great dea l of the work if he be so inclin e d .EDITOR.j
NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE ACT.

To tlte Editor of the 'St. Bartlwlomew's Hospital Jo urllnl.'
DEAR SI R,-The W estern Daily Mercury, (a Plymo uth paper

which has always taken an attitude hostile to doctors claims in
the In sura nce Act st rugg le) quoted your correspondent X 's letter to
show how g rateful we should all be fo r the benefits showered on us by
the A ct .
Like "X " I live in a s mall town, with a wide -spread county practice
round about. My figures for the first yea r of the working of the A ct
may be of inte rest whe n compared with his.
I t ook th e trouble to go through my books for the year b efore the
Act came in to force, and found that a ll those pe rsons who would eve ntually become insured were worth in that year £220, excluding ba d
debts, which did not amount to muc h. ft is a common fa llacy to
su ppose that insured persons are those who run up bad debts.
The fees to th ese p eople were fro m 2s. (ready money) and 2s. 6d.
at the su rge ry, and visiting fees of 2s. 6d. to 7s. 6d. including medicine.
The ave rage fee would probably be about 3s. 6d., for about 1400 to
1500 attendances.
I on ly had abou t 100 contract patients at that time. Th e number
of insured persons for whom I was paid on the first year wa 669, of
whom abo ut three-seventh got their medicine from the he mi st and
four-sevenths fro m m e . A considerable number of the latte r live up
to s ix miles a way from m e.
For the first years' work I received about £260, and £13 for extra
mileage. I ente red 3260 attendances, an d with out d oubt omitted to
enter a good many besides.
Dividing £275 by 3260 gives a rate p e r attendance of I S. 8d. to
cover visits up t o six miles away, and medicine to m ore th a n half the
patients.
Thi IS. Sd. covers cle rical work, and signing of innumerable
certificates.
The 669 patients had 666 separate illnesses between them, and
averaged 4 ·8 attendances each.
But from my point of view, the greatest g ri evance is being tied
down to definite surgery hou" by contract. Formerly if I wished to
take an afternoon o r evening off when work was slark, for tennis o r
fishing, or wh<1t not, I could do so. Now I have to be in four nights
a week from 6·30 to 7'30 and so lose most of the re laxation which
m<1de life tolerable.
To sum up: for an ext r<1 £so a ye<~r, f put in nearly 2000 extra
attendances, have signed innumerable certificates, kept cards and
records posted up, have had much corre ·pondence with Insurance
Committees, etc., and have lost most of my spare time.
"X'' is a lucky man.
I remain, you rs truly,
l\1. R. T.

THE BOOKSHELF.
RE\'IE\VS.
~1.\:<U " ·

OF A:nT0\1\'
Br A ~f BL'CH.\:<.\:<. 2nd ~dition.
B.,iJhi·rc, Tind:dl and Co.x, pp. 1559. Pnce 2 1s. net.
In this cd1tion the au_thor and publishers have_ retai,red the old
nomenclature, and folio" mg so soon upon the adoption by nuny othe r
publbh<-rs of the Basle terminology it is sufficient evidenc of the
demand which exists for books in the offic1al nomenclature
The

.

~
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task he has set himse lf and we found th e co ntents of this little volume
very interesting. Th e a uthor has gone into every va riety of detail
as to food , res idence, clothing, sport, transport, m oney, a nd medicine
chest. He also describes at some length various loca liti es, their
climatic advantages an d disa dvan tages, together with the routes to
be taken to reach such pl aces a nd t he expenses to be incu rred in so
doing. There see ms to be only one ra ilway in Pers ia a nd this but
s ix miles long, fr om Tehran to the shrine of Sh ah Abdul Az im,
so that the descriptions of r oads and methods of travel are of great
value to the inte nding traveller, as indeed we should judge th e wh ole
of this very complete little guide. Moreo ver, it may be read with much
interest and en joym e nt even by those who do not intend to trave l in
P ersia.

publishers are in this respect t<l be congratulated upon holding out
against the power of the America n dollar, a nd in giving to English
students what English students ask for. Not very many a lteration s
But the subject of ossification of
have bee n made in this edition.
bones, which has been much modified lately, has bee n brought
thoroughly up-to-date.
There a re 629 illu strations (mostly coloured) and these are very
clear a nd concise, since the author has not co mmitted the frequent
mistake of trying to depict too many details in one block. As most
peop le a re aware this anatomy dea ls with complete parts of the body
in separate sections on the lines of Cunningham's practical a na tomy.
It is therefore an excellent book for read ing in connection with
practica l work. The embryology of each organ is dea lt with immedi ately after the a natomy of each organ has been set forth. This
also is a convenient arrangement . The book is easy to read and we
recomm end it as one of the best text-books of a natomy which has
been produced.

X RAYS. By G . W. C. K AYE. Pp. 23S· (Longman s Gree n & Co. )
net .
The reader looking for a seri es of excellent X·ray photographs
will be disappointed, for the book is not a " picture" book in that
sense. H e, however, who is looking for a text-book to study the
subject gene rall y, cannot do better t ha n read this one. Illustrat ions,
ind eed, the re are in pl enty, but th ey are of apparatus, of optical
figures, and of graphic cu rves . Th e book deals ex haustively with
the theory of X rays from every point of view ; though, perhaps,
more attention might have been paid to methods of localising foreign
bodies and fra ctu res .

ss.

HI NTS FOR RESIDENTS AND TR AVE LLERS IN PERSIA. By A. R .
NELIGAN. (John Bale, Son s & Danie lsson.) Pp. I9S · Price
net.
It is somewhat difficult for one who has never resided in Persia to
adequate ly review s uch a book as this. One can not speak with any
kn ow ledge as to the accuracy or otherwise of the statem ents. From
perusa l, however, we judge that the author has accomplished well the

ss.

TIMES OF ATTENDANCE OF THE STA FF IN THE WARDS AND OUT-PA TIENT
DEPARTMENTS.
This Time -table will he Pubti;:./zed Quarterly and also whenever there are any lmportaHt Alterations.

I

(

Sir
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Medical Ward s

Medi ca l Out-pa tie nts

{

Gynrecologi cal Wards
Diseases of Children
Di seases of Wom e n
Orth opredic Depa rtment
Di seases of the Throat
Nose
Ophthalmic D epartm ent
Aura l Department
Di seases of the Skin
Denta l Department
Electrica l Department

Dr.

WtLMOT HERRI NG HAM
TooTH
GARROD
CALVERT
MoRL EY FLETC HER
H. s. HARTL EY
L ANGDON BROWN

Dr. DRYSDALE
Dr. HORD ER
Dr. THURSF!ELD
Sir A. B ow LB Y
Mr. D'ARcY PowE R
Mr. W ARING
. Mr. ECCLES
Mr. BAILEY
Mr. R AWL ING
Mr. G ASK
Mr. BALL
Mr. W t LSON
Mr. WATSON
Dr. GRIF F!TH
Dr . TH URSF IELD
Dr. FLETCHER
Dr. BARRIS
Dr. WtLLI AMSON
Mr. ELMSL tE
and { Mr. H ARMER.
il-lr. RosE
SPICER
{ Mr.
Mr. ] ESSOP
W EST
{ Mr.
Mr. ScoTT

s"'•'Q'
w.,,, ("'""""'
days in heavy type) .
Surg ical Out-p atie nts

l\ l onday.

j

{

·l
{

·{

Electrical D epartment Skiagrams

Dr.

ADAMSON

~1r . FAtRBANK
Mr. CoLEMAN

Mr.

r

-

l.JO
1.30
1.30
1.30
10

-

ACKLAND

Dr. AUSTEN
Dr. CUMBERBATCH

-
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NOTICE.
THE WELLCOME HISTORICAL MEDICAL MUSEUM.
The Historical Medical Museum, which was founded by Mr.
Henry S. Wellcome in con nection with the S eve ntee nth lnterr.ational Congress of Medicine, was re-opened on May 28th as a
perma nent in stituti on in London. It is now known as the "Wellcome
Historical Medical Museum" an d is open daily from IO a. m. t o
6 p.m., closing a t I p.m. on Saturday; entrance 54A, Wigmore
Street, Cavendish Square, W. Since closing last October th e
collections in the Museum have been co nside rably augmented and
entirely rearranged. Many objects of importance and interest have
been added, which it is hoped will increase the usefuln ess of the
Museum to those interested in the hi story of medicine. Members of
the medical and kindred professions a re admitted on prese nting their
visiting cards. Ti ckets of admission may be obtained by others
interested in the history of medicine on application to th e curator,
accompanied by an introduction from a registered medical practitioner.
Ladies will be admitted only if accompanied by a qualified medica l
man.

EXAMINATIONS AN D DEGREES.
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.

Second Examination, J une, 1914.
Part I.-Human Anatomy and Physiology.-] . H . Le Brasseur.
Part II.-Phdrmacology and General Pathology.-E. Do na ldso n,
F. G. Lescher, H . v.;. S cott, E. P. W. W edd.
Third Examination.

Part I.-Surgery and Midwifery.-G. M. Cowper, F. G . Lescher,
R. W. Meller, A. B. Pavey- Smith, " ]. W. Pigeon, "R. Sta nsfield ,
C. R. A. Thacker.
" In Surgery only, having previously been a pproved in Midwifery
and Di seases of W omen.
Part II.-Medicine.-D. C. G. Ballinga ll, H. A. Be ll, E. C.
Bradford, E. L. D obson, F. G. Lescher, R. W. Mell er, A. B. PaveySmJth , C. R. A. Th acker.
The following Degrees have been co nferred:
J uly ISih, B.C. -J. W. Pigeon, C. R . A. Thacker.

UNIVERSITY OF O xFORD.
The fo llowi ng D egrees have been conferred:
J uly 1 I fh, M.B.-E. E. Mather, C. W. B. Littlejohn, G. P. Se! by.

NEW ADDRESSES.
ABRAHAMS, A., 36, H arley Street, W. Tel. 2150 Paddington, and
294, Fulham Palace Road, S.W. Tel. 1565 Hammersmith.
CLARKE, A.]. FAIRLIE, 1 I, Waterloo C rescent, Dover.
F~\WKES, M., The White House, Midhurst, Sussex.
GIBSON, S. H., The Cottage, Kingsway, Gerrard's Cross.
HA NBURY, R. ]., Foxbury, Woldingham, Surrey.
Jo NES, E. R., B.M.S., Wathen, Thysville, Bas Congo.
MoRETON, A. L., 39, Regents Park Road, KW . Tel. 345I
H ampstead.
PALMER, C. SPENCER, Royal Torbay Yacht Club, Torquay, South
Devon.

PRESTON, F. I!., The Grove, Brill, Bucks.
PRINGLE, K. D., Chandkhira P.O., Sylhet Di strict, Assam.
QuicK, H . E., 137, \ IValter Road, Swansea. Tel. 130 Docks
(Swansea).
WILLIS-BUND, H., 461, Green Lanes, Harringay, N.
WILSON, C., Free Dispensary, Cape Town.

APPOINTMENTS.
BosTOCK, A. H ., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., appointed Surgeon to Royal
West Sussex Hospital, Chichester.
0LIVER, M. W. B., M.B., B.C.(Cantab.), F.R .C.S., appointed
Assistant Ophthalmic Surgeon to th e Miller General H ospital.
WISE, K. S., M.B ., B.S.(London ) , D.P.H., appointed SurgeonGeneral, British Guiana.
WILSON, A. C., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., appointed Medical Officer to
the Free Dispensary, Cape Town.
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ROYAL NAVAL MEDICAL SERVICE.
The follo1~ing promotion has bee n notified since June 2oth, 19I4 :
Smgeon G. M. Levic k to be Sta ff-Surgeon, with seniority of
November 21st, 1910.

INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
Major]. M. Woolley's services are placed at the dis posal of th e
Government of Bengal from November 26th, 1913.
Lieut. -Col. E. A. R. Newman has b ee n granted six months' leave
on med ical certificate.
Ca pt. L. B . S cott proceeds to Shillong as civil surgeon.
Major R. F. Baird, civil surgeon, Gonda, has been granted leave
for a total period of twelve month s from April I st, 1914.
Brevet-Col. B. G . S eton, V. H.S ., is granted combined leave for
nine m onths from Marc h I S!, I914.

BIRTHS.

AoAM S.-On Jun e 28th , at Labuan, Straits Settlements, the wife of
Dr. Wilm ot Adam s, of a daughter.
BAYNES.-On July 18th, at 27, Old Market, \1\Tisbech, to Rosa lind
and God win Bay nes, a daughter.
FINN .-On June 29th, at I37, Ebury Street, Eaton Square, S.W .,
the wife of Alien Finn, M. D., F.R .C.S., of a son.
LoCKWOOD .-On July 12th, at 19. Upper Berkeley Street, Portma n
Square, W ., to Charles Barrett and Edie Lockwood, of a daughrer
("Joy." )
MARSHALL .-On July 4th, At Old Court, Ea ling, the wife of C. F ,
Marshall, M.D ., F.R .C.S ., of a son.
WILLIAM s.-On July 7th, at I02, La nsdowne Road, Clapham, the
wife of Cyril Willi a ms, M.R.C .S., L.R .C.P., of a dau g hte r.

MARRIAGES.
PE ARSON-STAN LEY.-On July 1st, at the Pa ris h Church, Edgbaston,
by the Ve n. the Archdeacon of Birmingha m, Dudl ey Garencieres
Pearson, M. B., M.R.C.S., L.R.C .P. , of Leicester, the eldest son of
Henry Garen cie res Pears on, of" Spennithorne," Barrow-in-Furness ,
to Annie Gordon, eldest daughter of Willi am Stamer Stanl ey, a nd
g randda ug hter of the late Dr. William Sta mer Stanley, of Orcha rdstown House, Dublin.
W ALKER-CH ARDE.-On July 24th, I914, at Christ Church, Woburn
Squa re, London, W .C., by the Rev. C . C. Davis, M.A., Norman
H am ilton Walke r, M.D .( Lond. ), D.P.H ., fourth so n of the late
W aiter Crellin Walker a nd Mrs. W a lker, of P e rcy Lodge, Winchmore Hill, N., to Bessie ( Bee ), youngest daughter of th e late
Cornelius Charde and Mrs. Charde, of Cardiff.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

Guy's Hospital Gazette, The Student, St. Mary's Hospital Gazette,
British Journal of Nursing, New York State Journal of Medicine.
The Eagle, L'Attualitii Medica, Nursing Times, Annates de la Policlinique Centrale, L'Echo Medical du Nord, Middlesex Hospital
Journal, Magazine of the London (Royal Free Hospital) School of
Medicine for Women, London Hospital Gazette, Clinical Excerpts,
St. Thomas's Hospital Gazette, The Medical Review, The Hospital,
The Shield.

N OTICE.

All Comtnunications, Articles, Letters, Notices, or Books for review
should be forwarded, accompanied by the name of the sender, to the
Editor, ST. BARTHOLO>~Ew's HosPITA L JouRNAL, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Smithjield, E. C.
The Annual Subscription to the Journal is ss., including postage.
Subscriptions should be sent to the MANAGER, W . E. S ARGANT,
M.R.C.S.,at the Hospital.
All conHnu1tications, financial, or otherwise, relative to Advertisements 01.V LY, should be addressed to ADVERTISEMENT MAN AGER ,
the Journal Office, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, E . C. Telephone:
143Ci, Hulborn.
A CO'Iler for binding (black cloth boards with lettering and King
Henry VIII Gateway m gdt) can be obtained (price I S. post free)
from MESSRS. ADLARD AND SoN, Bartholomew Close. MESSRS .
ADLARD lza'IJe arranged to do the binding, with cut and sprinkled
edges, at a cost of Is. 9d. or carriage paid 2s.- c0'1Jer inclttded.

".t'Equam memento rebus in arduis
Servare men tern."

-Horace, Book ii, Ode iii .
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SEPTEMBER

CALENDAR.
Tues., Sept. 1.-Sir Wilmot Herringham and Sir Anthony Bowlby
on duty.
Fri.,
4.-Dr. Tooth and Mr. D 'A rcy Power on duty.
Tues., ,
8.-Dr. Garrod and Mr. Waring on duty.
Fri.,
I I .-Dr. Calvert and Mr. McAdam Eccles on duty.
Tues., ,
IS.-Examination for Matriculation (London) begins.
Dr. Morley Fletcher and Mr. Bailey on duty.
Fri.,
I8. -Sir Wilmot Herringham and Sir Anthony Bowlby
on duty.
Tues., ,
22.-Dr. Tooth and Mr. D' Arcy Power on duty.
Fri.,
, 25.-Dr. Garrod and Mr. Waring on duty.
Tues., ,
29.-Micha:Jmas Day.
First Examination Conjoint Board begins .
Dr. Calvert and Mr. McAdam Eccles on duty.
Thurs., Oct. I.-Wintet· Session begins.
Annual Dinner of Old Students.
Cambridge Michrelmas ·T erm begins.
Examination for Part 11 of Second M. D. (Camb.),
begins.
2.-Second Examination of the Conjoint Board begins.
Fri.,
Dr. Morley Fletcher and Mr. Bailey on duty.
Mon.,
s.-Examination for D.P.H . (Camb.), begins.
Second Examination of Society .of Apothecaries
begins.
:_rues., ,
6.-Final Examination Conjoint Board (Medicine)
begins.
Sir Wilmot Herringham and Sir Anthony Bowlby
on i:luty .
Wed.,
7.-First Examination of Society of Apothecaries
begins.

1ST,

1914 . .

[PRICE SIXPENCE.

is upon ns. Man
us have expected it for years, but, -even
so, it has come t a time and with a suddenness that we had
never drea d.
It behoves us now to realise.
'Vith martial ardour we are offering our lives-and services·;
every one is anxious to be at the front in this great Grisis of
the world. Even now we do not realise what all this means.
It is ne~essary for us to remember that this is not a dream;
that the world rolls on; that men and women are dying
of vulgar diseases ; that babies are entering upon . their
maelstrom careers in the East End and in Mayfair. If we
all spring to attention and march to the rolling drums, who
will be left to . do the daily round, the necessary common
task?
Let all be prepared; let all learn those things that may
be necessary should they be called upon ; but let a few
rem ember that a man may do his duty by resisting the
natural desire to enter the limelight with as much ·certainty
as others may do it beneath the glare.
This is no time for heroics, but for commonsense. The
noblest motto we can take as ours is that which the Black
Prince assumed nearly six .hundred years ago-Ich dien.
Service is required of us all, but the manner and place
should be most carefully considered.

* *
Hospital has

St. Bartholomew's
been mobilised; we are
all attached to_ a Territorial base hospital, known as the
First London (City of London) General Hospital. This has
been evolved from St. Gabriel's Training College and from
an adjoining County Council School opposite Myatt's Park;
'/.
EDITORIAL NOTES.
L.._,_
near the Camberwell New Road. Here it has been arranged
ARTY politics and civil strife, the failure of the to fit up 520 bed_;; for the receptipn of the wounded and sick
conference at Buckingham Palace, a riot in both from the standing army on foreign service and the terriDublin-these were the dark clouds upon our torials in this country. The hospital is to be worked by
horizon when last we went to press. Field hospitals were the staff of St. Bartholomew's Hospital and old Bart.'s mell
being equipped, men were volunteering-for service in with Col. W. A. Atkinson, of the R.A.M.C., T.F., in
command. All the members of th e staff have officers' rank,
Ulster.
Now all these things have merged, dissolved, and changed with orderlies obtained from among the students and other
as the colours of a child's kaleidoscope, and the Great War_ sources. Some ninety nurses obtained from the past. and
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present Bart.'s staff under Miss Cox-Davis, Matron of the
Royal Free Hospital, as the principal matron, are also
attached to the institution.
The hospital is already equipped with the necessities, but
there are still a large number of creature comforts needed
which the Government do not supply. It is felt that many
would willingly help by giving articles or by sending contributions for their purchase. The Women's Guild of St.
Bartholomew's Hospital have very kindly undertaken the
onus of obtaining these, and we call our readers' earnest
attention to a special notice concerning this which follows
immediately after the Editorial.

* * * Hospital, the Visiting
With regard to St. Bartholomew's
Staff are still carrying on their duties as usual, with the
exception that the Out-patient Special Departments have
mostly cut down their days of attendance from four to two
days a week. These are as follows, and will remain as such
during the war :
Diseases of the Eye, Monday and Friday.
Diseases of the Ear, Monday and Friday.
Diseases of the Throat and Nose, Tuesday and Thursday.
Diseases of the Skin, Wednesday and Friday.
Diseases of the Teeth, all weekdays.
Diseases of Women, Monday and Thursday.
Diseases of Children, Monday and Wednesday.
Deformity Cases, Monday and Thursday.
Electrical Department, Monday (males), Thursday
(females and children).
X-ray Department, Monday and Thursday.
The Governors have placed the East Wing of the Hospital
beds), staffed and maintained by the Hospital, at the
service of the War Office. This offer has been gratefully
accepted, and we expect the wing to be in use early in
September. All the visiting medical and surgical staff
belong to the Territorial Forces, and No. I General Hospital R.A.M.C. (T.F.) (520 beds) is staffed entirely by
St. Bartholomew's men. Fifteen of the resident staff and
30 students, dressers, etc., have gone on active service,
and a certain number of students have gone to No. I Base
Hospital. The Hospital has undertaken to provide 28
sisters or nurses for the Admiralty and 30 for the War
Office; 35 have already been drafted to various naval or
military hospitals. Also some 30 members of the nursing
staff belonging to the T erritorials have been mobilised.

(198

*

*

*

The Junior Staff has been greatly depleted owing to the
fact that a large number of the men have gone on active
service, either with the Navy or the Army. This has
necessitated the rearrangement of the posts. There are
still five Senior House Physicians and House Surgeons who
carry on the work of the In-patient Department, but a new
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post of receiving-room officers has been created for the
treatment of the out-patients. Of these there are four in
number, who are resident, instead of the usual ten nonresident men. Each of the Special Departments has a
resident officer. Some difficulty has been met with in
filling the posts, it having been necessary to obtain recruits
from past residents and members of the Pathological,
Physiological, and Anatomical Departments ; they have
been given special privileges.
Many old Bart.'s men have offered us their services, and
we are extremely grateful to them. At the present time
we are sufficiently equipped, but in case of necessity we
shall avail ourselves of their offers, and should be glad to
receive the names of others who are not helping the Services
and who may wish to be of use. Especially may this be
the case if the members of the Base Hospital have to go on
foreign service, which they have been asked to volunteer for.
THE NEXT SESSION OF THE MEDICAL SCHOOL WILL COMMENCE, AS ALREADY STATED, ON OCTOBER IST.
THE SCHOOL WORK IS TO BE CARRIED ON AS USUAL WITH
A FULL COMPLEMENT OF TEACHERS.

AT THE PRESENT TIME

SPECIAL CLASSES ARE BEING HELD IN Ol<DER TO ENABLE
MEN TO GO UP FOR THEIR FINAL EXAMINATIONS IN SEPTEMBER AND

OCTOBER,

THE

FORMER

BEING

A SPECIAL

EXAMINATION ARRANGED BY THE ROYAL COLLEGES.

THESE

ARE VERY LARGELY ATTENDED, AND IT IS POSSIBLE THAT
WE MAY HAVE FROM TWENTY TO THIRTY NEWLY QUALIFIED
MEN TO HELP US.

THE SPECIAL CLASSES IN CONNECTION

WITH THE PRIMARY AND FINAL FELL(JWSHIP WILL BE HELD
AS ARRANGED, COMMENCING ON SEPTEMBER 8TH.
SITY

HAS

COMPELLED THE

NECES-

ABANDONMENT OF THE POST-

GRADUATE COURSE FOR THIS YEAR.

*

With regard to the Students and qualified men about the
Hospital, many of them have gone into the Navy as surgeons
or dressers, and others into the Army in like positions.
Amongst the names that have come to us are the following.-Into the Navy : Messrs. G. W. Carte, R. St. L.
Brockman, A. C. Roxburgh, W. A. Pocock, R. G. Lister,
C. H . Savory, A. Gregson Williams, H. E. Griffiths, E. P.
Hicks, W. H . Butcher, C. H. Gow, W. F. Eberli, N. A.
Scott, T. C. Masson, 0. B. Pratt, A. W. C. Lindsay, W. P.
Yetts.
Into the Army, R .A.M C., Regular Territorial Force,
O.T.C., and Red Cross Society: Dr. A. E. Gow (Medical
Registrar), Mr. J. E. H. Roberts (Surgical Registrar),
Messrs. M. N. Perrin, T. H . Just, G. L. Keynes, H. Y.
Mansfield, R. E. Barnsley, R. M. Vick, G. A. Smythe, R.
Stansfeld, L. R. Shore, E. A. Brock, R . 0 . Ward (H.A.C.),
L. Handy, J. Haynes, D. R. Reynolds, S. C. W. Iredale,
W. L. Berry, H. Yorke, A. Pavey Smith, F. Crossman, R.
R. Powell, E. S. Mawe, P. S. Clarke, F . D. Marsh, C. E.
Kindersley, H . J. McCurrich, J . C. MacBryan, M. C.
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Robertson, C. M. Billington, D. H. Derry, C. W. Bower,
D. R. Thomas, G. Kinneir, B. Whitehead, A. Cloudesley
Smith, E. A. Fiddian, S. G. Prall, C. S. Atkin, R. Ellis, L.
F. Strugnell, E. S. Cuthbert, M. W. K. Bird, C. E. E.
Herington, F. G. Chandler, G. D. Jameson, H. B. G.
Russell, B. T. Lang, R. G. MacGregor, M. Donaldson, A.
J. Waugh, A. Bell, C. W. B. Littlejohn, R. S. Scott, J.
Dotto, R. Hodson, F. E. S. Willis, G. T. Loughborough,
E. M. Woodman, F. T. Hill, A. F. S. Sladden, A. K. Armstrong, R. Brewitt-Taylor, R. M. Miller, P. W. James, W.
S. Danks, F. H. Cleveland, F. H. Guppy, D'Arcy Power,
jun., F. G. A. Smyth, K. L. Soltau, L. C. E. Murphy, E. C.
Cunnington, G. Morgan, E. A. Heath, R. H. Clarke, L. W.
Evans, H. M. Wharry, W. R. Wilson, S. R. Prall, P. E.
A dams.

*

It cannot be often that the first places in the R.A.M.C.
and I. M.S. examinations fall simultaneously to members of
the same medical school, and we do not think that it has
ever before been the lot of our own school to secure this
double honour. It is, therefore, with the greatest felicity
that we congratulate Mr. D. C. G. Ballingall on having
obtained the first place in the R.A.M.C. Examination, and
Mr. J. \V. Pigeon on a similar success in the I.M.S. Examination.

*

Our heartiest congratulations are extended to Dr. Langdon
Brown, who was appointed Examiner in Medicine at the
recent examination at Cambridge.
We also warmly congratulate Dr. G. Graham, who has
been appointed Casualty Physician to the Hospital.

•

•

•

Our heartiest congratulations are accorded to Dr. A.
Abrahams and Dr. A. G. Evans, both of whom have been
admitted Members of the Royal College of Physicians of
London.

•

,,

•

•

A considerable number of the nurses have also entered the
Army Service, some of them having already gone abroad ;
others are at the Base Hospital. Here at our own Hospital
some of the members of the Red Cross Society have been
working in the wards in order to pick up information which
may be useful to them. Many old Bart.'s nurses have come
back to help carry on the ordinary work of the institution.

•

*

*

The Clinical Congress of Surgeons of North America
was held in London during the week commencing July 27th,
1914.

During the week excursions were made by the members
of the Congress to all the London hospitals. By means of
an elaborate organisation it was arranged that a certain
number of them should visit each hospital at one time, in
this way avoiding overcrowding. Their chief object was to
witness the operative technique of their English confreres.
At this Hospital between sixty and seventy operations were
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carried out by the surgeons and assistant surgeons, no
selection of the cases being made, in order that our visitors
might see how the ordinary work was carried out. About
three hundred surgeons visited the Hospital. Evening
sessions were held at the Hotel Cecil, papers being read by
English, American and Continental surgeons. Many present
and past Bart.'s men joined in the discussions.
The Congress appears to have been a great success, the
efforts on the part of our surgeons to make it so being
greatly appreciated.
Recently the editor has been on several occasions the
recipient of postal orders and stamps in payment of subscnptwns. Now the editor of the JouRNAL differs from the
editor of a daily paper, in that he has many other duties to
attend to beside those of an editorial nature. Much of his
work is done in his own house, and ofttimes as he leaves
the Hospital in the evening he hurriedly fetches the afternoon post, and, pushing the letters into his breast-pocket,
makes a rapid bee-line for home, where these letters are
then dealt with. It may be that this occurs on some occasion when he will not be attending at the Hospital on the
following day. In this case it will be observed that a postal
order runs some slight risk of being mislaid. Up to the
present no loss has resulted, but we should like to call
attention to the fact that there is a notice at the end of
the JouRNAL giving full directions as to the sending of
money. We should not have thought it worth while to
mention this, were it not that recently this habit has been
growing upon subscribers, and we cannot be responsible for
any loss which might occur in the post or otherwise.
• 2

TY tf-s.

SPECIAL WAR NOTICE.
THE

ST.

BAR.THOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL
WOMEN'S GUILD.

The Guild has undertaken the work of supplying the
necessary bedjackets, nightshirts, and other things for use
in the Territorial Base Hospital, known as the First
London (City of London) General Hospital, which is being
administered by the Staff of St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
All who are willing to work are asked to communicate
with Miss Gask at the Hospital.
The Guild also requires every sort of comfort for the
wounded and sick, among which the following articles
are specially required :
Bath-towels, bed-socks, ordinary socks, pocket handkerchiefs, down or soft cushions (with washing covers if
possible), air-cushions and air-rings (size 22 ins. red
rubber), rubber hot-water bottles, water-beds, felt slippers,
scarlet blankets or Guard's rugs, folding deck or cane
chairs, writing paper, envelopes, pens, pencils, ink, blotting
paper, magazines and books, wall clocks, games (draughts,
dominoes, patience cards, etc.), tins of meat extract
(Bovril, Virol, etc.), cocoa, eating chocolate, toilet soap,
small mirrors, brushes and combs, clothes brushes.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL JOURNAL.
And for sick officers' quarters : Small trays and tray cloths, soup bowls, small cruets, serviette rings, bedside
carpets, bedside tables, bedrests, small clocks for separate
rooms (the " Bee" Clock does excellently), hand -bells,
ash-trays, flower-pots and plants, inkstands and blotters,
linen pillow cases, beds , mattresses, bed-clothes.
Pillows are also wanted for 109 orderlies.
Clothing should be sent direct to Miss Gask at the
Hospital.
All things other than clothes should be sent to Mrs.
George Gask, at 41, Devonshire Place, W., who has
kindly undertaken to receive them and send them on to
the Base Hospital.
MONEY 15 ALSO VERY MUCH NEEDED, AND IT IS
HOPED THAT THOSE WHO CANNOT CONTRIBUTE IN
KIND WILL FORWARD POSTAL ORDERS OR CHEQUES.
Ttlese should be sent to Mrs. Jessop, 73, Harley Street, W.
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th e wound ed from the firing line as soon as th ey can
reach th em, apply the first field dressings that every soldier
carries sewn in his tunic, and bring them to sheltered
spots called regi mental aid-posts. From that point th e
R.A.M.C. work begins.
It is the business of th e bearer sub-divisions of the
Field Ambulance to find the wounded at the aid-posts a nd
in the field, and to bring them to the ambulance waggons.
Th e waggons take the m back to a place where they can
be dressed more carefully, and can, if necessary, be
operated upon.
This, when improvised by a small
detachment thrown forward , is called a dressing station,
and, when th e whole, or a large part, of the Field
Ambula nce moves up, a tent division camp. This la tt er
is really a fi eld hospital. It has a few tents for the worst
Witlt reference to clothing, tlzere are two things which are cases, but most of its wounded are in bivouacs and shelters
specially required, 'l(li., day-shirts and socks. In connection made with all sorts of rough materials. Under Col. James'
with the latter we may say that socks WITH HEELS are direction we made this year in camp some first·rate shelters
required. Many people seem to think tl1at straight socks with straw, with hurdles, and with waterproof sheets.
without h<els are excellent, but experimce sl10ws that tl1ese are
F rom this hospital th e sick and wounded are taken to
not so comfortable as, neitlur do they wear as well as, socks th e clearing hospital, which is ei ther at or nea r the railof an ordinary shape.
head, and from tbe clearing hospital they are sent down in
hospital trains to base hospitals on the coast, whence they
REMARKS ARISING OUT OF THE PRESENT are carried by hospital ships back to England.
What we have been doing in the O.T.C. has been th e
CRISIS.
Besides ordinary
By SrR WrLMOT HERRINGHAM, M.D., F.R.C.P., Lt.-C ol. usual work of a Field Ambulance.
squad and company drill it is very important to learn how
R.A.M.C., T .F.
to carry wounded men properly, how to load the a mbuH E British Army is reckoned by Divisions. A n lance waggons with stretchers, how to improvise co mfort·
Infantry Division consists of three brigades, able transport out of rough country waggo ns, a nd how to
each of four battalions, making roughly 1 z,ooo fit up cattle trucks for the same purpose. Besides that we
men and certain additional units such as field artillery, learn how to dig latrines, refuse pits, urinals, and slophowitzers, heavy artillery, engineers and mounted infantry, sinks, all of them of th e first importance for th e health of
which enable it to be, so to speak, self-supporting. In a camp. \Ve learn how to make a capital camp kitchen,
addition it has its ammunition columns, its supply columns, and we cook quite well enoug h to please ourselves. Besides
and three Field Ambulances. If it marches along a single these practical matters we learn a good deal about army
organisation, map reading, field sketching, and the reconroad it is fourteen miles long.
A Cavalry Division also consists of twelve cavalry noitring of a piece of co untry for medical purposes.
regiments, but they are grouped three together, and
People who have never seen it do not realise ei th er how
therefore form four brigades. A cavalry regi ment contains heavy a wounded man is to carry on a stretcher or how
less than 6oo men, and the four brigades together there- much room a stretcher takes up. It takes nearly an hour
fore number about 7,ooo men. They too have artillery, to carry a wounded man a mile. In a la rge amb ul ance
horse artillery this time, engineers, transport and supply waggon which has two tiers you can only put four stretchers.
columns, and four cavalry field ambulances.
You must drive your waggons slowly because of the risk of
The provision for the sick and wounded is as follows : injury to the patients.
Each battalion of infantry, and each regiment of cavalry,
If anyone will try and estimate the time mathematically
has with it a regimental medical officer, who has under he will be surprised to find how long it takes to carry, say,
him a few R.A.l\I.C. orderlies for water duties and to look 300 wounded men back to the dressing station or tent
after his own medical stores, and a sanitary squad out of division camp, which are most likely at least two miles
the ranks who dig latrines and do all the sanitary duties from the field of action, and maybe a good deal more.
necessary in a camp.
He sees his sick daily, and, if
It is the object of the Field Ambulance to get its wounded
necessary, transfers them to the Field Ambulance.
back to the clearing hospital, and of the clearing hospital to
When there is a fight he has regimental stretcher squads, get its wounded as fast as possible to the base hospital.
which are usually formed out of the band. They collect This latter is the only large stationary establishment.

II
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But in the war which is now breaking out I think the
base hospitals on the French coast will themselves discharge
as fast as they can to the base hospitals in England. Sea
transport in decent weather does not injure wounded or give
them as much pain as even railway transport, and I shall
not be much surprised if, supposing we retain command of the
sea, the real medical base is England, and especially London.
The weak point in the line from the front to the base is
the clearing hospital. The Field Ambulance cannot send
its waggons back. It must keep them up with the troops.
Therefore the wounded must be fetched back by the clearing hospital. But this unit has no waggons of its own. 1t
has either to use supply transport returning empty to refill,
which will be both insufficient and exceedingly rough, or it
has, through the Q.l\I.G., to obtain the carts and waggons of
the country-side. I doubt if there will be sufficient of them,
either.
At the present minute I am attached, as we all are at St.
Bartholomew's, to a territorial base hospital, and I have
been doing what little I could to help my C.O., Lieut.-Col.
W. A. Atkinson, to organise it- It is in two buildings off
the Camberwell New Road-a Training College (St.
Gabriel's) and a County Council school.
A base hospital as organised for the Territorial Forces has
three officers on the permanent staff-the C.O., the Registrar,
and the Quartermaster-and thirty-two officers a la suite,
who do the whole of the treatment. It has forty-three of other
ranks on the permanent establishment, and enlists specially
sixty-six privates when mobilised. It also has a nursing
staffofninety-onesisters and nurses. It holds 520 patients.
Of course a training college is not well adapted and a
board school still less for such a purpose. We have had to
make considerable structural changes, principally in the way
of clearing away partitions so as to make large wards and of
adding lavatories and washing-places. We have also had
to put up wooden buildings in the school playground for
the men's quarters and for a cookhouse. Lifts capable of
taking a stretcher are to be made for each building. The
authority to do these things is given us by the City Association, which is responsible for the 1st London Division,
as County Associations are responsible for other parts of
the Territorial Forces. The City Association and their
Surveyor have acted with a promptitude which could not
have been surpassed. The same should be said of the
Education Committee of the L.C.C., which owns the
schools, and of their Surveyor. I t has been most interesting
to see how the mass of regulations and red tape, which
hampers the action of every corporate body (even of the
University of London) in ordinary times, can be set aside
in an emergency and the whole complicated machinery
made to work as fast and as efficiently as a private business.
It has been a revelation to me, for I have always thought
representative institutions to be very inefficient. We
opened our first ward on Monday, August 17th.
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Our Hospital is the First London General Hospital, and
is the Hospital for the First London Division. This, like
other Divisions, has three Field Ambulances. Our first
patients will be the sick of this division, and such injuries as
are sure to occur in moving heavy waggons and . stores.
The number is expected to be about 3 per cent. of the
troops. Probably as the military hospitals fill up we shall
receive sick and wounded regulars sent back from the base
hospitals over the Channel.
I suppose that none of us on the Hospital staff, when we
volunteered in 19o8, ever thought to see the First London
(City of London) General Hospital a mobilised unit. Aud
here we actually are.
Personally, I am most thankful that by holding -a commission in the 0. T.C. I have learned sometlling of military
organisation. Several of us, Lt.-Col. Bowl by, Major Tooth:,
Captain Williamson and Captain Langdon Browp, !rave
already seen service. But I never have, a9d without the
knowledge of the organisation which the O.T.C. give!l,_ J
should have felt very much at sea. As it is, I feel that J
know at least some of the ropes, and I am sure that thos,e
who wisb to be of use in this way cannot do better tha11
pick up as much as they can of the subject. Major Tooth
is arranging classes for that purpose,
'· T
1
But I should be doing very wrong if I left the impression
' that the only way to be of use is to volunteer for n;1ilitary
~ervice.
The ordinary medical work of the counqy pas to
be carried on. We ourselves, the staff of the Hqspita,.l
shall be attending the wards at St. Barthoiomew's ;s \yell a~
those of the First London. Most men cannot leave their
re_gular practice, and are doing far the best for the country by
sticking to it. Students who are near their qualification
had much better get qualified as quick as they can, and
volunteer afterwards. Those who have advanced less far in
their studies should, in my opinion, go on with them unless
some clear opportunity comes in their way. The needs of
the country a're what we are all thinking of, and I am sure
that it is of the greatest importance first, that the civil
hospital should not be hampered by lack of clerks and
dressers, and, second, that the usual supply of medical men
should not be diminished by stu,d ents hastily. rushmg off,
though with the best of motives, to other work.
• L

OUR RETROSPECT.

D

EillPORA /abtm!ur, ctjugitmtframo non remora·n~e
dies. It seems but a few weeks since we last
published "Our Retrospect," yet were the months
counted by the changes wrought how long would be the
year now passed away.
Success has rewarded the efforts of many, death has cast
her laurel guerdon upon the lives of not a few, yet amidst
these changes how little change do \Ye as individuals feeL :
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On the whole the work and progress of the Medical School
must be regarded as satisfactory. True, the entry of full
students last October fell to the lowest in recent years;
two decades ago we could count upon double our present
entries. But this same dearth of students is felt at all the
medical schools and is not peculiar to St. Bartholomew's,
and against the lack of numbers we must certainly place an
increase in keenness and efficiency; from the standpoint of
both appointments and examinations the past year has been
crowned with successful achievement. Moreover, the dearth
of entries into the medical profession during the past few
years has so affected the position of doctors, that those now
entering upon the career could scarcely do so under more
auspicious conditions and with brighter prospects, in spite
of the past and present, many and ominous, clouds upon the
horizon.
We have sustained a very severe loss by the death of Mr.
Bruce Clarke, whose brilliant career was drawn to its close
on March 28th. He entered our Medical School in I873
and witnessed all those surgical revolutions which have
taken place during the last forty years. From I889 to I903
he held the Lectureship of Anatomy and then became
Lecturer on Surgery. He was a past President of the West
London Medico-Chirurgical Soc1ety, and had been an
examiner both at Oxford and at the College of Surgeons,
and in I 905 he was elected to the Council of the latter
body. In 1902 he became Senior Surgeon at the Hospital,
which position he resigned in 19 r 2 owing to ill-health.
Above all he was a thorough English gentleman of simple
tastes and direct manner. As a surgeon he was bold and
cool, as a friend be was beloved by all and will ever have a
place of honour and affection in the memories of more than
one generation of Bart.'s men.
We have also to record th e death, on December 22nd,
of Sir John James Trevor Lawrence, Bart., K.C.V.O., who
had been one of our most active Treasurers. H e was the
son of Sir ,V, Lawrence, and after a career as a student at the
Hospital some sixty years ago he passed into the medical
service of the Indian Army, with which he served during
the Mutiny. In 1863 he retired, and in r876 succeeded his
father as second baronet. He became a member of Parliament in 1875. He succeeded Sir Sidney Waterlow as
Treasurer and through his twelve years of office accomplished much . In 1895 he was gazetted a Knight of Grace
of th e Order of the Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem, and
in 1902 he was appointed a Knight Commander of the
Victorian Order. Sir Trevor Lawrence was a generous
broad-minded man, whose eighty.two years were filled to
overflowing with arduous work, and his name will not be
forgotten in the Hospital for which he did so much.
Another tender link with the past has been snapped by
the death of the Rev. William Ostle, so long Vicar of St.
Bartholomew-the-Less and Hospitaller. No man was more
loyal to his Hospital and to the r.1edical School than was
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he. Possessing the power of making and keeping friends, he
took infinite pains to keep in touch not only with present,
but past parishioners, and he will be missed by many who
found comfort in his unobtrusive but genuine kindness.
Several changes have taken place in the departmental
work of the Hospital. The Medical Out-patient Department has been completely rearranged. The Physicians in
charge now attend at 10 a.m. daily instead of in the afternoons, and times of attendance in some of the special
departments have been altered so that they may fit in with
the new scheme. Dr. Hamill and Dr. Graham have been
appointed Casualty Physicians to the Hospital.
In the Pathological Department (Surgical) Mr. R. M.
Vick has been appointed Demonstrator, and Mr. K. J. A.
Davis has been appointed Junior Demonstrator.
In the Throat Department Mr. H. D. Gillies has been
appointed Chief Assistant.
Messrs. Boyle and Trewby having served for some years
as Assistant Anresthetists have become full Anresthetists to
the Hospital.
Many appointments which reflect credit upon our School
have been made in other hospitals and schools . Mr. M. L.
Hepburn has been appointed Ophthalmic Surgeon to the
Royal Free Hospital ; Mr. R. M. Vick to be Assistant
Surgeon to the Metropolitan Hospital ; Mr. H. D. Gillies to
be Aural Surgeon to the Alexandra Hospital for Children ;
Mr. M. W. B. Oliver to be Assistant Surgeon at the Central
London Ophthalmic Hospital; Mr. H. P. Gibb to be Assistant Ophthalmic Surgeon to the West London Hospital;
and Mr. Foster Moore to be Assistant Surgeon at the
Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital.
Dr. F. G. Chandler has been appointed Medical Registrar at the London Hospital. Dr. A. Feiling and Dr.
Hamill have been appointed Assistant Physicians at the
Metropolitan Hospital. Dr. G. Graham has been appointed
Assistant Physician to the East London Hospital; Mr. H. L
Whale to be Surgeon for Diseases of the Throat and Nose
at the Hampstead General Hospital, and Dr. B. Myers to
be Honorary Out-patient Physician to the Royal Waterloo
Hospital.
Other appointments include those of Mr. C. R. A. Thacker
as Director of Medical and Biological Studies at Sidney
Sussex College, Cambridge ; Mr. A. G. R. Foulerton as a
Lecturer in the Public Health Department of University
College, London ; and Dr. G. Hadfield as Assistant
Pathologist to the Dreadnought Hospital, Greenwich.
Among the distinctions gained by past students we must
mention the prize of£ 2so presented by the Local Government Board to Dr. C. H. Roberts for his success as Public
Vaccinator to Queen Charlotte's Hospital. Mr. Roberts
has also been elected an Examiner in Midwifery and Gynrecology to the Conjoint Examining Board. Acting-Surgeon
T_ E. Wright, R.N., has been awarded one of the prizes
at Haslar and has received special commendation.
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ERRORS.

f\/nme aHd Post.

Hospital.

LOl<JlON GEl<ER.,L H OSPITALS.

H . ~ l artin Gray is no
longer Ass ista nt in
l-l iddlesex H ospital.
the Electro-thera{ peutic D epartment.

T . P. Legg has reS chool of
signed the post of
~ l ed. for \Vomen
Surgeon.
(Royal F ree H os - H . W ork Dodd is
{
pital).
Co,sultiug Oph ·
tha lmic Surgeon.

W est London Post - ~ P. D unn is Col!sultGraduate Col lege
ing Surgeon fo r
(W est Lond. H os·
D i ·eases of the
pital).
eye.
H ampstead General
and N. \V. London
H ospital.

London

North -E ast London
Post-Grad.College
(P rince of \ Vales
General Hospital),
Tottcnham.

l

/\lame and Post.

Hospital.

~letropolitan

~

L. H epbur n is no
longer Ophthalmic
Surgeon to OutPatients.

~ I.

C. Gordon \ Vatson
is Consulting Surgeon.
H osp.
{ H. Thursfield is no
longer Physician.

LONDON SPECIAL

H . \ V. Carson is
Surgeo11, not Con suiting Surgeon.

H OSPIT,\LS.

Queen's H ospital for~ A. \V. G. \Voodforde
Children, H ackney
is no longer PathoRoad.
legist

Hospital.

Name m1d Post.

PROVINCIAL H OSPITALS.

Whitehaven and~W. l 'Anson is no
West Cumberland
I
v· ..
Infirmary, Cum·
onger
ISittng
berland.
Surgeon.
Paignton Cottage~
.
H ospital and Pro- B. J · Collyer IS devident Dispensary.
ceased.
Liverpool Royal~G. C. E. Simpson is
Southern Hosp.
no longer Surgeon
and Reg1strar.
Live rpool Royal l n- \ T. C. Litler Jones is
fi
)
Surf(eon, not As·
rmary.
l
sistant Surgeon.
Liverpool Infirmary { G.C. E.Simpson is no
for children.
longer Asst. Surg.
Lincoln General Dis- { J . S. Chater is no
pensary.
longer 1\led. Off
C. Chri-topherson is
East Sussex H
Surgeon.• not Asasp.,
sistant Phys1cian
H astings.
A.
S. \ Vilson is no
{
longer Physician

O~llSSIOl\'S

1.Yame and Pnst.

Hospital.

LoNDON GENERAL HosPITALS.

\ Vest London Post-~ H. P. Gibb Assist·
Graduate College
'
.
(\Vest Lond. Hosant OphthalmiC
pital).
Surgeon.

1\l t
rt H
{ P. Hamill, Assistant
e ropo 1 an osp.
Physician.
i\liller General H
pital.

OS·

~ i\l. \\'. B. OJi,•er,

Assistant Ophthalmic Surgeon.

jP. \\'. Leathart, Hon.
A n<esthetist.
1'\orwood CottageJ H. A. Eccles, Hon.
Hospital.
i\ledical Officer in
Charge of X-ray
L Department.

I

'!

I\\'.

P. S. Branson,
Physician.
St Ad
, H
A.E.Gow,}Asst
. . In Drewlls H'lols --< P. Ham ill,
Phys.
p1ta ' o IS I .
C. Gordon (
\\'atson,
urgs.
l] Cunning,

I
I

frame and Post.
(R. i\l. \'1ck, Assistant Surgeon
J. A. Willett, Gynrecologist.
E. \V. Brewerton,
Ophthalmic Surg.
Sydney Scott, Surg.
St. Andrew's Hosfor Diseases of
Throat and Ear.
pi tal, Doll is Hill~'
(contilllt<·d ).
1-l E. G.
Boyle,
Anresthetist.
J. F. Trewby, Assist·
ant An:esthetist.
R. C. Ackland, Dental Surgeon
D. D Pinnock, Resil. dent ~led. Officer.

Hnsp1tnl.

I
I

I
J

Lo,.Do" SPEC! \L HosPIT \LS.

Hospital for D1seases
of the Throat,
Golden Square.
1\largaret Street H ospital for Consumption and Diseases
of the Chest.
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A p k
c;
· ar er, ... orgeon.

W \\'.\Vel b. Assistant Physici.tn.

Hospital.

~Yame

a1td Post

PRO\'l"Cl.\L Hosrlf.\Ls.

\V hit eh a v en and~
\Vest Cumberland Eldon Pratt, Hon.
Infirmary, CumSurgeon.
berland.
Torquay : \Vestern ~
Hospital for 1n- F G . Fen ton, Hun
ci pient Consum pLaryngologist.
tion.
J. E . Payne, Surgeon
Torquay
Torbay F. G . Fenton, SurH
p
D'
geontoThroatanrl
osp. rov. tsp .
Ear Department.
and Eye Infirmary. I J . F. :\all Ana:sthel tist.
Beckenham Cottage (F. C. Trapnell, Hon .
t t.ledical Officer.
Hosp1tal.
Liverpool : The{ G C. E. Simpson,
Children 's Rest.
Hon. Cons. Surg.
Lincoln County Hos- {E. r.r Sympson, Surpital.
geon .
Bath : Eastern Dis· { T. \V :\ Dunn, Med,
pensary
Officer.
Longton
Cott~gc} A. H . John Rad ug-.
Ho,p1tal
'
·

f
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Among the New Year Honours appear the names of two have obtained the D.P.H. Fifty-eight students have
Sir W. J. Collins, who was created a Knight Commander of obtained the diplomas of M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.
the Victorian Order, and of Surgeon-General H. G.
Of other examinations the following have been passed by
Hathaway, who was made a Commander of the Bath.
students of the Hospital; L.S.A., six; D.T. M., Liverpool,
In the Birthday Honours the name of Dr. Herringbam two; D. T.M., London, three; 1\f.R.C. P., Edinburgh, one;
appeared as one of the new Knights.
Sir Wilmot F.R.C.P., Edinburgh, one; M. D., Durham, one; M.B.,
H erringham also has been re-elected Vice-Chancellor at the B.S., Durham, two.
University of London for a third year of office, and he has
The Scholarships and Prizes of the Medical School have
been elected a Censor of the Royal College of Physicians.
been well contested as usual and the following is a list of
At the election to the Council of the Royal College of winners of these during the year 1913-1914:
Surgeons of England, Mr. l\'IcAdam Eccles was a successful
Lawre~<ce Scholarship.-A. G. Evans.
candidate.
Luther Holden Scholarship.- F. H. Robbins.
Among other distinctions awarded to St. Bartholomew's
Brackenbttry Medical Scholarship.-C . R. A. Thacker.
Bracke,.bury Surgical Scholarship.-F. W. Watkyn-Thomas.
men is the appointment of Major E. A. Matthews, I.M.S.,
Prox. acc.-C. W. B. Littlejohn.
as Honorary Surgeon to the Viceroy of India ; the election
Matthews Du,.can Prize.-G. F. P. Gibbons, C. R. A. Thacker
of Dr. Garrod to be Examiner in Medicine to the Conjoint (req.).
Board; of Dr. \Villiamson to be Examiner in Midwifery
Senior Scholarship in Anatomy, Physiology, and Chemistry. and Gynrecology; and of Mr. Womack to be Examiner in H. M. C. Macaulay.
Senior Entrance Scholarships in Science.-G. K. Bowes, R . A.
Chemistry and Physics.
Another well-merited honour has fallen to the lot of Mansell.
Junior Entrance Scholarship in Scie~<ce.- J. P. Ross.
Sir Anthony Bowlby, who has been elected as one of the
Entrance Scholarships in Arts.-L. D. Porteous, J. Dick (roq.).
Vice-Presidents of the Royal College of Surgeons. The latter
Jeaffreson Et:hibition.-R. J. Perkins.
have also conferred Hunterian Professorships upon Messrs.
Shuter Scholarship. - F. H. Young.
Kirkes Scholarship and Gold Medal.-C . R. A. Thacker.
Rupert Farrant, Frederick Pybus, and Harry Blakeway.
Willett Medal.-C. W. B. Littlejohn.
During the year we have maintained a high reputation at
Walsham Prise.-F. W. Watkyn-Thomas.
the various examinations. In both the Royal Army Medical
Bentley Pli.oe.-R. G. Morgan.
Corps and the Indian Medical Service July examinations
HickmsPri:e.-C. C. Okell.
we have obtained the first place. We do not remember
Wix Prize.-C. C. Okell.
Harvey Prise.-A. Morford.
before ever having secured th e two first places. Mr.
Sir George Burrows Prise,- D. W. D. Wooderson.
D. C. G. Ballingall was first in the R.A.M.C., and Mr.
Skynner Prize.-C. R. A. Thacker.
J. W. Pigeon secured a similar position in the I.M.S.
Practical Anatomy, Jttnior-Treasurer's Pri:ze.-(1) J. P. Ross;
Messrs. L. R. Shore, G. P. Selby, E. A. Brock, and
(2) E. M. Atkinson; (3) J. E. A. Boucaud; (4) I. Braun, F. E. G.
S. M. Hattersley all secured honourable positions in the Watson (req.).
Practical Anatomy, Senior-Foster Prize.-( 1) J. B. Hume; (2)
R.i\.M.C., while Messrs. A. C. L. O'S. Bilderbeck and
R.
C. Davenport: (3) A. Morford; (4) D. S. Pracy; (5) R. Fortier.
B. C. Roy were successful in the I.M.S. examination.
Junior Scholarships in Anatomy and Physiology.-( I) J. P. Ross;
At the University of Oxford two have taken the degree of
(2) E. M. Atkinson, E. H. Glenny {req. ).
M. D. and five the degrees of M. B., Ch.B. At the University
J~tnior Scholarships in Biology, Chemistry and Physics (1913).of Cambridge six have taken the M. D., two (Mr. K. ]. A.
Not awarded.
Davis and Mr. R. M. Vick) have taken the M.C., five have
taken the D.P.H., and one the Sc.D., while twenty have
THE WORK OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
passed their examination for the M.B., B.C. At the
LONDON OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
University of London Mr. C. Hadfield took the M.D.,
(MEDICAL UNIT).
obtaining the University medal; ten have passed the
examination for M. B., B.S. and one the examination for B.Sc.;
"A" SECTION.
ten have passed the first examination for medical degrees ;
HE Officers' Training Corps is purely educational.
while eight have passed the second examination Part I and
It has for its object the supply of officers to all
ten the second examination Part I I.
branches of military service. There exists no
At the Royal College of Surgeons of England eleven
other institution for the preliminary military training of
st udents have passed the Primary examin~tion for the
medical officers.
Fellowship in the past year, and twenty-s1x who have
The "Medical Unit" of the Corps is organised on the
received their education wholly or in part at St. Bartholobasis of Field Ambulance, which is the most suitable tactical
mew's have passed the Final examination for the ~ellow
unit for the purposes of instruction, both at Headquarters
ship. At the Royal College of Physicians of London SIX have
of Sections, and in the field, at Whitsuntide and Summer
obtained the M.R.C.P., one has obtained the F.R.C.P ., and
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Camps. In such a unit a cadet learns discipline, drill, field
exercises, etc., and in fact the handling of bodies of men
which every officer in the army must know.
It is the want of this knowledge which sharply distinguishes a civilian surgeon from a military medical officer,
and it cannot be attained without time and trouble.
So at this present great emergency we find numbers of
young men just qualified volunteering for foreign service
whose value to th ei r country would be doubled if they had
joined the Corps even one year ago. Moreover, I am
authorised to say, so much is the value of the training

BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF ENTRANCE IN

appreciated at the War Office, that precedence is given to
any man applying for a commission who can give evidence
th at he has trained in the Medical Unit of the Corps,
and further, it is not too much to say that this precedence
will be to his advantage all through the period of his
senice.
The !cdical 'nit, from the formation of the contingent
in I90<J to Dcc mber, 1913, has supplied '4 officers
R.A . l. . regular arm), 24 to the special reserve of officers,
9 to the Territorial R.,\,)[. '.,a total of 47· But to these
mu t be added tho c v. ho han! joined these branches during
the prc cnt year, and a large number of cadets who possess
ullfic:lte ,\ nd ll, all of \lhom, if qualified, v.ill reap the
d1 nta cs of the training, It IS certain that large force
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will yet be raised, and for this the Medical Unit may hope
to train medical officers.
At the present time students may be divided into two
categories from the point of view of Service.
(I) Those who are not sufficiently advanced in their
medical studies to be eligible as medical officers for one or
more years.
Some of these are in the Corps now; those not in the
Corps are urged to enrol.
Some have entered as privates R.A.M.C.-this course is
not advised.

\VEST SMITHFIELD (SEEp. 198).

(2) Those who are about to pass their final qualifying
examination. For these classes, lectures, drills, and probably week-end field work in camp, are being organised to
begin immediately after the examination.
"A" Section of the Medical Unit has its head-quarters at
t. Bartholomew's Hospital. Its cadets are recruited from
t. Bartholomew's, the London, King's College and Charing
Cross Hospitals.
The officers are, Major H. II . Tooth, in command, apt.
Rutherford, London Hospital, Capt. H. K. Griffith, t.
Bartholomew's l Iospllal.
Recruits are enrolled for two years by any of the above
officers. Attendance at camp is compulsory for efficiency.
'o pecuniary liability is incurred unless cadtts fail to
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become efficient. All cadets must take Certificate A before
the end of the .second year, after which th~y can re-engage
year by year with the object of taking Certificate B.
HowARD H. TooTH, Major U. of L.O.T.C.,
O.C. "A" Section.
COMMISSIONS IN

THE

R.A.M.C.

It i.s intended to hold a special course of military instructiOn, of about a month's duration, immediately after
the September final examination, for men newly qualified
or about to qualify, if a sufficient number wish to avail
themselves of it.
Regular attendance is necessary, and a certificate of
efficiency from the officer commanding, which will be
accepted by the War Office .in lieu of Certificates A and B
during the present crisis, and carry with it the advantage
of a regular O.T.C. training.
Details will be posted on the Screens in due course.
O.C. "A" Section U. of L.O.T.C.

REMINISCENCES OF A HOUSE.SURGEON
IN AN INDIAN HOSPITAL.
URING the period I was house-surgeon in Calcu.tta I came. across some curious cases which
m1ght be of mterest not on account of their
clinical features but because of the surprises they gave us
when we found out their nature.
In the land of stones and cataracts, a case of vesical
calculus excites very little interest among the students and
the medical staff.
But the two cases I am describing
below formed the topic of conversation for several days
after they were operated on. It is also curious that the
two cases were admitted into hospital within a fortnight
of each other.
A young Indian woman was admitted into hospital with
symptoms pointing to a stone in the bladder.
She was
kept in bed in the wards for about a week, during which
time the bladder was attended to in the usual way prior
to an operation.
Under an anaesthetic, the urethra was
dilated and the _stone was explored with the finger.
It
was found to be elongated and soft, and was too large to
be extracted as a whole through the dilated urethra. It
was then crushed with a lithotrite and the fragments
washed out, or brought out, with the finger. Among the
debris collected was found a thin stick d - in. long, wrapped
round with linen and a piece of cotton thread, the whole
about as thick as a couple of match-sticks put together
side by side. Her history did not give us any hint of a
foreign body having been introduced into the bladder.
Subsequent inquiries made the patient reluctant ly admit
that she bad used an " abortion stick" to procure abortion
and that it had gone the "wrong way."
It is not an
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uncommon practice among a certain class of quacks to
use an. "a.bortion stick," \yhich is simply a small, thin
~tic~ With !men wrapped round it and steeped with some
md1genous abortifacients. In this case the stick had been
introduced seven months before. The debris of the stone
together with the curious nucleus around which the stone
had formed weighed r oz. and 2 dr.
.An~ther young Indian woman was admitted into hospital
With simllar symptoms, and after simi lar treatment she was
found to have an elongated soft stone much larger than
the first one, and we were all expecting another abortion
stick forming the nucleus, but to our surprise it turned
out to be a bone pen-holder.
I am now going to relate a case of a totally different
nature. An old man, aged about 72 years, was admitted
into hospital with symptoms of acute peritonitis.
The
history was that he was in the habit of frequently taking an
enema with a syringe he had constructed himself. From
his description we gathered that it was made of hollow
bamboo about 12 inches long, tapered at the nozzle end
and having a wooden piston. He had used this curious
instrument for several years. About thirty-six hours previous to his admission into hospital he was using it when
he fell, and on striking the ground the syringe was pushed
up complttely into the rectum, the piston handle only
remaining outside.
On pulling at the piston it came away,
leaving the rest of the syringe inside. He tried to get at it
with his fingers, but could not reach it.
On opening the abdomen the peritoneal cavity was found
full of blood-stained semi -solid faeces. On moving the
small intestines to the right the bamboo syringe was found
lying free in the peritoneal cavity between the spinal column
and the descending colon. There was a large tear at the
junction of the rectum and the pelvic colon. The case
ended fatally a few hours after the operation.
One of the most perfect results in eye surgery happened
while I was attached to a mofussil (country) hospital. My
chief had newly arrived at the station and was very keen on
getting some eye surgery. Accordingly I informed him one
morning that I had a case of cataract of the left eye for him.
He was very pleased, and told me that he would try Smith's
intra-capsular extraction on that case. After the usual
preparation he made a fairly large incision into the cornea,
but on withdrawing the knife he hurt the patient by grazing
it on the eyelid, and from that moment the patient became
restless. He could not keep his eye still. My chief lost
his temper and slapped him gently on the temple, asking
him to keep his eye still. The patient had the speculum
in situ, and he winked when he was slapped. To my great
horror I saw the lens being squeezed out by his winking
efforts, and I was fully expecting the vitreous to follow it
in its wake when the speculum slipped out and the patient
closed his eye. Both of us were very silent, and after a few
minutes, when the eyelids were separated, our horror
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changed into astonishment when we found that there was a
perfect result staring at us. Needless to say that we maintained perfect silence over that operation.
I will end by relating my experience on two occasions
during my house-surgeonship which I should not care to
be repeated. One fine morning we were operating on a
case of inguinal hernia when a great shock of earthquake
passed over the city. There was an ominous crack heard
somewhere about the theatre followed by a rattling of
There was a general stampede from the
window-panes.
room, and the nrxt thing I found was my chief looking
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struggle outside.
After the operation we heard the story
of the struggle. It appeared that the father had returned
and tried to force his way into the theatre. The sergeant
of the hospital was informed and he tried to quiet the man,
and then noticed that the man carried something heavy in
his breast-pocket which looked suspiciously like a revolver.
The man was overpowered and the revolve r was tak en
from him. He was under the influence of alcohol, and
repeatedly declared that he would shoot the surgeon if the
boy did not come out alive from the operation theatre.
L. M . B.

MEDICAL ScHOOL BuiLD I NGS.

white but perfectly calm opposite me with th e unconscious
patient between us while the anresthetist was trying to tell
us that it was an earthquake. It was all over in a few
seconds, but those seconds appeared very long.
On another occasion a Eurasian boy of r 2 was brought in
by his mother with symptoms pointing to acute obstruction
of bowels. She was told about the gravity of the case and
that an operation was urgently needed.
She said she
would consult with the fath er of the boy who was at his
office. He arrived in a short time, and for some time
would not agree to an operation. Eventually he gave in,
and, saying he would return in a short time, left the
hospital. We got the boy into the theatre and proceeded
with the operation, and while nearing the end we heard a
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A NEW SERIES OF ORA WINGS OF
HOSPITAL.

THE

A very fine series of drawings of the hospital-eight in
all-has been produced by Mr. Hanslip Fletcher, who
makes a speciality of this kind of work. Not only are these
drawings most artistic in their conception and execution, but
some of them are taken from points of view which though
familiar in fact are novel in that th ey are unrealised by most
of us. Three of these drawings we publish by permission of
the publishers, and we have chosen th ese, not because they
are the most beautiful, but because they are views less
familiar to most of our readers than many which have from
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time to time been reproduced in these columns. All the views
possess considerable merit and the light and shade treatment is in some of them of exquisite delicacy. The following is the list of subjects : "King Henry VIII Gateway,"
"Quadrangle," "Staircase," "Fountain in Quadrangle,"
"Tomb of Rahere," "Church of St . Bartholomew the Less "
"Medical School Buildings," " Bird's-eye View of Entran~e
in West Smithfield."
Reproductions of these in sepia, size 9" x 7", mounted
on a white background, size q " x 13" , may be obtained
from W. H. Benyon & Co., Cheltenham.
Price : Signed
Artist's proofs (limited to 300) 42s. the set.

X-RAYS.
By E. P. CUMBERBATCH, M.B., M.R.C.P.

(Continued from page 179).

iDJT was mentioned in

last month's Hospital JouRNAL
how Rontgen, studying the effect of electric
discharges through partially exhausted glass
vessels, on the search for "invisible rays " actually discovered
rays which had the power to penetrate substances that were
opaque to ordinary light. It was mentioned that when the
air-pressure in such a tube fell to about •oboo of an
atmosphere streams of electrons (atoms of elect ricity
separated from matter) left the cathode at right angles to
its surface travelling with a velocity one-thirtieth to onethird that of light till they came in contact with the wall of
the tube. They were then scattered in different directions
without passing through the glass. The glass fluoresced
with a light-green colour, and at the points of impact X-rays
were generated and passed in all directions. A brief description was given of X-ray tubes, and the way in which
the rays were generated when an electric current was passed
throug h them.
The resistance of X-ray tubes is very high and the
current that passes through them must be supplied at a
very high voltage, e. g. 1o,ooo to 1oo,ooo volts. Such a
current may be taken from an influence machine, from an
induction coil, or from a step-up transformer.
Influence machines (which are generally of the Wimshurst
type) are seldom used in this country for generating
X-rays.
Induction coils are very largely used. The modern coil
has been greatly improved during recent years. Coils are
now designed to give, not great length of spark, but the
strongest possible current in the secondary winding so that
a strong current can be sent through the X-ray tube. To
make and break the primary current the vibrating hammer
is little used and only on the smallest coils. In the form
of current interrupter most generally used (the so-called
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mercury break) a jet of mercury is pumped against metal
vanes that revolve and come into momentary contact with
the jet.
As each vane makes contact with the jet the
current passes through the primary circuit (the makecurrent), and when the jet passes between two successive
vanes without making contact with either, the current
through the primary circuit is interrupted (the breakcurrent).
Make and break-currents are induced in the
secondary circuit.
These flow in opposite directions.
The make-current in the secondary is smaller than the
break-current, and it is the object of the coil-designer to
suppress it as much as possible. X-ray tubes are designed
for the passage of the current in one direction only, and if
any current passes in the reverse direction the tube is spoilt
sooner or later. Some reverse current is always present
and there are various devices for stopping its passage
through the tube. The current that passes through the
tube when an induction coil is used is intermittent, not
continuous, and it should be made unindirectional.
In the step-up transformer, first introduced for X-ray
work by Snook, of Philadelphia, an alternating current from
th e mains induces another alternating curre.nt at a suitably
high voltage to overcome the resistance of the tube. This
induced current, like the inducing current, alternates its
direction, but the current that would r·ass through the tube
in the wrong direction is suppressed completely. Transformers can send a very large current through the tube and
there is no inverse current passes through it and no
interrupter is required for the primary current. They are,
however, more costly than induction coils, and are very noisy
when working and take up much room.
The uature of X-rays.-It is now generally agreed that
X-rays are ethereal vibrations like light rays. They travel
with a velocity equal to that of li~ht. They differ, however,
from light-rays in that the waves are irregularly intermittent
and their wave-length is shorter. The shortest waves that
are capable of aiTecting the retina so as to produce an impression of light have a length of 3.6 x 10-s cm. These waves
produce the visual impression of violet. Waves shorter than
this do not stimulate the retina and produce no impression
of light or colour. The ultra-violet rays have a wave-length
of 10- s cm. The wave-length of X-rays is still shorter,
about 10- 8 cm. Some X-rays, however, have a wa,·elength that is longer than 1 o- 8 cm., in fact, slightly shorter
than th e ultra-violet rays. Others have a wa,·e-hmgth shorter
than 1 o- 8 cm. Th e gamma rays of radium, which are
X-rays of a considerable higher penetrating power than
those produced by the ordinary X-ray tube, have a wavelength that is still shorter, but it has not yd been
determined (? Io-• cm.).
It is interesting to note that the different ethereal (electromagnetic) waves have widely different wave-le ngths. Those
discovered by Hertz and used in wireless telegraphy have an
immensely longer wave, some Leing more than 9 miles long.
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The shortest Hertzian waves are o.4 cm . long. The infrared or heat-rays have a wave-length of T'o mm. Next come
the light-rays of the visible spectrum, and these have a very
much shorter wave-length. Next come the ultra-violet rays,
then the X-rays, and finally the gamma-rays of radium which
have the shortest wave-length of all. These rays have a
wave-length that is a thousand million million times shorter
than the longest Hertzian waves.
The properties of Xrays.-X-rays possess physical and
chemical properties, and can bring about physiological and
pathological changes in the living tissues.
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have a very feeble penetrating power, and if the hand is
placed in the path of such rays a shadow almost equally
dark all over would be cast. Such rays would be useless
for diagnostic purposes. At the other end of the scale
the X-rays have a great penetrating power, and the hand
would cast a very light shadow, both of bones and soft
tissues, and many detai ls of the shadow would be lost.
The ·shorter the wave-lengths of the rays the greater their
penetrating power.
The penetrability of a substance to the X-rays is determined by its atomic weight Carbon and a l umi1~ivm wi th

THE CHURCH OF ST. BARTHOLOMEW THE LESS (SEEp. 198).

The most important physical property is the power to
penetrate and pass through substances that are opaque to
light In order that this property may be rendered visible
to the eye (the X-rays themselves produce no impression
of light on the retina) it is necessary to receive the rays on
a screen coated with barium platino-cyanide. This substance fluoresces with a bright green colour when the rays
fall upon it. If, now, an object be interposed between the
X-ray tube and the screen it will cast its shadow on the
latter. The darkness or lightness of the shadow depends
upon (I) the penetrating powers of the X-rays ; ( 2) the
penetrability of the object ; (3) the thickness and density of
the object
X-rays vary greatly in their penetrating power. Some
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atomic weights of I 2 and 27 respectively are transparent
and would cast scarcely visible shadows on the screen
except with rays of very low penetrating power. On the
other hand, lead, with an atomic weight of 207, would
be impenetrable to all but the most penetrating rays and
would cast a very dark or quite black shadow. · If the
substance is a compound and not an element its" penetrability is determined by the penetrability of the component
elements. Thus, lead nitrate is much less penetrable than
aluminium nitrate. Bismuth oxychloride is impenetrable to
all rays which have not a high penetrating power but would
be more penetrable than the same weight of pure bismuth.
Liquor bismuth and lead silicate (lead glass) are transparent
to light but opaque to X-rays.
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The thickness of the substance also influences the depth
of the shadow which it casts on the screen; thus a plate of
aluminium one millimetre thi ck would cause a scarcely
visible shadow ; if it were one centimetre thick, a distinct
shadow would be cast. A strongly compressed powder
would cause a more perceptible shadow than an equal
thickness of the same substance not co~1pressed.
Of the chemical properties of X-rays two are of importance
for medical purposes. One of these is the power to change
silver chloride or bromide like light rays so that it can be
converted into silver by suitable reducing agents or
"developers." The X-rays, however, produce the change
much more slowly than light rays. By reason of their
action on photographic plates it is possible to obtain
pictures of the shadows cast by an object when placed in
the path of the X-rays. These shadow pictures are known
as "skiagrams." A secon(l chemical property of importance
is the power to change the colour of barium platino-cyanide
(light green) to yellow and then to deep orange. This
change is believed to be due to dehydration. The colour
is resfored, nearly, but not completely, by exposure to
daylight. X-rays can liberate iodine from iodoform dissolved in chloroform, and can precipitate mercurous
chloride from a solution of mercuric chloride containing
ammonium oxalate in solution.
The physiological and pathological properties of X-rays
will be considered when reference is made to their therapeutic
uses.
The measurement of X-rrzy\f.-lt is possible to measure
the penetrating power and th ~ intens_ity of X-rays. Such
measurements are comparative and in relation to different
standards. For medical purposes the penetrating power
is measured by the thickness of aluminium which they can
penetrate to the same degree as a thin disc or plate · of
silver. The shadows cast on a fluorescent screen by
different thicknesses of aluminium are compared with that
cast by the silver. Silver ·is equally permeable to all X-rays
produced by the ordinary tube, and the penetrating power
of the X-rays is measured by the thickness of the aluminium
that casts a shadow of equal intensity to that cast by the
silver. The intensity of any beam of X-rays is measured
usually by chemical methods. The time taken to change
the colour of a barium platino-cyanide pastille to a fixed
tint ~ives a comparative measure of the intensity. This
method is the one most commonly used but it gives only
an approximate measure.
Secondary rays.-When X-rays come in contact with a
substance they are not simply absorbed or transmitted
according to its penetrability but, in addition, secondary
rays are given off. Of these, some are scattered incident
rays. Others are new X-rays and their character is determined by chemical nature of the atoms of which the
substance is composed, and is invariable for the same
atoms. The third variety of secondary rays are not X-rays
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but electrons. The proportion of these three vaneties
depends upon the substance exposed to the incident rays
and the quality of the latter. Most of the secondary rays
are simply scattered if the substance is composed of
elements of low atomic weight. Elements of the zincchromium group give rise to a secondary radiation of which
the larger proportion is characteristic of these elements.
Elements of high atomic weight give off both scattered and
characteristic secondary rays. Secondary rays have to be
considered when making skiagrams, and ·th ey probably play
an important part in X-ray therapy.
(To be co1;tinued.)

.NATIONAL RELIEF FUND.
E call attention to this Fund in the hopes that
someone who has not already contributed may be
induced to do so. It is officially stated that the
wives and families of Territorials as well as those of soldiers
and sailors will be assisted on the scales authorised by the
Soldiers' and Sailors' Families Association :

I enclose

£

s.

d. toward the Prince

of Wales'

NATIONAL RELIEF FUND.·

Name.
Address ....
This coupon should be fllled in, and the envelope, which
need not be stamped, addressed to H. R. H. The Prince of
Wales, Buckingham Palace, London.

NOTICE.
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
lO i RE Vice-Chancellor of the University wishes to
ascertain which of our students who are not
members of the O.T.C. (the services of cadets
being required elsewhere), would be willing to act as Special
Constables in the event of a force being formed to insure
the quiet and safety of London. Those enrolled would be
asked to serve in plain clothes for four hours a day and to
give their services without pay.
If you are willing to assi~t in the way mentioned, kindly
g.ive _your name to the Warden of the Hospital.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL.
To the Editor of 'St. Bartbo/omew's /fospital Journal.'
Sir,- An erroneous report being current in some
quarters, I, as representing St. Bartholomew's Hospital
Medical School, should be very much obliged to you if
you would give me an opportunity of stating in your
columns that the Medical School will re-open on October
1st, as already announced.
The fact that the Staff of St. Bartholomew's forms the
rst London (City of London ) Base Hospital, will in no way
curtail their duties at St. Bartholomew's, nor the educational work of the School, and the new Medical Session
will be carried on as usual with a full complement of
teachers. All students in the School who have already
volunteered for service or military training will have
their interests safe-guarded.
I am, yours faithfully,
T. W. SHORE,
Dean of the Medical School.
August 26th, 1914.
MEDICAL PRACTICE IN EDMONTON (ALBERTA).
The Editor of the' St. Bartholomew's H ospital Jour>tal.'
DEAR StR ,-The impression has bee n co nveyed to the medical
practitioners of Edmonton by my letter," Notes on Medical Practice
in Edmonton," in th e May issue of your JouRNAL, that I regard the
med ical men here, as a body, commercially-minded and as stooping
to practices co ntrary to the generally accepted understanding of
medical ethics.
Such was not my inte ntion and I regret sincerely having given that
impression to a nybody. My ideas, at the time of writing the letter,
were to some extent immature an d perhaps the busy atmosphere of
the north -west, strange to me then, influenced. my opinion of medical
practice here a nd this was ap p arent in my letter.
Since writing that letter I have come into contact with the bulk of
th e medical practitioners and have found th em strict ly observant of
medical ethics in the co ndu ct of their practi ce .
I have many good fri en ds am ongst them and, as I said before , I do
not regret having come to Edmonton to practice.
Yours truly,
July 13th, 1914.
A . M. BARROW.
THE H ONORARY MEDICAL STAFF OF ST. ANDREW'S
HOSPITAL, DOLUS HILL, N.W.
To the Editor of the 'St. Bartholomew's H ospital J our>tal.'
SIR,- The word "public" in my first letter is a mi sprint for
" politic," but I a m glad to see that it has not been misunderstood.
Th ose of your readers who have had experience of private
practice among th e class of people to which the offer of the hospital
would appeal, will be able to a ppreciate the difficulty (I trust I may
be allowed to use that expression instead of "impossibility" ) of
refusing to sign a certificate that the case is a su itable one for free
medical attendance, the patient being asked and presu mably able to
pay two a nd a ha lf guineas a week.
One is sometimes put in the position of having to choose between
winking at hospital abuse and offending a patient, connected by
relationship or friendship with many members of one's cliente le, a nd
although one cannot justify co nni ving at imposing upon the honorary
staff of a hospital and its charitable supporters, it is not fair that t he
onus of ascertaining the financial suitabi lity of the case should be
thrown upon the gene ra l practitioner who has been in attendan ce.
That should be decided either by the staff who are giving their
services, and therefore in a position to take objection to the case, or
by an almoner or official attached to the hospital which is receiving
their money, or else, or as well as, by an inquiry of the general
practitioner which should be confidential and private.
As for the "geographically" situated private rooms at six or eight
guineas a week, it is interesting to find that the re is no attempt made
to defend the system. The comparison with St. Thomas's H ome is
not a correct one as the fees charged there are not such as to
appeal to the same class of patient.
The special rooms at St. Andrew's are in fact a "close" nursing
home for members of the staff of a recognised London hospital, and
are debarred to the general practitioner, thereby raising a distinctio n
between the general practitioner and the speciali st, which is apt to
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be construed by the public to the disadvantage of the fo rmer. Thi s
is but a part of the relatio n of th e specialist to the general practitioner, in which direction I do not wi s h further to turn th e discussion .
I bel ieve I a m express ing the opinion of the loca l profess ion when
I say th at we feel th at the St. Andrew's H ospita l and its honorary
staff a re in unfair competition with us and that our legitimate sphere
of work is being encroached upon.
I am, Sir, Yours, etc.,
WtLFRED N . SOD EN .
NATIO NAL RELIEF FUND.
To the Editor of the 'St. Bartholomew's Hospital 'four~tal .'
DEAR StR,-We regret to say th a t the Subscription Sub-Committee of the National Re lief Fund has heard of a good many cases
in which use has bee n made of its name, or of the names of those
connected with it, with the object of securing support for appeals
which a re quite unau thorised.
W e hope you will be so good as to permit the appeara nce of this
letter, the object of which is to inform you r readers that they may be
assu red that any ext ravagant or grotesque a ppeals emanate fr om
perso ns who have neither the authorisation nor the support of this
Committee.
Yours fai thfully,
c. ARTHUR PEARSON,
H EOLEY F . LE BAS,
FREDERI CK PoNsoNsv,
Joint Secretaries,
Subscription Sub-Committee,
August 24th, 1914.
National Re lief Fund.

NEW APPLIANCES AND MEDICAL
SUPPLIES.
"Business as usual " is a motto which we have noticed
much of late. It may be difficult in many cases to act up
to this maxi m, but it will be of benefit to all to attempt to
do so. In the medical world, no doubt, this difficulty will
not be experienced, for, alas! war must give enormously
increased work to both the medical man and the maker
of medical supplies.
We think we shall be serving the interests of both readers
and advertisers during the war, by calling attention from
time to tim e to various classes of medical supplies of any
striking note.
A PoRTABLE OxvGEN GENERATOR has been invented by
Messrs. Amold and Sons, of Giltspur Street, L ondon, E . C.,
which should make the use of oxygen easily available in
many cases where otherwise the delay and difficulties of
obtai ning a supply has rendered its adoption impossible.
The apparatus is small, being only 10 in . by 4tin., and
weighing 2 !- lb. The oxygen is generated from material
packed in cartridge form and compressed, and no chemicals
or bottles of acid are needed. In these cartridges a hundred
litres of oxygen may be carried in the pocket with no more
trouble than an ordinary cigar case. The invention, which
has been patented, strikes us as of great utility. Messrs.
Arnold are also manufacturers of the new PHONOPHORE
STETHOSCOPE, which is provided with two conducting tubes
from the bell instead of one, as in the old form of that
instrument. Its construction secures a considerably increased volume of sound, and the appliance has gained
favour among those dissatisfied on general grounds with
ordinary stethoscopes, or whose needs, owing to some lack
of aural acuity, were not adequate! met thereby.
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Messrs. Leslz'e Miller, of 66, Hat/on Gardm, are specially
to be commended for their X-RAY COILS. They have
recently installed a new and powerful equipment in our
X-ray department. It will take a radiograph in less than
half the time hitherto necessary with any coil employed at
the Hospital. In order to be able to vary the current sent
through the X-ray tube between the wide limits found useful
in general hospital practice, a mercury break has been employed, and the two appliances are believed to be the most
powerful combination of coil and mercury break in the
country.
The new upright screening appliance, for screening a
patient when standing, for bismuth meals, etc., is of the
very latest and most perfect design.
The Holbonz Surgical Instrument Co., Ltd., of z6, Tlzavies
Inn, Holl•orn Cz'rcus, E. C., claim our attention especially on
account of their UNIVERSAL SALINE INFUSION APPARATUS,
which is fitted in a vacuum flask. It is of simple construction, easily put together, and inexpensive. The solution
remains hot in the vacuum flask for at least six hours. The
amount infused is clearly shown by the water gauge and
graduations at the side of the container. A uniform temperature can be maintained and the rate of flow controlled
by means of the regulating taps.
In connection with this Company we may also mention
GAUVAIN's SYRINGE for emptying and injecting tubercular
abscesses, and the HOLBORN SPUTUM BoTTLES, which are
supplied in the regulation postal tins, and are very neatly
mad€ and compact.
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assimilation and dyspepsia. In convalescence from typhoid
it should prove very useful we think. "BvNo LECITHIN "
is similarly a mixture of lecithin with extract of malt, it also
contains a standardised amount of cinchona and to each
ounce nux vomica equal to one-fortieth of a grain of
strychnine. It is recommended for use in patients suffering from malaria, and in those cases vaguely described as
nervous exhaustion where phosphates and glycero-phosphates have hitherto been used.

Messrs. Morz'son, of 47, Soutlz Molton Street, W., may be
specially mentioned in connection with their ABDOMINAL
BELTS. These belts are fitted with a metal rubber-lined
pad, which holds the abdomen upwards and backwards.
This pad fits between the iliac crests from side to side and
between the umbilicus and pubic arch in depth. This is
an excellent belt in that it adjusts itself regularly to the
movements of the body, and does not ride up but maintains
the position in which it was put on.
"RoNUK " (manufactured by Messrs. Ronuk, Ltd., of
Portslade, Briglzton, Sussex) is a well-known floor polish,
which will probably be in considerable demand during the
present crisis, especially in extemporised base hospitals
where wooden flooring may exist throughout. It is essentially a "Sanitary" polish composed largely of germicidal
materials, without, however, the disagreeable smell which is
often associated with disinfectants. It preserves the sanitary
conditions of the floor and seals up "germ harbours," a
most important factor in buildings whose floors have not
been laid with a view to hospital use.

Messrs. S. Maw, Son and Son, 7-12, Aldersgate Street,

E. C., are official contractors to the Admiralty, War Office,

and British Red Cross Society, and are naturally in a position to provide the most up to date appliances such as may
be required in the ·present crisis. Medical men who are
going to the front will find many things to interest them in
their show-rooms. Their IMPROVED SALINE INFUSERS are
also of the vacuum type, and therefore very suitable for use
where the temperature requires to remain constant for a
considerable period.
Messrs. Alien &- Hanbury, Ltd., need but little testimony
as to the purity and excellence of most of their products.
There are, however, two substances to which they call our
~pecial attention-" BvNo CHRISMOL" and "BvNo LECITHIN." "Chrismol" itself is a mixtu.re of some of the
higher members of the paraffin series which have been
highly purified, it acts simply as a lubricant of the intestinal
mucosa, to this malt extract has been added to form the
J' BvNO CHRISMOL."
The number of cases in which this
combination is useful, is, of course, obvious to·the medical
man. It has been used with advantage in many cases in
the place of malt extract and cod-liver oil, and it is
extremely useful in cases of constipation, mucous colitis,
etc., especially where such cases are attended with mal-
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ADDRESSES FOR REFERENCE.
The following list of addresses will be useful to our readers. No
attempt has been made to classify them, and only such institutions
as have a defined and important purpose have been included:
Army Medical Service, Director-General, The War Office, London,
S.W. (Surgeon-General A. T. Sloggett, Kt., C.B., C.M.G., K.H.S .).
Automobile Association, Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, London,

w.

Belgian Relief Fund (cheques to the Belgian Minister), rs, West
Halkin Street, Bel grave Square, London, S. W. (Clothing, etc., to
Mr. Navaux, 8 Chiswell Street, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.)
British Fire Prevention Committee, 8, Waterloo Place, London,

s.w.

British Red Cross Society, Devonshire House, Piccadilly, London,

w.

CP.ntral Advisory Committee for the Prevention and Relief of
Distress, Local Government Board Offices, London, S.W.
Corps of Veterans : Ex-service men are asked to send in their
names to Major Arthur Haggard, 47, Bedford Row, London, W.
County of London Territorial Force Association, Duke of York's
Headquarters, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.
General Medical Council, 299, Oxford Street, London, W.
League of the Empire, 28, Buckingham Gate, London, S.W.
London Volunteer Defence Force, proposed.- Honorary Secretary,
Percy A. Harris, Exhibition Buildings, Aldwych Site, Strand, London,

w.c.

National Patriotic Association (Personal Service): Honorary
Secretary, A. Lindsay Bell, 32, St. Paul's Churchyard, London, E.C.
National Relief Fund, Treasurer, H.R.H. The Prince of Wales,
Buckingham Palace, London, S.W. (money only).
National Relief Fund, 3, Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster, S.W.
(offers of help other than money).

'
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Navy, Medical Department of the Di-rector-General, Admiralty,
London, S. W. (Surgeon-General Sir Arthur W . May, K.C . B. ).
Ottoman Red Crecent Society, 35, Mildmay Chambers, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.
Queen Alexandra's Appeal for the \Vives and Families of S old iers
and Sailors (Co lonel Sir James Gildea), 23, Queen Anne's Gate,
Westminster, S.W.
Queen Alexandra's Imperial Military Nur ing S ervice. Address:
The Secretary, The War Office, London, S.W.
Queen Alexandra's Military Hospital, Grosvenor Road, Lo ndon,

s. w

Queen Mary's Needlework Guild : London Guilds should send
their gifts to the H onorary S ecretary, Friar's Court, St. J ames's
Palace, SW., marked Q.M.N.G. Local guilds should sPnd to their
local officers.
Recruiting for the regular army, Central Office, New Scotland
Yard and Branch Offices.
Royal Army Medical College, Grosvenor Road, London, S.W.
Royal Patriotic Fund, 17, Waterloo Place, London, S .W.
Soldiers' and Sailors' Families' Association, 23, Queen Anne's
Gate, S \V : Assistance to families of soldiers a nd sai lors.
Special Constables, Head Office, Scotland House, New Scot la nd
Yard. Apply to your local police station.

EXAMINATIONS AND DEGREES.

ROY\L COLLEGE OF PHYSIC IANS OF LO NDON.
A. Abrahams and A. Geoffrey Evans have been admitted Members.
CONJOINT BOARD EXAMINATIONS.
First Examinatio1t.

Chemistry.-Boucaud, M. V., Evans, T. G., Lopes, A. V.
Physics.-Boucaud, M. V ., Evans, T. G., Lopes, A. V.
Elementary Bio/og-y.-MacBryan, J. C. W.
Practical Pharmacy.-Arthur, G. K., Amin, H ., Boucaud, M. V.,
Collyns, P . C ., E l Dardiri, M. A., Evans, T . G ., Foster, A., H a rge r,
F. E., Jolliffe, ·w. A., Lopes, A. V., Owen, T ., S a ndford, J . H. E .,
Wharry, H. M.
Second Exami11atiou..

A11atomy a1ld Physiolog-y.-Cobb, G. F., Cretin , J ., Dunn, S. G.,
Moser, R., Samy, A. H .
Final Exam£natio1t.

Th e following have comp leted the examinat ions for the Diplomas
of M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P.: Appleton, A. B., Bird , M. W . K .,
Chillingworth, A. J ., Clegg, M. T. G., Dotto, J . B. G ., Power, D'A.,
Rowcroft, G. F., Thomas, C . H ., West, J. F., Williams, C. L.,
Wippell, W . P.
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
July, 1914.
First Exami11-atio" for Medical Deg-rees.
Bell, H. S., Cowley, A. B., Dreiheller, G: W. R. W., Fairbairn,
D . C., Jackson, M., • Perkins, R. J ., Porteous, L. F., Sophianopoulos,
G J ., Staunton, G. P .
• Awarded a mark of distinction in Inorga nic Chemistry.
SPcottd Examinatio11- for Medical Degrees.
Part / .-Bolton, A. 0. , Braun, 1., Cameron, D., Churchill, H . J . C .,
Goument, L. C., Van H eerden, J. A.
Part !I. -Banks, C. H. D., Bull, L. J . F., Clarke, P. S ., Cook, P . N.,
Da\'enport , R. C., Hayso n, N . N., •Morford, A., Cooke, G. F .,
Pidcock, B. H ., Pridham, J. A.
• Distinguished in Physiology.
ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORPS.
D . C. G. Ballingall, G . P. Selby, E. A. P. Brock.
1:-; IJIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
J Waiter Pigeon.
Losoos ScHOOL OF TROPICAL MEDICINE.
Lt.-Col. R. K. Mitter, I MS., has taken the Diploma of D.T.M.

EW ADDRESSES.

AnL, ~L ~I. L., :\!ale Lock Hospital, 91, Dean Street, \V.
RL'RK>:, G. T., <'/o lllcssrs. Grindhy & Co., Bombay.
DO .'ALD 0~: E., \Ve,t London Hospital, Htmmcrsmith, \V,,
~-DEl rP..·, F.. ,\, Dunsford ,79, Leigham Court Road Strcatham S\V
Kri<R, C. D, \\'dlington ~!ills, D.udarap, W. Australia.
'
·
llloOR>, A. H , 2, London Road, Ba>ingstoke, Hants.
SP>"ECIILY, A J. L., Hutti llline, Hutti P.O., Deccan, India, vid
Raichur.
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THOM PSON, J ., Paignton .
W ALKER, N. H ., Town Hall, Durban , Natal .
WoRTHI NGTON, G. V., Mangalore, Spa Road, Llandrir.dod Wells
(su mmer).

A PPOINTMENTS.

ATAL, M. M. L., M.B., Ch .B. ( Edin.), a ppointed House Surgeo n, Male
Lock Hospital, Dean Street, W.
D oNALDSON, E ., M.R.C.S ., L.R.C.P ., appointed House Physician,
W est London Hospita l, Hammersmith .
KERR, C. D., M.B., B.S .( Lond .), appointed D.M.O ., Dardarap,
W . Australia.

R. A.M. C.

The foll owing C a ptain s to be Majors, June 1st : Arthur H . Ha yes,
Regi na ld Storrs, Raymond L. V . F oster, Frederic k A. H . Clarke.
The following Lieu tena nts to be C aptains : B. Biggar, E. G . S . Cane.

BIRTHS.

COLLI NGR IDGE.-On Juiy 31st, at" Goldwell ," Goudhurst, K e nt, the
wife of W. R. Collingridge, M.R.C .S., of a son.
KE RR.-At Donnybrook, W . Australia, on May 6th, 1914, the wife of
(nee Dea rsley) C. Douglas K err, M.B ., B.S.( Lo nd .), of a daughter.
LO NG.-On July 14th, a t Coimbatore, Southern India, the wife of
Major W . Christopher Long, I.M .S ., of a daughter.
MA SIN A.-On July 23rd, at Nepean S ea R oad, Ma la bar Hill , Bombay,
India, the wife of H . M. Masina, F.R.C .S ., o f a daughter.
STANSFELD.-On Friday, July 24th, at 48, Brya nston Street, Portman
Square, W ., to Dr. and Mrs. A. E. Sta nsfe ld, a daughter (Elizabeth
Ellington) .

MARRIA GES.

BOMFORD-GREEN.-On July 30th, at Coln ey Heath Church, Herts.,
Trevor Lau re nce Bomford, Capt. Indi a n Medi ca l S ervice, M.B .,
eldest son of the Rev. Trevor Bomford, M.A., C .M.S .Pes hawar, to
Winifred Dora, elder daughter of Alfred Pierce Green, M.B., of
Joha nnesbu rg, Transvaal.
0ULTO N- FL0W ER.-0n August 18th, at Holy Trinity Church,
Brompton, S .W ., Ernest Vivien Oulton, B.A., M.B., B.C.( Cantab.),
son of the late William Oulton, Esq., LL.D ., and of Mrs. Oulton,
of Hillside, Gateacre, Liverpool, to Nellie M., daughter of Alfred
and Mrs. Flower, of 41, Queen 's Gale Gardens, $.W., and Mena
C ottage, Bexhill.
PIRIE-COLLIE.-On August 15th,-at Balnagarth, Pifodels, Aberdeen,
by the Rev. Martin Lewis, D .D., assisted by the Rev. C. W.
Hunter, M.A.,and the Rev.J a mes Wishart, D .D ., William Rattray
Piri e, M.B., C. M., M.A .(Aberdee n), t o Ella Gordon, daughter of the
late George Collie, Advocate in Aberdeen.

DEATH.

R l MINGTON.-On Wednesday, August sth, 1914, after a few hou rs'
illness, the resu lt of a motor accident, Hugh R t mington,
L.M .S .S .A., at Y ork C ottage H osp ita l, aged 28. Interred at
Spilsly Cemetery August 7th.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

New York State Jottr1tal of Medici11e, St. Thom as's H ospital
Gasette, British Journal of Nursi11-g, The H ospital, The Nursi11g'
Times, The Medical Review.

NOTICE.

All Commu1licatiotts, Articles, Letters, Notices, or Books for revit!'JJ
should be forwarded, accompanied by the 1tame of the se1!der, to the
Editor, ST. BARTHOLOMEW's H oSPITAL J ouRNAL, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Smithfield, E. C.
The An11-ual Subscriptio1t to the Journal is ss., i11-cludi1tg postag-e.
Subscriptions should be se11-t to the MANAGER, W. E. S ARG.\NT,
M.R C.S.,at the Hospital.
All communications, fiuancial, or other7J.Jise, relative to Advertise~

men/s ONLY, should be addressed to ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER,
the Jouma/ Office, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, E. C. Telephone:
1436, Hulbor1l.
A Cover for binding- (black cloth boards with letteri11g- a11-d KingHenry VIII Gateway in g-ilt) ca11- be obtained (price IS. post free)
from MESSRS. ADL.\RD AND SoN, Bartholomew Close. MESSRS.
ADL.\RD ha1•e arrang-ed to do the binding, with cut m<d sprinkltd
edges, at a cost of IS. 9d. or carriage paid 2s.-cover i11cluded.
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